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Abstract 

This thesis describes investigations into differences between wavefield synthe-
sis (WFS), stereophony and natural sound sources with regard to spatial per-
ception. One aim of the investigations was a comparison and a better under-
standing of the potential of wavefield synthesis and stereophony to reproduce 
spatial sound fields. A second aim was to find a rationale for observed percep-
tual differences by examining the general perception mechanisms. The two 
sound reproduction techniques were discussed and compared with regard to at-
tributes of localisation, sound colour and distance perception at a fixed listen-
ing position. A natural source was considered to be the reference for all inves-
tigations. 

Both for localisation and sound colour, significant differences between the 
systems were found. Spatial aliasing had a substantial impact on the perceptual 
performance of WFS, and its reduction or prevention led to significant im-
provements. Although stereophonic phantom sources were shown not to be lo-
calised as certainly as virtual sources in WFS, the sound colour differences be-
tween adjacent phantom sources were found to be smaller. It was shown that 
the wave front curvature does not provide cues for distance perception in WFS 
for a static listener. 

A combination of WFS and stereophony, which is the OPSI method, was pro-
posed to improve the performance of WFS with regard to sound colour repro-
duction. The results showed that by this technique, which incorporates stereo-
phony into WFS, the sound colour perception can be optimised while the lo-
calisation properties do not change.  

The investigation aimed at interpreting the observed perceptual differences 
through a discussion of the applied perception mechanism. It is hypothesised 
that different mechanisms apply in the perception of stereophonic and WFS 
sources. The estimation of the subjective colouration grades by numerical pre-
dictors supported this idea, because systems incorporating stereophony were 
graded better than predicted. A full decolouration, however, as proposed by 
the association model of Theile could not be proven. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Starting point of the thesis 

Wavefield synthesis (WFS) is a reproduction technique capable of creating spatial sound 

fields in an extended area by means of loudspeaker arrays. The properties of the resulting 

virtual sound field can be close to those of a real sound field. Since the emergence of WFS in 

the early 1990s, attempts have been made to utilise this technique for various applications 

including sound reinforcement, auralisation and spatial sound reproduction. Practical demon-

strations have indeed shown that WFS offers an enhanced capability of spatial sound repro-

duction, but a distinct nomination of its advantages and disadvantages and the consequent 

classification of these in comparison to other existing sound reproduction techniques have 

been missed. However, it is of vital importance to explore the advantages and disadvantages 

of the available spatial reproduction techniques in order to judge their applicability in each 

individual case. Whenever different techniques of sound reproduction could be applied, a 

choice based on distinct capabilities is then possible. 

The perceptual properties of WFS have still not been investigated in the necessary depth and 

completeness. Hence, a comparison of techniques based on existing research cannot be under-

taken reliably. This thesis is intended to be a further step in this direction and should contrib-

ute to enabling this comparison. Naturally, a complete comparison of all attributes of spatial 

perception cannot be aimed at with sufficient thoroughness. The investigation therefore con-

centrates on aspects about which the most relevant and possibly also the most controversial 

questions may exist. 

A comparison of perceptual attributes is difficult or impossible to achieve solely by theoreti-

cal predictions. Thus the investigation had to incorporate practical experiments. For this the-

sis, three main experiments in the above described fields were undertaken. 

1.2 Aims of the research 

One aim of this investigation is to explore the differences in the potential of the techniques 

WFS and stereo1 for spatial sound reproduction. There are a number of applications which 

                                                      

1 “stereo“ is the commonly used abbreviation for „stereophony“. 
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can be realised by both techniques and thus a comparison of perceptual properties has to pro-

vide clues about the specific strength and weakness of each technique. Moreover, it is impor-

tant to detect common properties of both techniques, because only then can the most adequate 

and efficient system be chosen. In addition to their experimental comparison, a further knowl-

edge of and an improvement of the perceptual properties of each technique, in particular of 

WFS, is targeted. 

The second aim is to help identify the perception mechanisms which apply for WFS and ste-

reo. For stereophonic perception, certain phenomena cannot be explained consistently by 

existing theories. The existence of some kind of binaural decolouration or a general difference 

in the perception of WFS and stereo is hypothesised. The basis is the ‘association model’ of 

Theile (1980). 

1.3 The sound reproduction principles 

Pre-existing principles for spatial sound reproduction include stereophony and binaural audio. 

These and the principle of sound field reconstruction, as realised by the techniques WFS and 

ambisonics, make up the three fundamental principles of spatial sound reproduction. Theile et 

al. (2002, 2003) hypothesise that only these three principles exist and that any other system 

can be traced back to one of them or to a combination of them. The three principles thus were 

fundamentally different from each other. In the scope of this thesis, only the techniques WFS 

and stereo are considered, being loudspeaker-based techniques with potentially overlapping 

applications. A fundamental difference in the perception mechanisms applying to WFS and 

stereo would imply important consequences for the prediction of their perceptual quality. The 

investigation discusses the validity of this paradigm with reference to a series of experiments. 

1.4 Incorporation of a new technique: OPSI 

On the basis of the results obtained from the investigation on perceptual differences between 

WFS and stereo and their rationales, general changes in the WFS reproduction were consid-

ered. A technique was created which aimed to enhance the perceptual properties of WFS 

based on the assumption of different perception mechanisms. This reproduction technique, 

named ‘OPSI’ (Optimised phantom source imaging in wavefield synthesis), is a combination 

of WFS and stereophonic reproduction. It is included in the experimental investigations and 

also acts as a tool to validate the mentioned general assumptions. Its applicability for WFS 

reproduction is discussed. 
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1.5 Focus of this thesis 

In this thesis, a focus is put on the attributes of localisation, sound colour and distance percep-

tion.  

More precisely, the directional accuracy and the locatedness of the sources synthesised by the 

different systems, including the OPSI system, are investigated. Furthermore, the sound colour 

reproduction is compared and a link between perceptual and physical parameters is attempted. 

In addition, the advantages of WFS for distance perception are discussed by an investigation 

into the role of the wave front curvature.  

The scope of the investigation is narrowed down to the perceived properties on a fixed listen-

ing position.  

Apart from the detection and discussion of perceptual differences, the general mechanisms of 

source localisation are discussed in order to find a rationale for the experimental results. 

1.6 Movements of the listener in the sound field, l istening area 

Possibly the most important perceptual difference between WFS and stereo is the variation of 

the perceived sound field with movements of the listener. As WFS reproduces virtual sources 

in similar geometry to that of a real source, the synthesised sound field enables movements 

and a corresponding change of the ‘view angle’, i.e. another perspective to the sound field. 

This is not intended and not possible in stereo. Furthermore, WFS offers other advantages for 

a group of listeners regarding the size of the listening area. 

As a consequence of these fundamental differences, WFS and stereo are suited for partly dif-

ferent applications. Hence, the application may rule the choice of the system and this does not 

necessarily demand a preceding comparison of perceptual attributes. This comparison is more 

interesting when the same application can be realised by both reproduction techniques be-

cause only then do the techniques ‘compete’ with each other. Generally, this is the case for 

applications in which the listener is located at a fixed listening position. Of course, this pre-

condition clearly constricts the number of applications discussed in this thesis. However, for 

all other applications, the choice of the system is already obvious without a discussion. Fur-

thermore, one should determine whether the application really demands a sound reproduction 

system capable of recreating geometrical similarity to a real sound field. Often, the desired 

high fidelity of a reproduction system is meant much more in terms of perceptual than geo-

metrical properties as described below. 
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1.7 Physical or perceptual agreement? 

An important assumption for the comparison of sound reproduction techniques has to be 

made about the relevance of the physical similarity of synthesised and original sound field. It 

is often argued that due to the high similarity between the sound fields produced by WFS and 

natural sources, a high quality of spatial perception is likely to be achieved. This is partly true 

for some attributes as the investigations in this thesis have also shown. However, it cannot be 

argued that in general a higher similarity results in a better spatial quality. The aim should 

rather be to achieve a high accordance of perceptually relevant attributes between original and 

virtual sound fields. This can be fundamentally different from a high accordance of physical 

parameters. There may, for instance, be physical differences between original and virtual 

sound fields that do not have any perceptual consequences. As an example, the geometrical 

similarity of original and virtual sound fields is irrelevant for a listener at a fixed listening 

position. Vice versa, even small deficiencies in certain physical parameters might impair per-

ception significantly. An important example is the spatial aliasing in WFS. 

In general, the physical properties of the reproduced space do not necessarily have to be real-

istic or existent in any real situation. This assumption might change the view of WFS because 

it was often claimed to be superior due to its close physical accordance with real sound fields.  

1.8 Structure of the thesis  

After this introduction, the perceptual attributes of interest and techniques of their measure-

ment are introduced (chapter 2). 

The two sound reproduction techniques stereo (chapter 3) and WFS (chapter 4) are discussed 

in respect of their physical and psycho-acoustical properties. The hybrid approach OPSI is 

introduced and discussed in chapter 5.  

Setting the scene for the experiments, the differences between WFS and stereo with regard to 

this investigation are summarised in chapter 6. This comparison establishes the research ques-

tions that will be discussed in the experiments. 

The three main experiments described in this thesis cover the properties of the different sound 

reproduction techniques regarding the perceptual attributes of: 

- localisation (chapter 7) 

- sound colour perception (chapter 8) 
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- distance perception (chapter 9) 

The investigations are tailored to unveil the main perceptual differences between the tech-

niques. 

A summary and conclusions are given in chapter 10. 

1.9 Original contributions 

This thesis describes differences in the perceptual properties between WFS and stereo. Based 

on the general discussion of existing knowledge, the remaining open questions are thoroughly 

discussed and considered by experiments. The thesis thus considers questions on perceptual 

properties that have not been discussed in a sufficient way so far. Furthermore, the proposal 

of a new WFS reproduction technique, namely the ‘OPSI’ method, and its utilisation for an 

investigation of perception principles, are unique in the current research. Finally, the uncon-

ventional way of interpreting stereophonic perception departs from usual paths by taking up 

Theile’s association model from 1980. 

In addition, the thesis deals with the following open questions about WFS and stereo percep-

tion. Answers are provided in the respective chapters and are only generally introduced here: 

- How does the localisation performance of WFS compare to real sources and which 

aliasing frequency is required for a localisation performance similar to that of real 

sources? 

The results of experiments on localisation and sound colour suggest that a higher alias-

ing frequency improves significantly the reproduction concerning both attributes. 

- How does the localisation performance of WFS compare to phantom sources? 

The performance of stereo in general seems to be underestimated. Nevertheless, it is 

shown that WFS virtual sources can potentially be localised much better, depending on 

the spatial aliasing frequency. 

- How does the OPSI system compare to the other systems regarding localisation and 

sound colour perception and which consequences can be derived from that? 

The new system proposal OPSI is shown to offer localisation properties not worse than 

those of a comparable WFS system while significantly improving sound colour repro-

duction. 
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- Is WFS superior to stereo with regard to sound colour perception? 

Again, stereo seems to be underestimated by current research. Results show that indeed 

stereo is better than WFS regarding the colouration between adjacent sources. 

- Which factors are relevant for the sound colour perception of the different sources? 

The influence of aliasing and spectral alterations can be found in the results of the ex-

periments. However, the stereophonic sources were perceived less coloured than pre-

dicted. They are hypothesised to gain from decolouration as long as they are success-

fully localised. 

- Can the hypothesised general difference between WFS and stereo perception be veri-

fied?  

From the sound colour performance, consequences on the general perception mecha-

nism were derived. The stereophonic sources were perceived less coloured than pre-

dicted. However, the experimental results also show that a full decolouration cannot be 

achieved and a dependence on the ear signal spectra exists.  

- Is WFS superior to stereo regarding distance perception? Does the wave front curvature 

form a distance perception cue?  

Experiments and theoretical investigations show that indeed no cue can be derived from 

the wave front curvature for a static listener in WFS. 

1.10 The employment of signal processing for this t hesis 

In this thesis, a series of experiments is described which required the use of signal processing 

for the reproduction of the different systems. The reproduction was realised by a real-time 

convolution of the source signal with the relevant transfer functions of the system. These 

transfer functions can be derived from the relevant theory described in sections 3.5.1 (stereo) 

and 4.2.1 (WFS). The real-time convolution was realised by an employment of the software 

convolution engine BruteFIR (Torger, 2007). The transfer functions were calculated and proc-

essed using the MATLAB® software package including the MATLAB® Signal Processing 

Toolbox (The Mathworks, 2007). The measurement of room impulse responses was per-

formed using MATLAB® scripts programmed by this author and by Hulsebos (Hulsebos, 

2004). All essential and most of the other work regarding signal processing was performed by 
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this author. The preparation of the binaural room impulse responses for the virtual acoustic 

system is described in section 8.2.3. 
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2. Introduction to the perceptual attributes examin ed 

in this thesis 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter defines and describes the perceptual attributes on which this thesis will be focus-

sed. It thus prepares for the discussion in the following chapters. The selection of the chosen 

attributes is justified in section 2.2, before each attribute is introduced in a dedicated section. 

The discussion of the localisation attributes (section 2.3) is followed by an introduction to the 

attributes sound colour (section 2.4) and source distance (section 2.5). The chapter is summa-

rised in section 2.6. 

2.2 Classification and selection of attributes 

This investigation puts an emphasis on the perceptual properties of WFS and in particular on 

the difference between the perceptual properties of WFS and stereo. Of course, the investiga-

tion cannot aim at a complete coverage of all perceptual properties, but rather attempts to 

detect and consider the few most apparent differences. Moreover, the selection of the specific 

attributes describing these differences is based on the second aim of this investigation. This 

aim is to explore the properties of WFS and stereo against the background of their basic per-

ception mechanisms. Therefore, attributes that can give crucial hints on the basic processing 

are selected for thorough investigation. As will be described in chapter 3.6.2, Theile’s asso-

ciation model (1980) is one main basis for a discussion of source perception in this thesis. 

Hence, an experimental investigation tailored to discuss the hypotheses of this model makes 

sense. Accordingly, the main focus is put on attributes related to the perception of source 

location and ‘gestalt’2 (see discussion below). The resulting two attribute groups correspond 

to the separation in two basic processing stages as hypothesised by Theile. 

                                                      

2‘Gestalt’ is a term used in psychology. A gestalt quality is achieved when “... many groups of 
stimuli acquire a pattern quality which is over and above the sum of their parts; for example, 
a square is more than a simple assembly of lines – it has ‘squareness’.” (Ehrenfeld, 1890 
cited in Gross, 1992) The gestalt psychology was mainly introduced by the group around 
Wertheimer (1880-1943). Possible translations are: ‘organised wholes’, ‘configurations’ or 
‘patterns’ (Gross, 1992). 
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The attributes of source localisation are those related to the location and the geometry of the 

source, together with those characterising the quality in which a source is localised. This 

group could perhaps also be called ‘spatial attributes’. However, this might lead to disagree-

ments regarding the inclusion of attributes related to sound colour. Furthermore, the term 

‘spatial attributes’ does not represent the hypothesised separation in the perception process, 

and therefore lacks an apparent definition. The selected localisation attributes are introduced 

in section 2.3. 

The ‘gestalt’ of the source comprises the acoustical content of the perceived source. After 

Theile (1980; see chapter 3.6.2), the gestalt perception is independent of the perception of the 

source location. This means the auditory system is able to analyse the source content inde-

pendently of the signal characteristics related to the location perception. In other words, signal 

characteristics could be removed for perception that are not part of the acoustical content of 

the source, but added by the room and the head and body of the listener. This would be called 

an ‘inverse filtering’ process. Theile denominates the remaining acoustical content of the 

source the ‘gestalt’ of the source. By this denomination, the character of the signal is de-

scribed, being a construct of different sub-characteristics. These add up to a pattern that is 

detected by the auditory system as a whole, by comparison with known patterns. The term 

‘gestalt’ implies that the content of the source is perceived by a logical assembly of the avail-

able cues (with the assistance of other cues such as visual cues, the source location, the con-

textual relationship of the source in the scene etc) and that the created percept can be consid-

ered more than just the sum of its parts. In the context of acoustical source perception, an 

example of a certain source gestalt is the voice of the mother, comprising sub-attributes such 

as female voice, formants, tune, voice melody, language/dialect etc, together with the visual 

sensation of the mother. These sub-attributes are meaningful only in their common existence. 

The relevant meaning of the perception of the source gestalt is based on the functional princi-

ple of Theile’s association model. Through the hypothesised ‘inverse filtering’ of the transfer 

function between source and inner ears, the gestalt would be completely reconstructed in the 

case of successful spatial decoding. In other words, a non-successful spatial decoding would 

create an impaired gestalt of the source, as the inverse filtering process cannot operate. After 

Theile, the result would be a colouration of the source. This colouration can be measured and 

thus the success of the gestalt perception can be implicitly estimated. Hence, a measurement 

of the colouration enables conclusions to be drawn on the localisation process. The attributes 

sound colour and colouration are introduced in section 2.4.  

In addition to the two mentioned groups of attributes related to the perception mechanism, a 

further attribute was considered within this investigation, due to its high relevance for a com-
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parison of perceptual properties. The perceived distance of the source depends on a number of 

different physical parameters of the sound field. The existence of these parameters in the re-

produced sound field and their evaluation decides whether the distance perception is success-

ful. As will be described, during the comparison of wavefield synthesis and stereo, the pa-

rameter wave front curvature was discovered as a main cue that could make a significant dif-

ference regarding the attribute source distance. This attribute will be introduced in section 2.5. 

2.3 Localisation  

2.3.1 Collection of attributes found in literature 

A sound reproduction system has to be capable of reproducing sources in certain directions at 

a sufficient quality (as the term ‘(localisation) quality’ is vague and comprises a number of 

attributes, alternatives will be introduced below). Both the direction and localisation ‘quality’ 

of the perceived source can be measured by experimental means. Hence, an investigation is 

possible which - potentially rather precisely - detects differences between different sound 

reproduction systems. The detected differences may also give rise to conclusions about basic 

differences in the reproduction of the systems or the perception of the source. 

This section lists attributes of localisation that are used in the context of the evaluation of 

sound reproduction techniques. It also lists their definition and determines their use for this 

investigation. In the past, attributes of localisation have often been defined individually for 

certain investigations, and sometimes they remain unclear in their meaning. The consequence 

is a lack of consistency between the different definitions (or applied meanings) and a signifi-

cant difficulty in comparing different results. Some terms, as they are used in the literature, 

can have different meanings. These ambiguities also stem from the different purposes of in-

vestigations, many of them not concentrating on the evaluation of sound reproduction systems 

as in this case. 

The relevant terms found in the literature are listed in Table 2-1 below, together with defini-

tions by this author unless otherwise noted. Attributes written in italics are not used further on 

in this thesis. 
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Localisation General mapping law between the location of an auditory event 

and a certain attribute of the sound source. (Definition accord-

ing to Blauert, 1997) 

Mechanism/Process that maps the location of an externalised 

auditory event to certain characteristics of one or more sound 

events. (Definition according to Theile, 1980) 

Direction The direction in which the source is perceived 

Distance Perceived range between listener and reproduced source 

(Definition according to Rumsey’s (2002) ‘individual source 

distance’) 

Depth Sense of perspective in the reproduced scene as a whole 

(Definition according to Rumsey’s (2002) ‘environment depth’) 

Stability The degree to which the perceived location of a source changes 

with time. 

Robustness The degree to which the perceived location of a source changes 

with movement of the listener. 

Accuracy The degree to which the intended and the actually perceived 

source agree with each other. This ‘agreement’, unless defined 

differently, involves all attributes of the source. Often, the term 

accuracy is used only for the ‘directional accuracy’, which 

means the agreement concerning the source direction. The rele-

vant measure for this attribute is the ‘directional error’ of a 

source/system. 

Resolution The achievable precision of the synthesised sound field in terms 

of direction and/or distance. 

Individual source width 

ISW, Apparent source 

width ASW 

Perceived width of the source  

(Definition according to Rumsey, 2002). 

(Image) focus The degree to which the energy of the perceived source is fo-

cussed in one point. 

Definition of the image Similar to image focus 
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Diffuseness Inverse of image focus 

Blur Inverse of image focus 

Locatedness Spatial distinction of a source.  

(Definition according to Blauert, 1997) 

The degree to which an auditory event can be said to be clearly 

perceived in a particular location. 

Certainty of source  

localisation 

Similar to ‘locatedness’, used by Lund (2000) 

Localisation quality,  

Localisation  

performance 

These terms describe a mix of attributes. They describe the 

overall performance of localisation. They should be defined 

individually, because they can have ambiguous meanings 

(‘quality’ of the directional accuracy, sound colour, focus, lo-

catedness or an ‘average’ quality?). 

Externalisation The degree to which the auditory event is outside the head 

Spaciousness Often used in the same meaning as ‘apparent source width’ 

ASW, but also used to describe the perceived size of the envi-

ronment. 

Presence Sense of being inside an (enclosed) space or scene. 

(Definition according to Rumsey, 2002). 

Often also used as an attribute of sound colour. 

Table 2-1: Summary of potential localisation attributes found in the literature 

2.3.2 Measurement methods for directional accuracy, image focus and locatedness 

Measurement methods for certain attributes of localisation are reviewed and discussed in this 

section. Based on and derived from these, suitable approaches for the tasks of this investiga-

tion can then be chosen. Often, the meaning of a localisation attribute becomes apparent when 

taking a closer look at the method with which it was measured. The discussion of measure-

ment methods for the attributes directional accuracy, image focus and locatedness will show 

which approach fits the aims of this investigation best.  
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Directional accuracy 

Experiments of Vogel (1993), Start (1997) and Verheijen (1998) explored the localisation 

properties of WFS virtual sources. The mean run standard deviation3 <s > of the perceived 

auditory event directions serves as a measure for the ‘overall localisation quality’ of the sys-

tems. This procedure may be regarded as valid if it is undertaken with respect to a reference, 

such as a single small loudspeaker, having small source width, sharp focus and good located-

ness by definition. One or more of these three attributes are expected to change when the 

standard deviation increases, and a change in one or more of these attributes can be inter-

preted as a decrease of the overall quality of the localisation. However, there are two impor-

tant objections to this method: 

1. It cannot be judged which of those attributes changed when a certain standard devia-

tion is measured. It is believed (e.g. Corey and Woszczyk, 2002; Rumsey, 2002) that 

there can in fact be a difference between the perception of source width, focus and lo-

catedness. This applies particularly for WFS, as believed by this author. 

2. It may be possible to judge a change in the overall ‘localisation quality’ from a 

change in the standard deviation, but the reverse is not proven: a change of one of the 

attributes comprised in the term ‘localisation quality’ does not necessarily lead to a 

change of the measured standard deviation. This can be observed in the experiment 

described in chapter 7. Vogel, Start and Verheijen, however, deduced the localisation 

quality from the measured standard deviations alone, and therefore arrived at differ-

ent results to the ones described in this thesis. The same problem may also occur for 

measurements of the minimal audible angle (MAA) which do not necessarily reveal 

differences in the localisation quality. Start (1997) measured the MAA of virtual 

sources in WFS. 

By mathematical analysis, two other figures can be extracted (see Hartmann, 1983) from the 

data obtained from a measurement of the perceived auditory event directions. In the case of 

the existence of a predefined reference direction (e.g. the desired direction of a virtual source 

or the actual position of a single loudspeaker), the RMS error D is the RMS of the deviation 

of the perceived directions from the reference direction. It is quite similar to the standard de-

viation s, except for the reference from which the deviation is measured. The RMS error D is 
                                                      

3 The standard deviation s  here is defined as the RMS error of all assessments of one person 
and one stimulus. By averaging the standard deviations from all test items the run standard 
deviation s  is calculated. Averaging all test subjects’ run standard deviations s  results in 
the mean run standard deviation <s > (see Hartmann, 1983) 
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related to a predefined direction x0 in contrast to the standard deviation s, which is related to 

the mean value xmean of all perceived directions. The relation between the two is D2 = s2 + 

(xmean – x0)
2. Hartmann takes the mean run RMS error <D > as the most suitable parameter to 

describe the ‘localisation performance’. Start adopts this definition in his analyses. The men-

tioned problem of the standard deviation s applies to the RMS error D even more: the reason 

for an increasing RMS error may be found in a changed focus, width, locatedness or direction 

of the perceived source. Thus, this parameter can describe only the ‘overall localisation per-

formance’ of a system that has to be accurate both in direction, shape and quality of the (vir-

tual) source. A system with a directional bias (be it in the system or the measurement proce-

dure) cannot be assessed by this measure. A system which synthesises the desired directions 

with a directional error of  |xmean – x0| = + 5°, but is capable of presenting the sources with an 

optimal focus, will result in a small standard deviation s. The RMS error D of this measure-

ment, however, would not be less than 5° in spite of that. 

The second available measure is the signed error E = xmean – x0 , which is a measure for the 

average deviation of the perceived direction xmean from the predefined direction x0, in which 

the sign of the deviation is taken into account. This is a measure for the ‘directional accuracy’ 

of a system. 

Image focus and locatedness 

Apart from the above-mentioned implicit method of measuring the standard deviation and 

concluding on the attributes image width, focus and locatedness, there are other methods of 

directly measuring these attributes. Various authors describe measurements of the image fo-

cus in the context of the evaluation of sound reproduction systems. Martin et al. (1999b) pre-

sented pairs of stimuli, requiring the test subjects to indicate the more focussed of the two 

stimuli. In his definition, the focus of a (phantom) source is dependent on the expected image 

size (in this case the human voice). Martin states: ”When a phantom image is larger or wider 

than the anticipated size of the actual sound source … the image is perceived as being unfo-

cussed.” This definition emphasises that the focus of a source does have a clear relationship 

to its width, but not in a direct sense. That means that large sources can exist which are not 

perceived as being unfocussed and vice versa. Martin’s results showed clear distinctions be-

tween the five different systems under investigation in terms of the assessed focus of the 

sources. He also performed measurements of the IACC (Interaural Cross Correlation) coeffi-

cient of the same stimuli using a dummy head, which did not reveal these distinctions.  

In (Wittek et al., 2001b) stimuli (phantom sources) were presented in comparison to a refer-

ence, this being a single loudspeaker. The subjects were asked to assess the difference in the 

image focus using a five-grade scale. The results showed clear differences in the perceived 
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focus which could not have been concluded from the deviations of the perceived directions. 

The focus data showed a clear trend whereas the measured standard deviations of the per-

ceived directions showed no significant differences. The definition of focus used in this study 

was similar to Martin’s and in both studies a human voice was used as the stimulus. 

Lund (2000) introduced a ‘consistency scale’ consisting of five grades and being described by 

three attributes at once: ‘certainty of angle’, ‘robustness’ and ‘diffusion’. According to his 

scale, the best grade on this consistency scale would be given to a source that is localised with 

no doubt, is very robust and whose image is not diffuse. Corey et al. (2002) made use of 

Lund’s scale and measured the ‘certainty of the source location’ on a five-grade scale. They 

additionally measured the incidence direction of the stimulus (phantom source) and the time 

in which the response was given. By this procedure, these different parameters could be com-

pared to each other. It was found that there was indeed a negative correlation between re-

sponse time and the certainty of source location. However, regarding the spread and the bias 

of the directional data that Corey et al. call ‘accuracy’, they state: ”In comparing the localiza-

tion accuracy with certainty, it was found that there was not a significant correlation between 

the variables. From this we can conclude that confidence in source location does not always 

translate into accurate or consistent localization ability” . 

Chapter 7 describes an experiment on the localisation properties focussing on the attributes 

directional accuracy, image focus and locatedness. 

2.4 Sound colour and colouration 

The sound colour is one of the important attributes describing a sound or, as in our case, a 

sound reproduction technique. In this investigation, the term ‘timbre’ is supposed to have the 

same meaning as the term ‘sound colour’. 

The capability of reproducing the correct (or at least a plausible, see chapter 1.7) sound colour 

of a virtual source is a vital property of a sound reproduction technique. Listeners would 

rather accept a compromise in the spatial fidelity of the reproduced sound field than a de-

graded sound colour (Rumsey et al., 2005). It is a challenge for systems providing a spatially 

enhanced performance, like WFS, not to achieve this enhancement at the cost of a reduced 

sound colour reproduction quality.  

The definition of the attribute sound colour or timbre is difficult. The well-known definition 

from the American Standards Association (ASA, 1960), is: 
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”Timbre is that attribute of auditory sensation in terms of which a listener can judge that two 

sounds similarly presented and having the same loudness and pitch are dissimilar.” 

However, this definition takes into account neither temporal nor spatial differences, neither of 

which can be understood as attributes of timbre. Newer descriptions consider the timbre as a 

multidimensional construct of a number of different sub-attributes which describe the specific 

sound colour properties of the source (Bloothooft and Plomp, 1988; Zwicker and Fastl, 1990; 

Bregman, 1994).  

Subjective measurements of the sound colour have been somewhat elaborate. An overview of 

the literature can be found in (Brüggen, 2001a) and (Rubak and Johansen, 2003). Reasons for 

the difficulty in the measurement of the sound colour include a lack of meaningful objective 

measures that describe the subjective perception. Furthermore, the sound colour always refers 

to a reference that is used for comparison, be it in the memory of the listener, or a direct com-

parison (Brüggen, 2001b). The latter possibility unveils very fine differences: the auditory 

system is particularly sensitive to changes in the sound colour between two sounds (Bloot-

hooft and Plomp, 1988; Bücklein, 1981). In contrast, the auditory system is able to adapt to a 

static frequency response which is then regarded as not coloured (Zwicker and Fastl, 1990). 

When the difference is more interesting than the absolute sound colour, the attribute ‘sound 

colour difference’ can be used. It is easier to measure the sound colour difference than an 

absolute measure related with sound colour. Examples for the latter could, for instance, be the 

naturalness or the degree of distortion of a signal. 

The sound colour difference is also called ‘colouration’ (or coloration, AE). Salomons (1995) 

proposed the following definition for this term:  

”The coloration of a signal is the audible distortion which alters the (natural) color of the 

sound”.  

Chapter 8 presents a method of measuring the colouration using a multiple stimulus graphical 

user interface employing a five-grade colouration scale. 
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2.5 Distance 

This section introduces the general auditory cues for the perception of the source distance. It 

discusses the specific cues available in the direct sound of a source signal, thus preparing for 

the discussion in the following chapters. Furthermore, a differentiation between the attributes 

distance and depth in the context of sound reproduction is performed. 

The discussion of the sound reproduction techniques in chapters 3 and 4 and their comparison 

in chapter 6 as well as the experiment described in chapter 9 consider the specific properties 

of WFS and stereo regarding distance perception. 

2.5.1 Distance cues 

The literature (e.g. Nielsen, 1991; Zahorik, 2002; Shinn-Cunningham, 2000; Blauert, 1997) 

describes various crucial parameters for auditory distance perception. These include: 

a) Level (sound pressure) 

b) Direct-to-reverberant energy ratio 

c) Reflection pattern (timing, level and directions of early reflections) 

d) Frequency spectrum (for very near and for far sources) 

e) Binaural differences: acoustic parallax as well as intensity/phase differences 

f) Motion parallax (changes of perspective with source/listener movements) 

g) Interaction with source familiarity and non-acoustical cues such as visual 

cues 

 

Cues a, b, d, e, g can also be found in above-mentioned literature. Cue c is mentioned by 

Pellegrini (2001). Cue f is added by this author. 

In this investigation, most of these cues are not discussed in detail. A general discussion of 

distance cues is not intended, but rather a comparison of potentially available cues in the two 

sound reproduction techniques WFS and stereo. Aiming at this comparison, cues will be iden-

tified that only one of these techniques can reproduce, or at least can reproduce much better 

than the other. The differences between the two techniques require a focus on specific aspects 

of distance perception cues such as the role of listener movements, the role of an accurate 

reproduction of the reflection pattern and the role of the wave front curvature. This differen-

tiation is introduced here whereas the comparison is performed in chapter 6. 
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Cues available for a moving source or listener 

The cues mentioned above differ with respect to their relevance for certain listening condi-

tions. There are cues that are available on a fixed listening position and others that are avail-

able only with listener or source motions. The latter cues are also called ‘idiothetic’ cues, i.e. 

cues which are created by the self-motion of the listener and an analysis of resulting changes 

in the perceived sound field. These cues enable an implicit analysis of the scene geometry 

(and consequently distance) through moving within the listening area. 

The group of cues for static listeners include cues a, b, c, d, e, g. The group of cues for mov-

ing listeners in principle only includes cue f. However for cues a, c, e, g listener or source 

motions are hypothesised to support their perception, as it is known for perception in general 

that a difference in cues corresponding to known listener or source changes is easier to detect 

than static cues. Furthermore, certain cues are available only in a relative comparison, be it 

with other sources or source conditions, or with a stored pattern in the memory of the listener. 

We can assume that for nearby sources at least, a listener or source movement and the corre-

sponding change of the cues level, direct-to-reverberant energy ratio, reflection pattern and 

binaural differences provides additional information about the source distance. In particular, 

the natural change of the reflection pattern is important information. The cue ‘reflection pat-

tern’ is added to the usual list of distance perception cues because it is decisive for the percep-

tion of source distance (Pellegrini, 2001) and, moreover, it can be reproduced better in WFS 

than in stereo. Changes in the reflection pattern that correspond to changes in the source or 

listener movements theoretically contain unambiguous information about the source location 

and thus potentially give rise to an evaluation by the auditory system. 

Cues available for nearby sources 

An indirect distance perception due to listener or source movement can only occur for rela-

tively close sources, as only for these sources are the differences in the cues significant.  

However, for static listeners or sources, there are also cues that exist only for such close 

sources. These are the cues based on binaural differences, i.e. cue e of the above list. In the 

near-field, the so-called ‘acoustic parallax’ serves as an additional auditory cue. The acoustic 

parallax describes the phenomenon that for nearby sources, the incidence directions are dif-

ferent at the ears. The diffraction at head and ears of the listener also differs due to the curved 

wave front. Moreover, the binaural differences also include the distortion of binaural level 

and phase differences for nearby sources.  

An estimation of the magnitude of the near-field dependence of the HRTF (head related trans-

fer function) can be made using Figure 2-1. Further measurements are presented in chapter 9. 
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Figure 2-1: from Brungart and Rabinowitz (1999a): The HRTFs for sources in the horizontal 

plane from 0.125 m to 10 m distance. The head is modelled as a rigid sphere 18 cm in di-

ameter. The HRTFs are calculated by dividing the pressure at the left ear by the free-field 

pressure at the centre of the head. Results are shown for source locations at 30 degree 

intervals in azimuth in the front hemisphere. 

For Blauert (1997), the distance of sources closer than 3 m can be perceived due to these cues. 

The results of Nielsen suggest an upper limit of 1 m. Under anechoic conditions, only the 

cues level and binaural differences remain for fixed listening positions. Brungart and Rabi-

nowitz (1999c), who studied distance perception for sources closer than 1 m, identified the 

interaural level differences (ILD) at low frequencies (< 3500 Hz) as crucial for distance 

judgments of these sources in anechoic environments. Although Shinn-Cunningham (2000) 

notes that by adding reflections, the distance perception of nearby sources improves signifi-

cantly, the binaural differences are apparently strong enough to override the level cue. Brun-

gart et al. (1999b) showed that proximal-region distance perception with a broadband, ran-

dom-amplitude source is significantly more accurate for lateral sources than those near the 

median plane. Their results from distance perception experiments (Brungart and Rabinowitz, 

1999c) with anechoic, nearby sources positioned along the interaural axis are shown in Figure 

2-2. It can be seen that the low pass and the broadband conditions performed better than the 

monaural or high pass conditions. They showed that in the near field a strong correlation (as 
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high as 0.85) can be found between the logarithmically arranged actual and perceived dis-

tances. 

 

Figure 2-2: from Brungart and Rabinowitz (1999c): Results from the distance perception 

experiment of nearby dry sources. The sources are positioned along the interaural axis. The 

dashed lines represent ‘correct’ responses, while the solid line is the best linear fit of the 

stimulus data to the response data. The number at the top left of each panel is the linear 

correlation coefficient. Five different conditions are shown in the rows whereas the col-

umns correspond to single subjects. 

In a study by Martens (2003) regarding near-field distance perception, the HRTFs were ma-

nipulated so that the gain (in the entire frequency band) at the ipsilateral side was increased 

compared to the reference HRTF, whilst the gain at the contralateral side was decreased. By 

this procedure, both the ILD was increased in different steps, and the gain relative to the ref-

erence source was varied. The subjects were presented with headphone reproduction of whis-

pered syllables, which were recorded dry and convolved with the manipulated HRTF. The 

subjects were asked to assess the relative range (distance) of the test items in comparison to a 
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reference (0 dB increase/decrease) on a 10 point-scale. On this scale, the rating 10 corre-

sponded to no noticeable difference in the range between the test item and the reference, 9 

was to be given when the test item was just noticeably closer, the rating 1 corresponded to a 

very closely perceived auditory event and 0 to an auditory event inside the head. In other 

words, the subjects were asked to compare the distance of the reference and the test item, the 

ILD of which was artificially increased.  

The results are shown in Figure 2-3. They show the expected perception of closer ranges with 

increasing ILD. Furthermore, it was discovered that an increase of the ipsilateral gain rather 

than a decrease of the contralateral gain leads to the perception of a closer range. This investi-

gation once more proved the ability of high ILD to evoke the percept of a close source dis-

tance. 

 

Figure 2-3: Experimental results from Martens (2003): The mean range ratings (y-axis) 

show whether the auditory event was perceived in the same range (10) as the reference 

source, closer (<10), extremely close to the listener’s ear (1) or inside the head (0). The x-

axis shows the contralateral attenuation and the labelled parameters show the ipsilateral 

gain from 0 (red) to 9 (black). The resulting ILD is the sum of contralateral attenuation and 

ipsilateral gain. 

Distance perception under anechoic conditions 

As shown in the literature, the perception of the distance of non-nearby sources is nearly im-

possible without the presence of room reflections. Investigations by Nielsen (1991) show that 

in an anechoic chamber, the actual source distance has no influence on the perceived distance, 

as long as the level at the listening position (receiver level) is kept constant (see Figure 2-4). 

Level is the most important cue when room acoustics are absent, as shown by Gardner (1969, 

cited in Blauert, 1997). 
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Figure 2-4: Experimental results from Nielsen (1991): There is no correlation between the 

actual source distance (x-axis) in the anechoic chamber and the perceived distance (y-

axis). But: the louder the stimulus the closer it is perceived (the three figures correspond to 

a different receiver loudness, which is 58, 68 and 78 phon). The solid lines in the diagrams 

indicate the relation y=x. 

2.5.2 Distance and depth 

A sound image without depth is unnatural. In any natural sound field a sense of depth is per-

ceivable, being “the sense of perspective in the reproduced acoustic scene”, as defined by 

Rumsey4 (2002). A sense of depth in a natural environment is given through the perception of 

sources at different distances together with an analysis of the room reflections, which contain 

an unambiguous description of the room dimensions. Depth is a scene-related percept that 

takes into account relationships between multiple auditory events. The listener’s successful 

perception of depth is the benchmark of a spatial audio reproduction system.  

Contrary to depth, distance is an attribute of a single source. Although depth supports the 

perception of the source distance, the latter can also be judged in acoustic scenes without 

                                                      

4 Rumsey (2002) defines the attribute depth at different levels. He introduces the individual 
source depth, the ensemble depth, the environment depth and the scene depth, each being the 
depth defined for the particular level. This investigations will use the attribute depth similar 
to Rumsey’s scene depth. 
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depth (e.g. a mono loudspeaker). In this case, the perceived distance may be called ‘pseudo’ 

distance. It is assumed to be perceived consciously rather than intuitively, as a result of a ra-

tional analysis of certain perceived distance cues such as level, direct-to-reverberant energy 

ratio or frequency spectrum. In those scenes, a ‘pseudo’ depth can also exist, this being the 

relative perspective of the sources perceived according to a ‘pseudo’ distance. 

Examples of ‘pseudo’ distance or depth also exist in visual perception. An interesting parallel 

can be drawn between the acoustic and the visual perception of depth and distance. By look-

ing at the more apparent visual cues, the acoustic cues can also be illustrated. The visual cues 

are depicted in (Smith et al., 2003) or (Becker-Carus, 2004). The analogy is hypothesised by 

this author. Figure 2-5 shows several monocular visual cues to analyse spatial depth. These 

include the linear perspective, overlay (or interposition, one object is covered by the other), 

relative size, height-in-field, shadows, amongst others. In spite of these cues, the image does 

not contain true depth, it is a 2D representation of a 3D visual scene.  

When another important cue, the so-called ‘motion parallax’ is added (a corresponding 

change of the perspective with movements, it is also called an ‘idiothetic’ cue), it is termed a 

2½D representation, which enables the perception of perspective due to movements of the 

viewer. A true 3D representation – and thus the perception of real visual depth - is enabled 

only through the existence of binocular (or ‘stereoscopic’) cues such as disparity (different 

signals for the two eyes, see Figure 2-6) or convergence (different axis angles of the two 

eyes). 

The presence (definition by Rumsey, 2002: “Sense of being inside an (enclosed) space or 

scene”) of the listener/viewer can be only achieved when the reproduced scene contains true 

depth. In contrast, there can be some kind of presence or ‘ensemble envelopment’ (definition 

by Rumsey, 2002: “Sense of being enveloped by a group of sound sources”) which can be 

created by idiothetic cues. These idiothetic cues create an intra-active scene, i.e. a scene in 

which the listener/viewer can move. Furthermore, an inter-active scene is capable of creating 

a strong link between the reproduced scene and the listener/viewer. This kind of presence is 

sometimes referred to as ‘immersion’, being an expression linked with some form of intra- or 

inter-activity.  
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Linear perspec-

tive 

Relative size 

Overlay,  

interposition 

 Height-in-field 
 

Figure 2-5: from Becker-Carus (2004): An anal-

ogy in visual perception. ‘Monocular’ cues for 

depth perception are linear perspective (A), 

relative size (B), overlay or interposition  (C), 

height-in-field (D), etc.  

Figure 2-6: from Becker-Carus (2004): 

An analogy in visual perception. Exam-

ple for ‘binocular’ cues for depth per-

ception. Due to the ‘binaural disparity’, 

the objects at different distances are 

imaged at different locations in the 

eye. 

Based on the above discussion, the cues for auditory distance perception listed in section 2.5.1 

can be grouped according to their property to enable a representation of ‘pseudo’ or true 

depth, and their availability with/without movements of the listener. The terminology of these 

groups is based on the terminology used to describe the visual cues mentioned above. Hence, 

an acoustical 2D representation would be one that lacks true depth and does not provide cues 

for listener movements. An acoustical 2½D representation would be a representation that still 

lacks true depth, but does provide cues for listener movements, i.e. can be called ‘intra-

active’. An acoustical 3D representation is a representation that offers cues to perceive true 

depth, but does not necessarily provide cues for a listener movement. A representation ena-

bling both true depth and listener movements is not defined at this time. Note that in the 

acoustical context, the terminology of 2D, 2½D and 3D representation does not imply the 

property to reproduce a certain number of geometrical dimensions. For instance, a 3D repre-

sentation does not provide the reproduction in three dimensions, which would mean an addi-
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tional reproduction of the ‘height’ dimension. Rather, it denotes the quality of the depth re-

production. 

These groups of cues for acoustical distance perception can be defined according to this para-

digm: 

‘2D’ distance cues: Monaural distance cues that enable a ‘pseudo’ distance perception  

- Level 

- Direct-to-reverberant energy ratio 

- Frequency spectrum 

- Interaction with other non-acoustical cues 

‘2½D’ distance cues: Cues that are available with movements of the listener 

- Motion parallax 

- Improvement of several 2D cues 

‘3D’ distance cues: Binaural distance cues that enable a ‘true’ distance perception  

- Reflection pattern 

- Binaural differences 

The analogy of acoustical and visual cues for distance perception is continued in chapter 6, 

where a comparison of WFS and stereo regarding the availability of these cues is performed. 

However, Table 6-1 may be yet observed at this time to find a summary of the above-

mentioned analogies regarding the different representations.    

2.6 Summary of chapter 2 

This thesis approaches the comparison of the perceptual performance of WFS and stereo by 

an investigation of distinct attributes. The investigation includes the theoretical and experi-

mental comparison of the attributes of localisation, sound colour and distance perception. The 

basis for a comparison of these attributes was created in this chapter by an introduction of 

their definition and meaning for this investigation. Furthermore, the rationales of the selection 

of these particular attributes were depicted. 
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3. Stereophony and its properties 

 

Figure 3-1: The first stereophonic transmission by Clement Ader in the year 1881 (from 

Daniels, 2002): Listeners enjoy a performance of the Paris opera house transmitted by two 

telephone lines. Ader patented this stereo telephone. 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces stereophonic reproduction. It discusses the properties of stereo which 

are relevant to the attributes described in this thesis. Furthermore, it presents various ap-

proaches that aim to explain the perception of stereophonic sources (which will from now be 

referred to as ‘stereophonic perception’). These approaches differ fundamentally regarding 

their consequences on the perceptual properties of stereo.  

After this introduction, a definition of stereophonic reproduction in section 3.2 will prepare 

for further discussion. Section 3.3 describes the origin of stereo, anticipating various means of 

interpreting stereophonic perception, which will be introduced in section 3.4. The properties 

of stereophonic reproduction, such as its capabilities for directional imaging, sound colour 

and distance reproduction, are introduced in section 3.5. A discussion of the different possible 

perception mechanisms is given in section 3.6, before section 3.7 summarises the chapter. 
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3.2 Definition of stereophony for this investigatio n 

A non-existing, ‘virtual’ source is localised when two loudspeakers reproduce a coherent 

signal. The two sound events result in one single auditory event. Level and time differences 

between the loudspeaker signals determine the perceived direction of this auditory event, 

which is commonly known as a ‘phantom source’. (This denomination already implies a cer-

tain perception mechanism, see section 3.4.)  

The sound field created by the two loudspeakers is different from that which would be created 

by a corresponding real source at the location of the phantom source.  

This reproduction technique is called stereophony or ‘stereo’. It is not restricted to two or any 

other limited number of loudspeakers. In principle, stereo can mean any spatial sound repro-

duction system with more than one loudspeaker. However in this thesis, it is assumed that it 

differs from sound field reconstruction techniques, in that the aim is not to reconstruct a 

sound field in an expanded listening area. Figure 3-2 shows the standard setup for two-

channel stereo. 

 

Figure 3-2: Standard setup for two-channel stereophony. One possible ‘phantom’ source 

location is illustrated by the dotted loudspeaker. The listener is located at one corner of the 

equilateral triangle, in the so-called ‘sweet spot’. The offset angle of the loudspeakers is 

60°. φφφφ0 = 30°, φφφφ is the phantom source shift or panning angle. 
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3.3 Origin of stereophony 

Two-channel stereophony marked a major step forward for spatial sound reproduction. From 

the outset, which can be considered the two-channel telephone transmissions by Ader in 1881 

(Hertz, 1981, see Figure 3-1), it was realised that two-channel reproduction offered signifi-

cantly more than just two simultaneous monophonic channels. 

In the 1930s, two parallel developments took place that helped introduce modern stereo-

phony. These developments are examples of two fundamentally different views on stereo-

phonic perception, and together they lead into one of the main discussions of this thesis. 

In America Steinberg, Snow and Fletcher (Steinberg and Snow, 1934) from Bell Laboratories 

explored the ‘acoustic curtain’, see Figure 3-3.  

 

Figure 3-3: from (Snow, 1953): Early implementation of stereo (and actually a precursor of 

wavefield synthesis, see chapter 4.2.1): desired (left) and implemented (right) stereo-

phonic system of Snow, Steinberg and Fletcher. 

They aimed to transport the acoustical cues arising from sources in the recording venue to a 

reproduction room using microphone and loudspeaker arrays. Snow described their ideas in 

this way: “The myriad loudspeakers of the screen, acting as point sources of sound identical 

with the sound heard by the microphones, would project a true copy of the original sound into 

the listening area. The observer would then employ ordinary binaural listening, and his ears 

would be stimulated by sounds identical to those he would have heard coming from the origi-

nal sound source.” (Snow, 1953) 

These scientists quickly noticed that, due to technical constraints, it would not be feasible to 

put their ideas into practice. As a compromise, they limited the practical system to three chan-

nels, accepting that the original aim of recreating the real sound field would no longer be ful-
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filled. The three-channel stereophony produced in this way was therefore not created as a 

result of a mathematical analysis of the sound field, but rather as an engineering compromise. 

Its directional effect is based on perceptual phenomena such as the precedence effect and 

level and time difference stereophony. 

In contrast, Blumlein (1933) aimed at a proportional reproduction of the directional image of 

the recorded scene by recreating the original physical auditory cues. He found that in a 

stereophonic setup, the intensity5 differences between the loudspeakers are converted into 

phase differences at the listener’s ears below a certain limit frequency. Above this frequency, 

intensity differences between the loudspeakers would translate to similar differences between 

the ears. Thus both important cues for source localisation would be synthesised correctly: the 

low frequency phase differences and the high frequency intensity differences. 

Blumlein’s ideas are the basis of the summing localisation theory, see section 3.6.1. They lead 

to a computable stereophonic reproduction between the loudspeakers. He proposed a coinci-

dent microphone setup for capturing intensity differences, consisting of two bidirectional 

microphones at an angle of 90°, which nowadays is known as the ‘Blumlein pair’.  

3.4 Two principle ways of interpreting stereophonic  perception 

Snow (1953) pointed out, regarding the basic difference between the n-channel acoustic cur-

tain and 3-channel stereophony: “This arrangement [3-channel stereophony, see Figure 3-3] 

does indeed give good auditory perspective, but what has not been generally appreciated is 

that conditions are now so different from the impractical <infinite screen> setup that a dif-

ferent hearing mechanism is used by the brain.” 

Researchers who observe contradictions in the generally accepted summing localisation the-

ory quote this statement by Snow. Indeed, this chapter shows that this theory can only par-

tially explain phantom source perception, and that discrepancies between prediction and ac-

tual perception do exist. The most important difference between the summing localisation 

theory and other approaches is the interpretation of the way in which the loudspeaker signals 

                                                      

5 Original quote from Blumlein (1933). The term ‘intensity’ is widely used when describing 
sound pressure level differences that determine the perceived direction of a phantom source. 
This usage is questionable since sound pressure is perceived by the auditory system rather 
than intensity as such; a term such as ‘sound pressure level differences’ makes more sense 
(Sengpiel, 2007a). 
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are evaluated by the auditory system. There are two fundamentally different approaches, and 

two fundamentally different types of source being created: 

1.  ‘Virtual source through summing’: 

The loudspeaker signals physically add up at the ears and are evaluated as one sound 

event. The virtual source can be considered a substitute source. 

2. ‘Phantom source after separate discrimination’:  

The loudspeaker signals can be evaluated separately. They may form two separate 

sound events which result in one auditory event.  

The summing localisation theory assumes virtual sources (1) through a summing of the loud-

speaker signals at the ears (see section 3.6.1). 

The association model by Theile (see section 3.6.2) assumes phantom sources (2). 

A further third approach cannot be assigned to one of these principles. The hypothesis of a 

binaural decolouration that is applied to stereophonic signals is discussed in section 3.6.3. 

The different perception principles are introduced in section 3.6 after the following discussion 

of the phantom source’s properties. From this point onwards, the term 'phantom source' will 

be used for the stereophonic source, regardless of the assumed approach of the perception 

mechanism. 

3.5 Phantom source properties 

3.5.1 Directional imaging 

Two loudspeakers can create a phantom source. Level and time differences between the loud-

speaker signals determine the perceived direction of this source. These interchannel differ-

ences can be chosen such that a particular phantom source direction will be created. The 

mapping law (or ‘panning law’) between level and/or time differences and the resulting phan-

tom source shift can be derived by empirical methods. The lateral displacement of the phan-

tom source due to interchannel level differences ∆L and time differences ∆t have been meas-

ured by various authors. Typical phantom source shift curves A∆L = f(∆L) and A∆t = f(∆t) are 

plotted in Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5. The phantom source location is given as the shift from 

the middle position relative to half the loudspeaker base. 100% phantom source shift corre-

sponds to a phantom source localised in one loudspeaker. These figures also show that with-
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out a large error, a phantom source shift from 0% to 75% can be assumed to be proportional 

to the interchannel difference. Thus, in this central area, a constant shift factor exists. 
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Figure 3-4: from (Wittek and Theile, 

2002): Relative phantom source shift A∆∆∆∆L = 

f (∆∆∆∆L). Dotted thick curve after (Wittek and 

Theile, 2000b) with shift factor Z∆∆∆∆L = 7.5 

%/dB. The exact value in Wittek and 

Theile (2000b) is 7.3%. 

curve A: after Leakey (1960) 

curve B: after Mertens (1965) 

curve C: after Brittain and Leakey (1956) 

curve D: after Simonsen cited by Williams 

(2000) 
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Figure 3-5: from (Wittek and Theile, 2002): 

Relative phantom source shift A∆∆∆∆t = f (∆∆∆∆t). 

Dotted thick curve after (Wittek and Theile, 

2000b) with shift factor Z∆∆∆∆t = 13 %/0.1ms.  

The exact value in Wittek and Theile 

(2000b) is 12.7%. 

curve A: after Leakey (1960) 

curve B: after Mertens (1965) 

curve D: after Simonsen cited by Williams 

(2000) 

curve E: after Sengpiel (2007b)  

It has been shown (Williams, 1984; Theile, 1990) that the phantom source shift can easily be 

calculated. The calculation can be made independently of the offset angle (see Figure 3-2) of 

the stereo setup. This is because the relative phantom source shift caused by a certain inter-

channel difference is independent of the offset angle (Theile, 2001; see also Martin et al., 

1999a). Therefore, it is given as a percent value, where 100% corresponds to full phantom 

source shift and localisation in one loudspeaker, and 0% corresponds to a localisation in the 

centre between the two loudspeakers. 

The calculation is also possible in cases where a combination of level and time difference is 

effective. Thus, the phantom source shift A can be calculated as follows: 

t);A(  L)A(  t) L,A( ∆+∆=∆∆  (Theile, 1990); valid only for A < 75% 

where 

dB%3.7L  L)A( ⋅∆=∆ ; 

ms1.0%7.12t  t)A( ⋅∆=∆ ; 
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This linear approximation fails when the resulting source shift exceeds approximately 75%. A 

general approximation for the whole phantom source base and all interchannel difference 

combinations can be given when a multipart approximation formula is applied (Wittek, 

2000a, 2001a).  

It is important at this point to identify the equivalence of interchannel level and time differ-

ences in creating a phantom source shift. Although  phantom source properties are potentially 

different, the directional imaging curves depicted above show that both interchannel level and 

time differences can produce phantom source shifting. For instance, the process of 'panning' 

(assigning as mono signal to a certain direction in a stereo mix) can be achieved by using 

level differences as well as time differences or a combination of level and time differences. 

There is an apparent deviation between the data from the different investigations quoted in 

Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5. This deviation is mainly caused by the use of different stimuli. It 

can be shown that audio sources containing transient signals are localised differently to more 

static signals such as noise (Sengpiel, 2007c). After Pulkki (2001a), this is due to the in-

creased weight given to ITD cues in the frequency region 700-1700 Hz in the case of transient 

signals, and the resulting localisation due to the direction suggested by these cues.  

It should be noted that lateralisation experiments, i.e. those using headphone listening rather 

than loudspeakers (Blauert, 1997), lead to results contrary to those described here regarding 

the phantom source shift (see section 3.6.2). 

 

Figure 3-6: from Wittek (2000a): Azimuth and elevation of phantom sources. The diagram 

shows the mean of the perceived horizontal as well as vertical directions of different phan-

tom sources including the 95% confidence interval of the mean. The two loudspeakers are 

located at L=(-30°;0°) and R=(30°;0°). The Center loudspeaker (C) is inactive. 
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A phantom source is located slightly above the line between the two loudspeakers, i.e. with a 

certain elevation angle relative to the horizontal plane (see e.g. Theile, 1980). This phenome-

non cannot be explained by the principles of localisation in the median plane based on the 

directional bands (Blauert, 1997). Theile (1980) interprets the elevation as a consequence of 

the association model. In Figure 3-6, measurements of the azimuth and elevation directions of 

phantom sources from (Wittek, 2000a) are presented, which show the elevation in the median 

plane. 

3.5.2 Quality differences between level-panning and time-panning 

The preceding chapter has shown that both level- and time-differences lead to accurate phan-

tom source imaging in terms of the reproduced directions. However, it is widely accepted that 

there are differences in terms of the quality of the reproduced phantom sources. Time-panning 

and time-difference stereophony are often presumed to produce blurry and unstable phantom 

sources. It is also accepted that time-difference phantom sources tend to split into several 

individual images. Theile (1991) argues that the decrease of the phantom source focus applies 

to time-panning only when a time difference larger than 0.2 ms is utilised. In (Rebscher and 

Theile, 1990), a reduction in the “sharpness of the image” is stated for this case. In his expla-

nation, which is introduced in detail in section 3.6.2, the similarity between ear signals and 

loudspeaker signals regarding time- and level differences is important. Unnatural signals 

would give rise to an increased image focus. 

An experiment was recently undertaken by Lee and Rumsey (2004), which examined the 

differences between time, level and combined time/level panning. They investigated both the 

image focus and width of the phantom source. In their results, a considerable difference be-

tween these different panning methods was detected. Figure 3-7a shows that the phantom 

source was perceived most focussed with level panning, less focussed with combined panning 

and least focussed with time panning. It should be mentioned that the focus is generally rated 

rather low for all phantom sources, but this is on a somewhat arbitrary scale. There is no 

comparison with a single reference source, hence, these results should be considered care-

fully. It is apparent that a perceptual difference between the panning methods depends on the 

phantom source shift, because for 0 % phantom source shift there is no physical difference 

between all panning methods. Lee and Rumsey only show the results for a phantom source at 

roughly 20° (this means roughly 67 % phantoms source shift), which tends to exaggerate the 

detected differences when generalised to all phantom sources. Furthermore, the limit of ∆t = 

0.2 ms for stable time panning (as mentioned by Theile) is exceeded by both the combined 
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and the time panning phantom sources. Hence, a deterioration of time panning and combined 

panning in general is not considered evident from this experiment. 

The image width results of Lee and Rumsey correspond to that of the image focus.  

 

a) Image focus 

 

b) Image width 

Figure 3-7: from Lee and Rumsey (2004): Subjective comparison of different panning 

techniques (phantom source at +20°, two-channel loudspeaker setup at +/- 30°). Attrib-

utes: a) image focus, b) image width. The mean of the data is shown. 

‘time’: 

‘combi’: 

‘intensity’: 

∆∆∆∆t = 0.5 ms;  

∆∆∆∆t = 0.25 ms; 

∆∆∆∆t = 0 ms;  

∆∆∆∆L = 0 dB; 

∆∆∆∆L = 4 dB; 

∆∆∆∆L = 8 dB; 

3.5.3 Sound colour 

The properties of a phantom source are different from those of a real source at the same loca-

tion. This was discussed in a number of investigations (e.g. Silzle and Theile, 1990; Pulkki, 

2001b). The perceptual attributes that differ include locatedness, localisation accuracy, image-

focus, width, sound colour and robustness. The difference in sound colour is regarded a key 

parameter for an investigation into the perception mechanism, as the effective ear spectra for 

sound colour perception differ substantially between different perception mechanisms and 

thus the perceived sound colour would enable a conclusion on the applied perception mecha-

nism (see 3.5.4).  

First, the ear spectra will be analysed, being one important physical basis for the perception of 

the sound colour.  
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Figure 3-8: Generation of ear signals in a stan-

dard stereo setup. HLL and HRR are the ipsilat-

eral6, HLR and HRL the contralateral
2 ear signals. 

A virtual source and its ear signals (HL and HR) 

are shown which is at the same location as the 

phantom source (produced by level panning). 

Figure 3-9: Sketches of the ear signals in 

the time domain: 

a) Simplified sketch of the ear signals 

arising from stereophonic reproduction as 

in Figure 3-8 (produced by level panning) 

b) Simplified sketch of the ear signals 

arising from the ideal substitute source in 

Figure 3-8 which is at the same position 

as the phantom source in a) 

Figure 3-8 shows a standard stereo setup similar to Figure 3-2. Here, the signal paths from 

loudspeakers to ears are drawn such that the ipsilateral (solid lines) and the contralateral (dot-

ted lines) ear signals can be differentiated. An exemplary ‘ideal’ substitute source would be 

localised at the illustrated location and create the red source-ear paths. Figure 3-9 shows the 

corresponding illustration of the ear signals in the time domain. The signals are shown for a 

level-panned phantom source. The contributions of the loudspeakers can be identified in the 

time domain illustration. At each ear, the ipsilateral loudspeaker creates the first signal and 

                                                      

6 Ipsilateral ear = the ear at the same side as the source. Contralateral ear = the ear at the 
other side of the source 
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the contralateral loudspeaker signal arrives after the corresponding interaural time difference. 

The level of these contributions depends on the head shadowing as well as the interchannel 

level difference. The summing of the loudspeaker signals at the ears and the resulting comb 

filtering can be retraced. The comb filter’s properties depend on the time difference between 

the superimposed signals and their level difference. 

The ear signals can further be analysed by a simulation of the binaural room transfer functions 

(BRTF) which represent the spectrum of the ear signals created by a source or a certain loud-

speaker setup in a room (in this case an anechoic chamber). Figure 3-11 (top diagram) shows 

the resulting BRTF for a level-panned phantom source. Figure 3-10 (top diagram) shows the 

BRTF of a real source at the same position as the phantom source. The comparison is easier 

by means of the bottom diagram in Figure 3-11. It shows the difference between these spec-

tra. The strong comb filtering in the contralateral ear signal is apparent (see Figure 3-9a, left 

ear). The strong first notch is at f = 1.7 kHz. 

 

Figure 3-10: Real source 15° on the right. 

 

red: ipsilateral (right) ear signal 

blue: contralateral (left) ear signal 

Figure 3-11: Standard stereo setup, 

∆∆∆∆L(L/R)= -7dB. 

red: ipsilateral (right) ear signal 

blue: contralateral (left) ear signal 

Top diagrams: binaural room transfer function (BRTF), bottom diagrams: difference be-

tween this BRTF and the BRTF of a real source at the same location. The level on the y-axis 

is given in dB. 

Sound colour perception in stereophony has so far not been studied in great detail. Silzle and 

Theile (1990) compared a real source and phantom sources created by loudspeaker setups of 

different offset angle in order to study the influence of the offset angle on the attributes sound 
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colour and image focus. Their results are shown in Figure 3-12a (sound colour) and Figure 

3-12b (image focus). 

 

a) Sound colour 

 

b) Image focus 

Figure 3-12: from Silzle and Theile (1990): Comparison of a real source at 0° and a phan-

tom source (∆∆∆∆t, ∆∆∆∆L = 0) reproduced on loudspeaker setups of different offset angle (0°, 

± 30°, ± 15°, ± 6.5°). Attributes: a) sound colour, b) image focus. Test signals: voice (S), 

noise (R), music (M). The bars show the mean and the 95% confidence interval on a 5-

grade-scale (5=no difference, 1=very different). 

It can be seen that both sound colour and focus of real and phantom sources are significantly 

different in all test cases. The results are dependent on the test signal. The trend of the data for 

voice and noise shows that the sound colour seems to decrease in similarity to the real source 

with a decreasing offset angle of the loudspeaker setup. The focus does not show a significant 

dependence on the chosen offset angle.   

The most precise investigations regarding phantom source colouration were undertaken by 

Pulkki (2001c) and Ono et al. (2001, 2002). In these investigations, the perceived sound col-

our was measured by a ‘method of adjustment’, i.e. the subjects could adjust (‘equalise’) the 

spectrum of the virtual source stimulus by narrowband filters such that the perceived timbre 

matched that of the real source. The timbral difference between real source and phantom 

source could thus be measured. Simultaneously, the ear signals were recorded by miniature 

microphones at the ear canal entrance. This analysis of the actual ear signals revealed if the 

measured timbral differences were caused by the spectral differences in the ear signals. 

Figure 3-13 and Figure 3-14 show one result of these studies. The graphs show the ‘compos-

ite loudness level (CLL) difference’ which can be interpreted as the remaining spectral differ-

ence between a real and a virtual source after they have been brought in accordance regarding 

the perceived sound colour. In this example, a phantom source between the loudspeakers at 0° 

is considered. Both in the case of narrowband (Figure 3-13) and wideband sources (Figure 

3-14) a significant spectral difference exists, meaning that the perception of the virtual source 

differs compared with real source perception. The frequency at which the largest mismatch 

arises (around 1.7 kHz) matches the detected strongest notch in the ear signal spectrum shown 
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in Figure 3-11 (bottom diagram). This means that the strong notch produced by comb filtering 

was not perceived to the same extent as it could be predicted from the ear signals. 

Ono’s investigations also considered virtual sources created by large time delays (2 and 4 ms) 

between the stereo loudspeakers. In these cases, the comb filtering was again perceived less 

than predicted by the ear spectra. 

These results underline the need for alternative interpretations of stereophonic perception, as 

they point to a mismatch of expected/predicted and perceived sound colour of the phantom 

source.  

  

Figure 3-13: from (Ono et al., 2001): ‘Com-

posite loudness level (CLL) difference’ be-

tween real and virtual sources for bandlim-

ited(narrowband) noise. 

Figure 3-14: from (Ono et al., 2002): ‘Com-

posite loudness level (CLL) difference’ be-

tween real and virtual sources for wideband 

noise.  

The CLL is gathered by an adjustment of levels between a real and a virtual source. Thus it 

can be considered the remaining spectral difference between timbrally equal real and vir-

tual sources. The boxes show the median and the 25% and 75% quartiles of the CLL. The 

adjusted gain is plotted by the thin line (in dB). 

3.5.4 Distance 

A stereophonic setup can synthesise the distance of the phantom source as long as the crucial 

cues for distance perception are correctly reproduced. These were introduced in chapter 2.5. 

According to the classification of cues described there, the available cues in stereo are 2D, 

and partly also 3D cues. The 2D cues (monaural cues: level, direct-to-reverberant energy ra-

tio, frequency spectrum, interaction with other non-acoustical cues) can be reproduced in 

stereophonic and even monophonic reproduction (Theile, 2001). The 3D cues (reflection pat-

tern, binaural differences) can only partially be reproduced in stereo. The binaural differences 
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due to source distance cannot be created because the loudspeaker distance is constant, and the 

correct wave front curvature (= wave front curvature according to the desired distance) of the 

phantom source is not synthesised. 

The creation of a reflection pattern according to a natural source is possible as long as lateral 

reflections can be reproduced (Theile, 2001; Griesinger, 2001). This is possible in multichan-

nel stereo, as shown in Figure 3-15. In this figure, the reflection patterns produced by the two 

stereo configurations are illustrated. It can be seen that correct lateral reflections can be re-

produced as long as loudspeakers are present in this direction. 

 
Figure 3-15: from Theile (2001): Spatial and temporal distribution of the reflection pattern. 

Two different stereophonic standard setups are shown: two-channel stereo (2/0; A) and 

multichannel surround (3/2 stereo; B). The diagrams show the spatial distribution of the 

direct sound (red dot) and the reflections (green dots). Moreover, a time axis is installed 

which proceeds from the centre of the circle outwards. Hence, timing and spacing of the 

reproduced reflection pattern are illustrated. 

The 2½D cues cannot be reproduced in stereo. The directional imaging in stereo is based on 

level and time differences which depend on the listening position (Wittek, 2001a). This means 

that stereo creates a ‘sweet spot’, i.e. a single location at which the desired directional image 

is perceived. Listening positions outside this location will result in a distorted directional im-

age. Stereophonic reproduction cannot provide correct distance perception cues for a moving 

listener. When stereophonic reproduction is intended for an extended listening area, certain 

measures can be taken in order to avoid a disturbing distortion of the directional image at the 

cost of the spatial fidelity. An example is cinema, where only the centre channel is used for 

the dialogue in order to prevent an erroneous localisation for the audience. 
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Distances closer than the distance of the loudspeakers cannot be reproduced in stereo. 

3.6 Perception theory 

3.6.1 Summing localisation 

The generally accepted theory to explain the creation of a phantom source is that of ‘summing 

localisation’. According to this theory, stereophony works due to a physical summing of the 

two loudspeaker signals building a virtual source. Summing localisation has been investigated 

for a considerable amount of time, for example by de Boer (1940) and Wendt (1963), for 

other sources see Blauert (1997). 

The expression ‘summing localisation’ describes the way in which stereophonic perception is 

considered: the virtual source is understood as a substitute sound source. The sum of the two 

loudspeaker signals at each ear entrance forms the same binaural localisation cues as would 

be created by a correspondingly located real loudspeaker. This was first described by Blum-

lein (1933, see section 3.3), who derived stereophonic panning and microphone recording 

laws based on theoretical considerations. In addition, the theory of ambisonics, invented and 

described by Gerzon (1973), is based on the assumption of a perceptually relevant summing 

of the loudspeaker signals. Consequently, the phantom source in this case would be better 

called a virtual source, because the sound field of the source is assumed to be reconstructed in 

a sufficiently accurate way (see section 3.4). In contrast, the term ‘phantom source’ describes 

a perceived auditory event which is not based on related natural binaural cues. Rather, it is 

assumed to result from coactions of specific mechanisms of the auditory system which have 

developed during natural listening, see section 3.6.2. 

Physical synthesis through level-panning 

It can be shown that the summing of two or more loudspeaker signals can lead to a wave field 

which is congruent to that of a real source in a certain direction. As described by Blumlein 

(1933), this is true (though with constraints) for level-panned virtual sources and thus for 

coincident microphone recording. In the centre of the listening area (the infinitely small 

‘sweet spot’), the sound field is correctly synthesised for all frequencies. Due to the dimen-

sion of the listener’s head, in real listening the sound field is only correct up to a certain limit 

frequency of around 1000 Hz. For these low frequencies, the well known ‘stereophonic law of 

sines’ determines the direction of the created virtual source (see e.g. Lipshitz, 1986). This 

formula is mathematically derived through a simplified model of the head geometry, without 

any consideration of head shadowing.   
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Stereophonic law of sines: 

0sinsin φφ
RL

RL

+
−= ; 

where:  

L, R are the gains of the left and right loudspeakers, 

φ is the angle of the virtual source, 

φ0 is the angle of the loudspeakers, see Figure 3-2. 

The meaning of the physical reconstruction of a source’s wave field can be illustrated by the 

snapshots of a 500 Hz sine wave reproduced in a 3m · 2m room. The real source (Figure 3-16) 

is located at the position (x;y) = (0.43;0). The snapshot shows the resulting sound pressure 

distribution in the room after the sine wave has emanated from the source. The grey-shading 

corresponds to the amplitude of the wave. The two loudspeakers of the stereo setup (Figure 

3-17) are located at the positions (−0.86;0) and (0.86;0). The virtual source is shifted to the 

right by an interchannel level difference ∆L(L/R) of −7 dB. Consequently, the location of real 

source and virtual source are roughly the same.  

The comparison of real and virtual source shows the conformity of the wave fields, albeit 

only for a small area of correct synthesis, and only for low frequencies such as in these simu-

lations.  

Another representation helps to analyse frequency-dependent characteristics of the virtual 

source. The interaural time difference (ITD) can be considered the peak of the interaural cross 

correlation (IACC7). In Figure 3-18 the IACC of a real source at 15° right from the median 

plane is shown. In this and all other simulations, the listener is located in the sweet spot and 

his head aims forward. The positive maximum of the IACC, which can be considered the 

perceived ITD, is highlighted in red. The constant ITD in each of the low and high frequency 

regions is clearly visible. 

                                                      

7 IACC: Interaural Cross Correlation. The IACC shows the similarity between the two ear 
signals for each frequency band. The frequency-dependent time offset of the highest positive 
peak of the IACC can be interpreted the interaural time difference ITD. Thus, the IACC can 
help in analysing the goodness of the match of the ITD being an important parameter for 
source localisation. IACC simulations of WFS virtual sources were proposed by Wegmann 
(2005).  
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Figure 3-16: Snapshot of the pressure field 

of a 500 Hz sine wave reproduced by a sin-

gle, real source at 15°. 

The head of the listener in the sweet spot is 

marked by the purple circle. 

Figure 3-17: Snapshot of the pressure field 

of a 500 Hz sine wave reproduced by a stan-

dard stereo setup (∆∆∆∆t(L/R)= 0 ms; ∆∆∆∆L(L/R)= 

-7 dB). The head of the listener in the sweet 

spot is marked by the purple circle. 

Figure 3-18: IACC of a real source at 15°. Figure 3-19: IACC of a level-panned phan-

tom source, standard stereo setup.  

∆∆∆∆t(L/R)= 0 ms. ∆∆∆∆L(L/R)= -7dB.  

The positive maximum of the IACC, which can be considered the perceived ITD, is high-

lighted in red colour. Only the positive values of the IACC are shown for a better transpar-

ency of the representation. The grey-shading shows the amplitude of the IACC from dark to 

white. The IACC was normalised at each frequency band. 
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In Figure 3-19, the IACC of a level-panned phantom source in the same direction is shown. A 

defect of the ITD above approximately 1500 Hz is apparent. Due to the influence of head 

shadowing above this frequency, summing of the ear signals does not occur, and only the 

ipsilateral loudspeaker signals are valid. Consequently, the ITD is similar to the interchannel 

time difference ∆t. For level-panned sources ∆t is 0. Taking into account the known property 

of the auditory system to rely on interaural level differences (ILD) at higher frequencies this 

may not have a negative effect. 

Figure 3-10 shows the BRTF (ear spectrum) of a real source at 15° to the right of the median 

plane as a reference. From Figure 3-11, which shows the level-panned phantom source in the 

same direction, the deviations in the frequency response can be deduced. The simulation of 

the normalised BRTF (bottom diagrams) shows these deviations. The frequency region below 

approximately 1500 Hz is synthesised almost perfectly; above 1500 Hz the crucial ILD is still 

present, even though suffering from modest comb filtering. 

These analyses can be complemented by investigations into the resulting directional image of 

the phantom sources. Pulkki performed several studies applying level-panned phantom 

sources and various types of narrow- and broadband stimuli (Pulkki et al., 1999a, 1999b). The 

experimental result from (Pulkki and Karjalainen, 2001c) is depicted in Figure 3-20, which 

shows the interchannel level difference necessary for a phantom source shift of 15°. The test 

signals are noise bursts in 1/3-octave bands. The right vertical axis shows level differences, 

the left vertical axis gives the corresponding theoretical phantom source shift. The theoretical 

source shift is calculated using the ‘tangent law’, which gives a slightly more precise ap-

proximation compared with the mentioned ‘law of sines’. This is due to an incorporation of 

the circular head shape and the corresponding wave paths. It can be seen that an agreement 

between theory and experimental results exists for frequencies below 1000 Hz.  

For frequencies above 1000 Hz, the tangent law does not lead to good agreement. This could 

potentially be less relevant due to the increasing importance of ILD for localisation at higher 

frequencies. It is known that ITD are evaluated also for higher frequencies, by an interpreta-

tion of the stimulus envelopes (Blauert, 1997). However, the ILD can override the ITD at 

higher frequencies, as shown by Wightman and Kistler (1990), even more in the case of a 

consistent ILD and inconsistent ITD. Figure 3-11 shows some similarity between real source 

and virtual source transfer functions regarding the high-frequency ILD. Pulkki and Kar-

jalainen (2001c) incorporated an analysis based on the existing directional cues for the real 

source case. In Figure 3-21, the ITD and ILD are converted such that they represent the corre-

sponding angle at which a real source would be localised when it had these differences. An 

ideal virtual source would have cues corresponding to those of a real source at a certain angle 
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at all frequencies. Figure 3-21 shows that the level-panned virtual source does not fulfil this 

requirement. However, it shows a good agreement of the ITD cues for frequencies below 

1000 Hz and also a good agreement of ILD cues for frequencies above 3500 Hz. Conse-

quently, it can be argued that the relevant cues in these two frequency regions are synthesised 

correctly and therefore provide a successful localisation. 

 

    

Figure 3-20: from Pulkki and Karjalainen 

(2001c): Adjusted interchannel level differ-

ence (right axis) on a standard stereo setup 

to match the location of a 15° real source. 

Left axis gives theoretical panning angle 

after the tangent law. Test signal: 1/3-

octave filtered noise bursts. 

The boxes show the median and the 25% 

and 75% quartiles. 

Figure 3-21: from Pulkki and Karjalainen 

(2001c): The results from Figure 3-20 are 

converted into ‘auditory cue angles’ by com-

paring them with the auditory cues (ITD, 

ILD) of a real source. Hence, the results 

show the agreement of the special level-

panned virtual source created by the level 

differences from Figure 3-20 with a real 

source at 15° regarding ITD cues (triangles) 

and ILD cues (circles). 

Auditory cues simulation was conducted 

with 20 individual HRTF sets, symmetrically 

to left and right side. The mean and the 95% 

confidence interval of the data are shown. 

Physical synthesis through time-panning 

As depicted in section 3.5.1, both level- and time-panning are suitable for the directional im-

aging of a phantom source. To a certain extent, this observation disagrees with the theory of 

summing localisation. Although it is well-known that pure time-panning results in more un-

stable and blurry phantom sources (for ∆t > 0.2 ms; see Theile, 1991; Rebscher and Theile, 

1990), the general functioning of interchannel time differences for stereophonic imaging 

seems to be apparent. Stereophonic microphone setups creating combined level and time dif-

ferences are known for their favourable properties regarding the localisation of the resulting 

phantom sources. The mathematic derivation (see e.g. Lipshitz, 1986), however, does not lead 
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to this conclusion. A fundamental difference of the type of stereophonic perception may 

therefore be discussed. 

Both combined time- and level-panning as well as pure time-panning are discussed based on 

the analytical descriptions of the preceding section. The created phantom source still is ap-

proximately 15° on the right side of the median plane. The location of the phantom sources is 

calculated based on the experimental results of Wittek (2001a, see 3.5.1 and Figure 3-4, 

Figure 3-5). The wavefield snapshots from Figure 3-22 and Figure 3-23 show that with in-

creasing time difference the wave field looses its similarity to the real source case. 

Figure 3-22: Snapshot pressure field of a 

500 Hz-Sine wave reproduced on a standard 

stereo setup.  

∆∆∆∆t(L/R)= 0.2 ms; ∆∆∆∆L(L/R)= -3.5 dB.  

The head of the listener is marked by the 

purple circle. 

Figure 3-23: Snapshot pressure field of a 

500 Hz-Sine wave reproduced on a stan-

dard stereo setup.  

∆∆∆∆t(L/R)= 0.4 ms; ∆∆∆∆L(L/R)= 0 dB.  

The head of the listener is marked by the 

purple circle. 

This failure is even more apparent when Figure 3-24 and Figure 3-25 are analysed: with de-

creasing interchannel level difference, the low frequency ITD gets lost compared with the real 

source in Figure 3-18. It can be shown by calculations that the interchannel time difference 

has virtually no impact on the low frequency ITD.  
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Figure 3-24: IACC of a phantom source 

produced by combined level- and time-

panning, standard stereo setup.  

∆∆∆∆t(L/R)= 0.2 ms; ∆; ∆; ∆; ∆L(L/R)= -3.5 dB. 

Figure 3-25: IACC of a time-panned phan-

tom source, standard stereo setup. 

∆∆∆∆t(L/R)= 0.4 ms; ∆; ∆; ∆; ∆L(L/R)= 0 dB. 

Figure 3-26: Standard stereo setup. 

∆∆∆∆t(L/R)= 0.2 ms; ∆; ∆; ∆; ∆L(L/R)= -3.5 dB. 

red: ipsilateral (right) ear signal 

blue: contralateral (left) ear signal 

Figure 3-27: Standard stereo setup. 

∆∆∆∆t(L/R)= 0.4 ms; ∆; ∆; ∆; ∆L(L/R)= 0 dB. 

red: ipsilateral (right) ear signal 

blue: contralateral (left) ear signal 

Top diagram: binaural room transfer function (BRTF), bottom diagram: difference between 

this BRTF and the BRTF of a real source at the same location. The level on the y-axis is 

given in dB. 
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For frequencies above ca. 3 kHz, the ITDs are congruent with the interchannel time differ-

ences due to the influence of head shadowing which prevents the summing of the loudspeaker 

signals. This means that time-panning (∆tmax ≥ 1 ms) can also create high frequency ITDs 

which are larger than in reality (∆tmax ~ 600µs). In the case of combined time- and level-

panning, a smaller interchannel time difference is created, and therefore, a close to natural 

high-frequency ITD can be produced. Natural ITDs are produced by means of stereophonic 

microphone setups that are spaced in ear distance, as for example the ORTF setup (2 cardi-

oids at 110°, spaced by 17 cm). In the same way, at higher frequencies, the interchannel level 

difference ∆L mainly determines the ILD. Hence, natural ILDs are produced by setups pro-

ducing ∆L similar to natural listening. Theile (1991) suggests the sphere microphone to pro-

duce natural phantom source imaging because of its property of producing ear signal-like 

interchannel differences, whilst at the same time avoiding the colouration that would be pro-

duced by the pinna and ear canal of an actual dummy head. 

The analysis of the created ILD is shown in Figure 3-26 and Figure 3-27. The ipsilateral ear 

signal (right ear, red colour) is weaker than in the case of the real source, and prone to comb 

filtering. The top pictures show that the contralateral ear (left ear, blue colour) has a higher 

level than the ipsilateral ear in more or less broad frequency regions. 

Both the pure time-panning phantom source as well as the phantom source derived by a com-

bined time- and level-panning show no agreement between physical data and empirical ob-

servations regarding directional imaging (see section 3.5.1 and Figure 3-4, Figure 3-5). Nei-

ther the low frequency ITD nor the high frequency ILD contain any evidence for the actually 

perceived phantom source direction. High frequency ITD cues are potentially more adequate 

than in the case of level-panned phantom sources. However, neither the ITD nor the ILD data 

observed with pure time-panning or combined time- and level-panning are comparable with 

corresponding real source data.  

In Figure 3-28 and Figure 3-29 the IACC of a phantom source is simulated that actually con-

tains sufficient low frequency ITD cues as well high frequency ILD cues to match the cues of 

a real source at 15°. In contrast to the expected virtual source location this source is actually 

localised at 25° (calculated after Wittek, 2001a, see section 3.5.1).  
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Figure 3-28: Standard stereo setup. 

∆∆∆∆t(L/R)= 0.35 ms; ∆; ∆; ∆; ∆L(L/R)= -6 dB.  

The source is localised at 25°. 

IACC of a phantom source produced by 

combined level- and time-panning 

Figure 3-29: Standard stereo setup. 

∆∆∆∆t(L/R)= 0.35 ms; ∆; ∆; ∆; ∆L(L/R)= -6 dB.  

The source is localised at 25°. 

red: ipsilateral (right) ear signal 

blue: contralateral (left) ear signal 

top diagram: binaural room transfer func-

tion (BRTF), bottom diagram: difference 

between this BRTF and the BRTF of a real 

source at the same location. The level on 

the y-axis is given in dB. 

3.6.2 Association model by Theile 

Theile suggested an explanation for the described phenomena of stereophonic perception as 

early as in 1980 with his ‘association model’ (Theile 1980, 1991). It is assumed that the func-

tion of the auditory spatial system is based on two different processing mechanisms, each of 

them in the form of an associatively guided pattern selection. A stimulus stemming from a 

sufficiently broadband sound source gives rise to a location association in the first, and to a 

gestalt8 association in the second, higher-level processing stage based on auditory experience. 

These two stages jointly determine in every instance the properties of one or multiple simul-

taneous auditory events. They can be attributed to the two characteristics of ‘location’ and 

                                                      

8 For a definition of the ‘gestalt’ see chapter 2.2 
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‘gestalt’, and they are independent of each other but always occur in pairs. Figure 3-30 shows 

the functional principle of the association model. 

 

Figure 3-30: from Theile (1980): Functional principle of Theile’s association model  

The association model interprets localisation as a process of the selection of a localisation 

stimulus. A localisation stimulus will exist if sufficiently broadband ear signals can be 

mapped to a single sound event location in terms of their temporal and spectral properties. 

Under certain conditions, at least two localisation stimuli can be discriminated simultaneously 

in the superimposed sound field. Two individually identifiable localisation stimuli can lead to 

a single auditory event location. The fundamental difference between this and summing local-

isation theories is the suggested ability of the auditory system to separately discriminate the 

two loudspeaker locations in a stereophonic setup.  

The association is divided into two association stages: The location association stage detects 

the source locations (‘Where are the loudspeakers?’). Due to a spontaneous analysis for a 

known ‘binaural correlation pattern’ of ear signal pairs belonging to a distinct source location, 

the auditory system discriminates the source locations (effect of the location association 

stage). When the loudspeakers radiate sufficiently similar signals (‘What are the loudspeakers 

radiating?’, effect of the gestalt association stage), they result in a common auditory event.  

As a result, the phantom source is not understood as a substitute sound source. The denomina-

tion ‘phantom source’ implies the general difference to a substitute sound source. The phan-

tom source is understood as a fusion process of two different localisation stimuli. Due to the 

inverse filtering process of the location association stage postulated in (Theile, 1980), the 

relations between the left and right loudspeaker signals are recognised independent of the 
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binaural crosstalk outlined in Figure 3-31. Interchannel level and/or time differences deter-

mine the lateral displacement of the phantom source in the same way as during headphone 

listening. This understanding offers new approaches for the explanation of phantom source 

phenomena, such as perceived direction, distance, elevation, colouration and stability.  

 

Figure 3-31: from Theile (1980): The summing of the loudspeaker signals at each ear leads 

to comb filtering which does not result in corresponding colouration of the phantom source. 

This is one objection against summing localisation theories, compare Figure 3-9 and Figure 

3-11. 

An important question for this investigation is the perception of colouration due to comb fil-

tering. The comb filtering is created by the summing of the loudspeaker signals at the ears as 

illustrated in Figure 3-31. Figure 3-9 also shows the creation of comb filtering. In that case, a 

successful detection of the binaural pattern of each loudspeaker signal would mean an effec-

tive grouping of signals according to the dashed arrows. Consequently, for perception, a 

summing of signals at each ear does not take place. In the case of complete spatial decoding, 

an inverse HRTF filtering process is effective, and the sound colour is determined by the av-

erage spectrum of the two signals that the two loudspeakers individually produce. Thus, the 

comb filter colouration is suppressed. In his experiments, Theile showed that the suppression 

of colouration is dependent on the degree of completeness of the localisation stimulus dis-

crimination. If this mechanism is impaired, the resultant spectra will have the effect postu-

lated by the summing localisation principle. The transition between impaired and unimpaired 

localisation stimulus selection is continuous. 

Although Theile’s model was discussed (e.g. in Blauert, 1997), it has not yet gained broad 

acceptance. This is because it offers a more general understanding of a broad scope of phe-

nomena in spatial hearing; however, it does not lead to a direct and possible-to-prove applica-

tion. It postulates a perceptual mechanism that cannot easily be verified. 
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Recently, Gernemann-Paulsen et al. (2006) discussed the association model in a neuroscien-

tific regard and collected a number of relevant publications. They came to the interesting con-

clusion that in spite of a number of open questions, the concept of the association model is 

valid, and can be related to current neuroscientific research. For instance, they quoted investi-

gations about the so called ‘what’ and ‘where’-channels which are discussed in research about 

visual perception. The processing in these channels may work similarly to the proposed proc-

essing in the location (= where) and gestalt (= what) association stage.   

Interpretation of phenomena by the association model 

The association model provides a straightforward explanation of several phenomena of audi-

tory perception. Although the following hypothetical reasoning is not evident, it makes a con-

sistent picture and therefore supports the validity of the association model.  

After Theile, the differentiation of the two stimulus evaluation stages corresponds entirely to 

the two elementary areas of auditory experience. The ear signals can be attributed to the two 

sound source characteristics location and gestalt, which are independent of each other but 

always occur pairwise. Therefore, the association model is in agreement with many phenom-

ena related to localisation in the superimposed sound field and thus offers approaches for an 

explanation: 

1) Phantom sources 

As described in section 3.6.1, the interpretation of the phantom source as a substitute real 

sound source leads to discrepancies. Rather, it is assumed that due to different source loca-

tions, the auditory system can discriminate the source signals (effect of the location associa-

tion stage). After the spatial decoding the stimuli are fused, because the loudspeakers radiate 

sufficiently similar signals (effect of the gestalt association stage). This interpretation of the 

perception of stereophonic source leads to a fundamentally different prediction of sound col-

our perception. The suppression of comb filtering can be explained as well as the functioning 

of the directional imaging on a stereo setup.  

2) Precedence effect 

The precedence effect (∆t > 2 ms) and ‘summing localisation’ (0 ms ≤ ∆t < 1 ms) are defined 

in different time delay regions. However, both phenomena can be traced back to the same 

evaluation of stimulus responses in the location association stage. The signals of two sources 

exhibiting different incidence times result in two non-simultaneous localisation stimuli. The 

created (separate) localisation stimuli arrive at the gestalt association stage one after the other. 

In the superimposed sound field, the location association stage acts as a filter enabling the 
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discrimination of the source signals. Then, the pure source signals can be evaluated in the 

following gestalt association stage. The signals are interpreted due to their time difference 

similar to natural hearing. Hence, both the directional imaging for ∆t < 1 ms and the inhibi-

tion for ∆t > 2 ms correspond to natural hearing. The precedence effect can be interpreted as a 

precedence of the first localisation stimulus (Theile, 1980: “law of the first localisation stimu-

lus”). 

3) Cocktail party effect 

The ‘cocktail party effect’ implies that in binaural hearing a target signal arriving from a cer-

tain direction will not be masked by an interfering signal arriving from a different direction to 

the same degree as in monaural listening. This phenomenon can be explained by the effect of 

the location association stage. Two different sound sources emanating different signals give 

rise to two different location associations as well as two different gestalt associations. The 

two resultant auditory events therefore occur after a two-stage selection from which the larg-

est possible resolution derives. When listening monaurally, the selection effect of the location 

association stage is reduced significantly. The conjoint effect of the two processing stages, 

which are determined by the elementary areas of auditory experience, can be particularly well 

illustrated by the cocktail party effect. 

4) Lateralisation 

Lateralisation (= the mapping of auditory event and signal in headphone listening) should be 

regarded as different from localisation in terms of the perception process and the resulting 

perceptual properties. The localisation of a sound source requires source distance, which 

equals zero in the case of headphone listening, except when sufficiently complete binaural 

signals (e.g. dummy head recordings) are reproduced. Therefore, in lateralisation, the created 

phantom source is inside the head. Furthermore, no substitute sound source can be created, as 

a natural source with zero distance does not exist. Hence, lateralisation experiments can only 

provide information about the function of the gestalt association stage. The localisation stage 

discriminates the two source (ear) signals separately and forwards them to the gestalt associa-

tion stage.  

As a basic principle, lateralisation experiments do not allow any conclusions to be drawn on 

the functioning of the auditory system when localising a single sound source (because in this 

case only one localisation stimulus exists). Rather, they illustrate psychoacoustic properties of 

a ‘phantom source inside the head’ (loudspeaker distance = 0). In general, the evaluation of 

different ear signals deriving from one sound source cannot be investigated by means of two 
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sound sources that are at too small a distance from the ears. Headphone-based listening tests 

are listening tests with two sound sources, except when dummy head (=binaural) signals are 

presented (in which case a substitute sound source does exist). 

5) Effect of narrowband signals 

The functioning of the auditory system with respect to the localisation of a sound source can 

only be investigated under ‘localisation conditions’. One prerequisite is that the sound event 

exhibits a broadband frequency spectrum. The perceptual process leading to the localisation 

can only take place if the spectral characteristics allow a mapping of the auditory event dis-

tance. When the bandwidth is reduced below a certain limit, a localisation does not exist and 

the ear signals are interpreted as two localisation stimuli similar to lateralisation. 

3.6.3 Binaural decolouration 

Other than Theile and his association model, there are other investigations which also address 

the phenomenon described above. The expression ‘binaural decolouration’ is often used in 

this context. It is defined as the ‘suppression or reduction of colouration through binaural 

mechanisms’ (after Brüggen 2001a, 2001b; Salomons, 1995). The consequences of this ap-

proach are similar to Theile’s spatial decoding process and associated HRTF filtering. How-

ever, in the case of two coherent sound sources, Theile suggests the segregation of the differ-

ent streams as a precondition for the decolouration. This is not necessarily assumed by others. 

It can also be considered a binaural advantage when other aspects of perception improve 

compared to monaural hearing. Brüggen presumes that one internal spectrum is responsible 

for timbre perception and that this spectrum is built by the mean of the two ear signals. The 

mean apparently has the property to smoothen spectral differences because the peaks and 

notches are different for the two ears in most cases. The idea of an internal spectrum or ‘cen-

tral spectrum’ is utilised by Bilsen (1977), Zurek (1979), Kates (1985), Raatgever and Bilsen 

(1986) and others. These investigations deal with the phenomena binaural echo suppression 

and repetition pitch rather than stereophonic perception, but it is interesting to investigate 

their approach in this context. This is performed in the experiment described in chapter 8.  

Binaural decolouration is understood as the sound colour improvement when listening with 

two ears as compared to with only one, see Figure 3-32. The rationale is that two ears can 

better resolve the incidence angle of reflections. In other words, decolouration means that the 

negative influence of reflections is suppressed by a certain degree. A sound field consisting of 

discrete sound signals from different directions as in stereophony could be considered similar 

and could also gain from decolouration. 
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In contrast, the colouration caused by spatial aliasing in WFS is not produced by discrete 

signals from discrete directions, but rather from many signals merging to a dense signal. 

Hence, decolouration does not apply in the same manner to WFS. Chapter 8 shows experi-

mental results on this topic. 

Decolouration therefore is also defined and used in this thesis as the ‘suppression or reduction 

of colouration through a successful segregation of distinct signals’ as opposed to the colour-

ation caused by a sound field consisting of signals that cannot be segregated 

. 

 

Figure 3-32: from Zurek (1979): Schematic illustration of an experimental setup for testing 

the binaural advantage for echo suppression.  
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3.7 Summary of chapter 3 

Stereo is apparently more than just a two channel WFS. The unique properties of stereophonic 

reproduction have been recognised from the very beginning of stereophonic history. They 

qualify stereo for spatial sound reproduction of a high spatial and timbral fidelity. Hence, 

stereo can be considered a spatial data reduction system of high efficiency, because a small 

number of channels contains complex information on spatial properties in a rather high reso-

lution. 

The specific properties of stereophonic reproduction regarding the directional imaging, the 

sound colour reproduction and the distance perception have been discussed. 

It was attempted to find a link between the observed properties and the underlying perception 

mechanism applied by the auditory system. Different approaches for perception theories have 

been presented and their potential to explain the described phenomena has been discussed. All 

perception theories still leave open questions and discrepancies in their interpretation of the 

perceptual properties of phantom sources.  

Two main directions in explaining stereophonic perception exist. The first theory assumes a 

summing of the loudspeaker signals in a way that the summed sound field equals the sound 

field of real sources with regard to the decisive localisation parameters. This theory is called 

summing localisation. The other theory implies the ability of the auditory system to segregate 

between the loudspeaker signals and thus to be able to process the different streams inde-

pendently. In the case of coherent loudspeaker signals, a fusion takes place that results in the 

perception of only one auditory event. This theory is called the association model by Theile 

(1980). 
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4. Wavefield synthesis and its properties 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the basic principles and properties of sound fields created by wave-

field synthesis (WFS). WFS is a sound reproduction technique with great potential as well as 

inherent reproduction errors. The discussion highlights both by reviewing the existing litera-

ture. 

The properties are discussed from different perspectives. After this introduction, the physical 

background and physical properties (including artefacts) are described (section 4.2). The 

properties with regard to perception are analysed in section 4.3. A focus is put on the attrib-

utes investigated in this thesis, namely the attributes of localisation, sound colour and distance 

perception. The chapter is summarised in section 4.4. 

4.2 Basic principles and theoretical background of the wavefield syn-

thesis concept 

4.2.1 Theoretical origin 

The Huygens9 principle states that each point of a wave front can be considered the starting 

point of a new elementary wave. After the Huygens-Fresnel1 principle, the wave front as a 

whole can be considered the sum of all the elementary waves that are created on a surface 

surrounding the source.  

An illustration of this principle is presented in Figure 4-1a. The blue wave front arises from 

the source S. The wave front can also be considered the sum of all elementary waves on the 

surface O. Through knowledge of the wave front on the surface O, the wave field at every 

point P can be calculated. 

                                                      

9 From Born and Wolf (1975): "According to Huygens' construction, every point of a wave-
front may be considered as a centre of a secondary disturbance which gives rise to spherical 
wavelets, and the wave front at any later instant may be regarded as the envelope of these 
wavelets. Fresnel was able to account for diffraction by supplementing Huygens' construction 
with the postulate that the secondary wavelets mutually interfere. This combination of Huy-
gens' construction with the principle of interference is called Huygens-Fresnel Principle.” 
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The idea of wavefield synthesis (WFS) is to replace the elementary waves on the surface O by 

secondary sources, i.e. by single loudspeakers. The wave field in the point P can in principle 

be synthesised by a superposition of all loudspeaker signals (Figure 4-1b). 

  

a) Huygens-Fresnel principle b)  Wavefield synthesis 

Figure 4-1: from Theile et al. (2003): Illustration of the theoretical origin of wavefield 

synthesis 

 

with 

r = point inside S,  

ωωωω = angular frequency,  

k = angular wavenumber: λπ2=k ,,,,   

P(r,ωωωω) = Fourier transformed pressure dis-

tribution on S due to primary sources out-

side S. 

Figure 4-2: from Berkhout et al. (1993): Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral and corresponding 

geometry. The theorem states that at any listening point within a source-free volume V, the 

sound pressure can be calculated if both the sound pressure and its gradient (which is pro-

portional to the normal component of the particle velocity) are known on the surface S en-

closing V (Berkhout et al., 1993). 
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The Huygens-Fresnel principle was quantified by Kirchhoff by the so-called Kirchhoff-

Helmholtz-Integral (Start, 1997). Figure 4-2 shows the formula and a graphical illustration. 

The theorem states that at any listening point within a source-free volume V, the sound pres-

sure can be calculated if both the sound pressure and its gradient are known on the surface S 

enclosing V.  

If the surface S degenerates to a plane, separating the listening area from the primary source 

area, the so-called Rayleigh integrals (Start, 1997) can be applied. The next step is the reduc-

tion of the plane to a line of secondary sources. Using a mathematical procedure called ‘sta-

tionary phase approximation’ (Bleistein, 1984), the so-called Rayleigh 2½D integrals (Start, 

1997) are derived, leading to the driving signals of a line array of loudspeakers. The so-called 

‘driving function’ of the array loudspeakers arises from these integrals. For this reason it is 

also called ‘Rayleigh 2½D synthesis operator’ (see Figure 4-3). The synthesis operator can be 

expressed for sources behind and in front of the array and for arbitrary source directivities. It 

can be adapted to the actual directivity characteristics of the array loudspeakers (de Vries, 

1995). 
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Figure 4-3: from (Verheijen, 1998): ‘2½D Synthesis operator’ or ‘driving function of the 

array loudspeakers’ for a monopole virtual source reproduced by a linear WFS array in the 

horizontal plane consisting of monopoles. The source S is at z=    z0, i.e. behind the array 

which is on the x-axis. S(ωωωω) is the source signal. The reference line is at z= ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆z0. r is the vec-

tor from virtual source to array loudspeaker, ωωωω is the angular frequency, ϕ  is the angle of 

incidence of the vector r at the array, k is the angular wavenumber (k = λπ2 ). 
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The synthesis operator is similar to the mathematical formulation of the ‘acoustic curtain’ (see 

also chapter 3.3). An acoustic curtain is built by recording at n microphone locations on a line 

z = 0 and reproducing the recorded signals on the same locations by loudspeakers. Deviating 

from this simple definition of the acoustic curtain, the described synthesis operator applies a 

r
1 -relationship for the level decrease with distance on the recording side. Furthermore, 

the sampling includes a ϕcos -directivity which would equal the use of bidirectional micro-

phones in the case of the acoustic curtain. Last, a position-independent equalisation by the so-

called ‘ jk -filter’, which equals a 3dB per octave boost is applied. Figure 4-4 illustrates this 

simple basis of WFS. 

 

Figure 4-4: from Verheijen (1998): Basic principle of WFS. Sampling and reproduction of 

the wave field using an ‘acoustic curtain’: the sound field is sampled at n (microphone) 

positions and reproduced on the same n positions. Equalising is necessary between sam-

pling and reproduction to ensure a transparent acoustic functioning of the ‘acoustic cur-

tain’. The figure shows the setup in the horizontal (x-z) plane. S is the (virtual) source. z0 

and z1 are the distances of source and receiver line to the array.  

This knowledge was derived and first described by authors from the TU Delft in the Nether-

lands, for instance Berkhout (1987, 1988), Berkhout et al. (1992, 1993), Boone et al. (1995), 

further in doctoral theses by Vogel (1993), Start (1997), Verheijen (1998), Sonke (2000), 

Hulsebos (2004) and de Bruijn (2004). In addition to their different scientific approaches, 

these books in particular give an excellent introduction to and overview of the basic theories 

of WFS. Early WFS research was also undertaken in Japan by Komiyama et al. (1991) and 

Ono and Komiyama (1997). 
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4.2.2 Physical potential of WFS 

Figure 4-5 illustrates the basic characteristics of WFS: for the entire listening area, the repro-

duced acoustic scene remains constant, i.e. the absolute setup of the acoustic scene is inde-

pendent of the listening position. The relative acoustic perspective as perceived by the listener 

changes with movements of the listener. This change also involves a realistic change of the 

sound pressure level when the distance to the virtual source (=notional source created by the 

WFS array) is varied. This may be called ‘motion parallax’, similar to visual perception. The 

role of motion parallax for acoustic perception was discussed in chapter 2.5. 

 

Listening Area  

 

Figure 4-5: from Theile et al. (2003): Illustration of the basic WFS potential. The acoustic 

perspective of the sound field changes corresponding to the listener position (green) as is 

the case in a natural sound field. Stable source directions can be achieved with plane waves 

(blue, solid) and stable source locations with point sources (red and pink, dashed and dot-

ted). 

In WFS, when only plane waves are created, it is possible to produce the same acoustical 

image for many listeners in a large area. Plane waves are perceived from the same relative 

direction (see blue arrows in Figure 4-5) and, in principle, with the same loudness. Thus, the 

listening area of WFS is potentially very large. Furthermore, with the incorporation of point 

sources, it is possible to create an acoustical scene which creates different acoustical images 

for every listener corresponding to the listener perspective. This acoustical scene can be of an 

arbitrary size for many listeners in the listening area.  

From a creative point of view, WFS offers an improvement in flexibility: both direction- and 

location-stable sources can be reproduced. In comparison to stereo, the design of the acoustic 

scene is less limited to the constraints of the reproduction technique. The simulation of an 
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acoustic scene can be more plausible. However, in combination with a two-dimensional pic-

ture (as in cinema), WFS looses many of its advantages when compared to conventional ste-

reo. The two-dimensional picture contains stable source positions on the canvas and thus, 

neither the preferences of plane waves nor the creation of a three-dimensional acoustical 

scene can be utilised. A three-dimensional acoustical scene in combination with a two-

dimensional picture gives rise to a localisation mismatch which might be annoying (de Bruijn 

and Boone, 2003). 

The theoretical capabilities of WFS to create a quasi-realistic sound field or to recreate an 

existing sound field also include source directivity. In theory, it is possible to simulate an 

arbitrary directivity of the virtual source limited only by the spatial aliasing frequency and the 

length of the WFS array. Furthermore, the synthesis is only possible in the reproduction plane 

of the array. This is described by Corteel (2007a) and Jacques et al. (2005). 

The location of the array loudspeakers is no limitation for the creation of virtual sources. 

WFS – although not covered by the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz theory – allows the synthesis of 

virtual sources both in front of and behind the array. In particular, the creation of the so-called 

focussed sources (sources in front of the array, see 9.3.1) could make a significant difference 

to conventional sound reproduction techniques. However, a stable and convincing reproduc-

tion of focussed sources is only possible with constraints, see chapters 4.2.8 and 9. 

4.2.3 Physical constraints of WFS 

For practical reasons, WFS fails to be a perfect realisation of its theoretical basis. In theory, 

the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral can be used to calculate a sound field which is congruent to 

the desired one. In practice, however, nobody can install arrays with infinitely small trans-

ducer spacing, nobody can install an infinitely large loudspeaker array and also a two-

dimensional array seems implausible for a realistic application. Furthermore, the array is al-

ways positioned in a real room with its individual acoustics which add to the virtual acoustics. 

In short, compromises have to be made, which, some more than others, decrease the degree of 

congruence between desired and reproduced sound field. The compromises listed in Table 4-1 

can be interpreted as the differences between a practical WFS system and a theoretical, ideal 

WFS system which is directly deduced from the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral. 
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Compromise Rationale of compromise 

Finiteness of loudspeaker spacing Loudspeaker size, costs 

One-dimensionality of WFS array 

(=array has no vertical dispersion) 

Costs, Effort 

Finiteness of array length Costs, Effort 

Reproduction room reflections Reproduction room 

Table 4-1: Summary of compromises in WFS 

Physical artefact  Due to which physical compromise 

Spatial aliasing, see section 4.2.5 Loudspeaker spacing 

Diffraction effects (truncation effects),  

see section 4.2.6 

Array length 

One-dimensionality (3D � 2D error), wave 

front curvature mismatch, see section 4.2.7 

Array size 

Reproduction room reflections,  

see section 4.2.8 

Reproduction room reflections 

Table 4-2: Physical artefacts of WFS 

Perceptual artefact, listed by impaired per-

ceptual attribute, see section 4.3 

Due to which physical artefact(s) 

Image focus Spatial aliasing, diffraction effects 

Locatedness Spatial aliasing, diffraction effects 

Sound colour Spatial aliasing, diffraction effects 

Distance perception and other attributes of 

spatial perception (perception of depth, en-

velopment, etc.) 

Reproduction room reflections,  

one-dimensionality, (wave front curvature 

mismatch) 

Table 4-3: Perceptual artefacts of WFS 
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The setup of a WFS system in practice is a trade-off of these compromises and the available 

room, budget and other circumstances, such as the available audio infrastructure. The more 

one knows about the actual consequences of changing a system parameter to a certain degree, 

the better and faster an optimal system can be designed. This means this trade-off requires a 

fundamental knowledge of the consequences of the compromises, i.e. the resulting artefacts. 

Moreover, the costs and efforts for building a WFS system are crucial for its feasibility. 

4.2.4 The artefacts of WFS 

Both the physical and perceptual artefacts of WFS will be listed below. In this thesis it is 

shown that WFS can not be interpreted as a logical extension of other technologies with re-

gard to any perceptual parameter. WFS should rather be understood as a different type of 

technology, with both physically and psycho-acoustically different properties.  

The relationship between the physical setup of a WFS system and the resulting artefacts of the 

reproduced sound field is described in Table 4-2. The physical artefacts can be interpreted as 

the physical differences between the reproduced sound field and the ideal or original sound 

field. 

The perceptual artefacts of WFS can be interpreted as the differences between the reproduced 

sound field and the ideal or original sound field with regard to perception. The relationships 

in Table 4-3 are partly hypothesised from subjective experience as objective investigations do 

not yet exist. A thorough discussion of WFS can be undertaken by evaluating the quality of 

the reproduced sound field on the basis of these perceptual attributes. 

4.2.5 Spatial aliasing 

The finitely small transducer spacing in WFS causes spatial aliasing. The synthesis of the 

sound field only works perfectly for frequencies below a certain limit frequency, which is 

dictated by the transducer spacing. This frequency is called the spatial aliasing frequency falias. 

Above falias the sound field is reconstructed erroneously, the aliased wave field contains both 

spatial and spectral artefacts. The perceptual artefacts arising from these artefacts are listed in 

Table 4-3. According to subjective experience and physical analysis, spatial aliasing is sus-

pected to cause a degradation of both the localisation performance and the sound colour per-

ception. An illustration of aliased frequency responses is given in Figure 4-6, Figure 4-9 and 

Figure 4-12. 

falias is determined by the time difference between two successive loudspeaker signals interfer-

ing at the listener’s position. This time difference depends on the spatial sampling interval, 
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i.e. the loudspeaker/microphone interspacing. Moreover, the maximum wavelength being 

sampled correctly without spatial aliasing occurring depends on the maximum source inci-

dence angle on the microphone side, as described by Sonke (2000). This interrelationship is 

illustrated in Figure 4-7. Accordingly, the maximum wavelength being received correctly 

without spatial aliasing occurring depends on the maximal reproduction angle on the receiver 

side.  

 

Figure 4-6: from Start (1997): Wave field with spatial aliasing starting at approx. 1 kHz. 

The x-axis represents a line of receiver positions in the listening area and parallel to the 

array. 

 

Figure 4-7: from Start (1997): Illustration of interrelationship between sampling (micro-

phone /loudspeaker) distance and maximal wave length. λλλλx,1 and λλλλx,2  are the relevant 

components of the wavelength λλλλ in the array-direction x.  

a) small incidence angle θθθθ1111:::: λλλλx,1 is relatively large, would potentially be sampled correctly, 

b) large incidence angle θθθθ2222:::: λλλλx,2 is relatively small, would potentially be sampled incor-

rectly. 
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Figure 4-8 shows how the relevant falias is determined at the receiver position, meaning that it 

will describe the actual spatial aliasing perceived by the listener. It differs from the definition 

of the relevant falias for the sampled sound field, in which θsec equals 90° (e.g. Sonke, 2000). 

This is one reason for differing declarations of falias in the literature. 

valias
x

c
f

θθ sinsin sec −⋅∆
= ;  

where 

c = sound propagation velocity, 

θθθθv = maximum angle on the sampling side,  

θθθθsec = maximum angle on the reproduction side. 

 

Figure 4-8: Illustration from Huber (2002): Calculation of the spatial aliasing frequency falias 

for sources behind the array. 

Description of aliasing 

Spatial aliasing results in a distortion of the reproduction of frequencies above the spatial 

aliasing frequency in terms of spatial and timbral fidelity. Not only is the correct direction 

synthesised but also erroneous (aliased) contributions, and the sound field at the listening 

position consists of a superposition of different contributions. Hence, the sound field at the 

listening position suffers from interferences; these depend on frequency and location. 

The physical consequences of spatial aliasing can be considered as a distortion of the sound 

field at the listening position with regard to the spatial distribution of the sound contributions, 

the frequency response and the response in time domain as well as a distortion that changes 

with listener and source movements. 
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The following figures provide illustrations of spatial aliasing:  

Figure 4-9 shows spatial aliasing at different positions in the listening area. The radical 

change of the aliasing with source/receiver movements can be seen. Note also that the 

peak/notch distances in the aliasing increase with frequency. This is different compared to 

comb-filtering which has constant peak/notch distances on a linear scale. The figure shows 

sound field simulations with ideal omni-directional array loudspeakers under ideal, anechoic 

conditions. 

∆∆∆∆x = 3 cm ∆∆∆∆x = 12 cm 

Figure 4-9: Frequency responses (note the frequency axis has a linear scale and proceeds 

from top to bottom) measured on a line of receiver positions (x=0 ... 0.5 m). The array 

speaker spacing is ∆∆∆∆x = 3 cm in the left figure and ∆∆∆∆x =  12 cm in the right figure. The 

graphs show the rapid change of the spatial aliasing with a listener movement of a few cm. 
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Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11 show the reproduction of a sine wave of different frequencies 

reproduced by the same array. The sound pressure distribution in the horizontal plane is 

shown and the sound is emanating from a linear array indicated by the small circles. The 

sources in these figures are focussed sources (75 cm in front of the array). The 1000 Hz sine 

wave (Figure 4-10) is reproduced correctly in the entire listening area. The 4300 Hz signal 

(Figure 4-11) produces a sound field that is aliased in almost the entire listening area. This 

can be seen from the diverse and erroneous phase and directional information in the repro-

duced wave field. As the spatial aliasing frequency increases with decreasing source-receiver 

distance, the area close to the source is reproduced correctly in both cases. 

  

Figure 4-10: Snapshot of the pressure field 

in the horizontal plane of WFS array of 32 

loudspeakers (small circles, ∆∆∆∆x=12 cm), 

focussed source 75 cm in front of the array, 

sine wave of f=1000 Hz (<falias) 

Figure 4-11: Snapshot of the pressure field 

in the horizontal plane of WFS array of 32 

loudspeakers (small circles, ∆∆∆∆x=12 cm, 

focussed source 75 cm in front of the array, 

sine wave of f=4300 Hz (>falias except close 

to the source) 

The superposition of correct and incorrect contributions in spatial aliasing can be best ob-

served by a representation of the WFS sound field in the so-called spatial Fourier domain. In 

this domain each reproduced plane wave is represented by a straight line starting from point 

(0; 0). The angle of the line relative to the vertical axis depends on the direction of the plane 

wave. In parallel to aliasing in A/D conversion, aliased contributions are mirrored in the audi-

ble area. Figure 4-12 shows an illustration of the spatial Fourier domain representation of a 

plane wave signal sampled by a linear transducer array. Only the central line shown in sub-

Figure 4-12-b1 and Figure 4-12-b2 is the correct contribution. With increasing frequency, 

additional mirrored contributions give rise to increased spatial aliasing in Figure 4-12-b2. 

Note that the aliased contributions can not be interpreted simply as plane waves from the 

wrong direction. 
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Without spatial aliasing: 

 

a1 b1 

With spatial aliasing: 

 

a2 b2 

Figure 4-12: Illustration of spatial aliasing in the spatial Fourier domain. Sub-figures a1 and 

a2 show the frequency responses on a line of receiver positions of a plane wave synthesised 

by a linear WFS array.  Sub-figures b1 and b2 show the same signal in the spatial Fourier do-

main. Sub-figures a1 and b1 show a plane wave signal without aliasing, Sub-figures a2 and b2 

show the same plane wave containing spatial aliasing. Figures were made using MATLAB 

scripts from Edo Hulsebos (see Hulsebos, 2004). 
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Different methods were proposed in the literature to avoid or minimise spatial aliasing. These 

either aim to reduce the physical deviation of the aliased sound field, or to reduce the percep-

tibility of aliasing.  

De Vries et al. (1994) and Start (1997) suggest to minimise the maximum angle on the sam-

pling side for higher frequencies (which increases falias, see Figure 4-8). This method can be 

considered a spatial bandwidth reduction. Another technique described by these authors 

works similarly: in order to minimise the maximum angle on the receiver side (which in-

creases falias as well), similar directivity behaviour could be applied to the secondary sources 

(i.e. applying special array loudspeakers). However, these are techniques of simply omitting 

signal contributions. This would lead to a loss of (spatial) information.  

 

Figure 4-13: from Corteel et al. (2007b): Effect of ‘diffusion’ of the filters above the aliasing 

frequency on the frequency spectrum. The two diagrams show the spectrum in a WFS 

sound field on a line of receiver positions in the listening area. The left diagram (a) shows 

the spectra created without diffusion, the right diagram (b) shows the spectra created after 

the diffusion. 

Start (1997) tried to avoid the audible periodicity of the aliasing artefacts, and by these means 

to reduce the quantity as well as the perceptibility of spatial aliasing. He realised this by the 

method of ‘time domain randomisation’. This means that the driving function of each array 

channel is intentionally delayed by an adequately small random time gap which leads to a 

diffusion of the array response above the aliasing frequency and thus eliminates extreme dips 

and peaks in its frequency spectrum. However, at the same time, the correct contributions in 

the aliased frequency region are suppressed. In this way, the sound field loses the directional 

information above a certain frequency. This method has both perceptual advantages and dis-

advantages, as established in experiments by Start (see section 4.3.3). Corteel et al. (2007b) 

apply a similar method of diffusing the high-frequency responses. As shown in Figure 4-13, 

the strong deviations do indeed vanish as the result of the diffusion. Corteel et al. give evi-
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dence for the positive effect of this diffusion on objective coloration measures (see also chap-

ter 8.6). They also show negative effects of the diffusion (on the variation of the ITD between 

the frequency bands above the aliasing frequency) which, after their interpretation, could give 

rise to differences in the perception of source width and distance.  

A method to minimise the perceptibility of spatial aliasing is proposed in this thesis. This 

method will be described in chapter 5. It is called OPSI (‘Optimised Phantom Source Imaging 

in wavefield synthesis’) and is a proposal of a hybrid WFS and phantom source reproduction. 

Spatial aliasing is avoided through the omission of the WFS reproduction of the high-

frequency content. Instead, it is proposed to reproduce the high-frequency content with con-

ventional phantom sources that are created by a few loudspeakers within the array. WFS is 

applied only below falias, leading to a perfect reproduction of the wave front. The perceived 

directions of the WFS and the phantom source part of the virtual source can be matched suffi-

ciently in a large listening area as shown in experiments and simulations. 

4.2.6 Diffraction effects 

In theory, the synthesis of the wave field arises from the summation of an infinite number of 

loudspeaker signals. In practice, however, the loudspeaker array will always have a finite 

length. The finite array can be seen as a window, through which the primary (virtual) source 

is either visible, or invisible, to the listener. Hence, an area exists which is ‘illuminated’ by 

the virtual source, together with a corresponding ‘shadow’ area (Sonke, 2000). Applying this 

analogy, diffraction waves originate from the edges of the finite loudspeaker array. These 

error contributions appear as after-echoes (and pre-echoes respectively for focussed sources), 

as can be seen from Figure 4-14, and – depending on their level and time-offset at the re-

ceiver’s location – may give rise to colouration. 

A reduction of these diffraction effects (also known as ‘truncation effects’), can be achieved 

by applying a so-called tapering window to the array signals. This means that a decreasing 

weight is given to the loudspeakers near the edges of the array. In this way, the magnitude of 

diffraction effects is substantially reduced, however, this is at the cost of a reduction of the 

listening area. For details see Boone et al. (1995) and Sonke (2000). 

De Vries et al. (1994) depict an alternative solution to deal with diffraction effects: After ap-

proximating the diffraction contributions on a fixed reference position, these “can be inter-

preted as scaled point sources with a specific directivity pattern radiating” from the edges of 

the array. Hence, the compensation (cancellation) of these error signals is possible, albeit with 
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full cancellation occurring only at the reference position. One important drawback is the ac-

companying introduction of even stronger colouration outside the listening area. 

 

a) b) c) d) 

Figure 4-14: from Start (1997): Influence of array truncation. Diffraction effects can be 

observed. The diagrams show the signal (y-axis is time) in the listening area on a line of 

receiver positions parallel to the array (x-axis is the offset).  

a) Response of an infinite array 

b) Response of a truncated array 

c) Difference between a) and b) 

d) Response of a truncated array after tapering 

 

 

Figure 4-15: ‘Loudspeaker wall’, used for experiments by Ono and Komiyama (1997) 
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4.2.7 Reduction of the reproduction dimensions: 3D � 2D  

Theory does not restrict WFS to the horizontal plane. Komiyama et al. (1991) and Ono and 

Komiyama (1997, see Figure 4-15) actually built a two-dimensional loudspeaker array (‘loud-

speaker wall’).  

In practice, there are too few convincing arguments for a WFS array to be installed in two 

dimensions. However, this reduction of the array dimension to a single line and the synthesis 

dimensions to the horizontal plane does have major consequences. 

As a logical consequence, only virtual sources in the horizontal plane can be synthesised. 

Conventional WFS is capable of creating a correct directional localisation only when sources 

and receivers are located in the horizontal plane. This is not critical in terms of the directional 

imaging of the direct sound of sources - which normally are located in the horizontal plane. 

However, spatial attributes such as listener envelopment and spatial impression could be sig-

nificantly enhanced by the incorporation of loudspeakers outside the horizontal plane. This is 

postulated by supporters of new surround sound formats incorporating elevated speakers such 

as ‘5.1 with height’ or ‘22.2’ (Hamasaki et al., 2006). The reason concerns both the spatial 

distribution of the reproduced reflections, and the reproduction of the reverberation. These 

parameters can be enhanced by incorporation of elevated loudspeakers together with the in-

herent enlargement of the potential reproduction area. Both temporal and spatial reflection 

density can be reduced and thus reproduced with greater similarity to a real sound field. Fur-

thermore, the temporal and spatial diffuseness can be increased with this addition of a further 

reproduction dimension. 

Every recording made in a room and reproduced through a horizontal only array produces a 

distorted image of the virtual room. This is due to the fact that the microphones pick up the 

signals from all directions whereas the reproduction is performed in only one plane. For ex-

ample, a ceiling reflection will be picked up by the microphones and reproduced from the 

same direction as the direct sound in the horizontal plane, potentially leading to comb filtering 

through interference. The reproduced reflection pattern is reproduced distorted in terms of the 

spatial distribution and the temporal and spatial density. 

An easy solution to overcome the restriction of the reproduction dimensions to the horizontal 

plane is to incorporate single elevated loudspeakers. These may be a sufficient compromise 

instead of a planar array in order to avoid the mentioned artefacts. The less sensitive localisa-

tion capabilities of the auditory system in the median plane (for localisation in the median 
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plane see e.g. Blauert, 1997, p.41 and p.44) do not need the same spatial resolution as re-

quired in the vertical and horizontal dimensions. 

In addition to these artefacts in the reproduction of the reflection pattern, one must be aware 

of the fact that in conventional two-dimensional WFS, no real spherical waves are created. 

Instead, waves with cylindrical components are created. This can be understood when the 

reproduction of a plane wave in WFS is observed: In the display of the horizontal section 

(Figure 4-16a) the plane wave seems to be perfect, whereas in the vertical section (Figure 

4-16b) the cylindrical waveform is represented as a circular waveform emitted from the array.  

 

Figure 4-16: 2-dimensional WFS reproducing cylindrical waves: horizontal (a) and vertical 

(b) section of a linear WFS loudspeaker array reproducing a plane wave. The array is posi-

tioned in the horizontal (x-z) plane, the y-axis is the height dimension 

Arising from this, the main difference for the plane wave in the horizontal plane is the in-

creased level roll-off (3dB/doubling of distance) in comparison with the ideal plane wave (no 

roll-off). As a consequence, the levels and the level balance between virtual sources in differ-

ent distances are reproduced correctly only on one reference line in the listening area (see 

Figure 4-3). 

These ‘amplitude errors’ or ‘spatial decay errors’ are described and quantified by Sonke et al. 

(1998) and Sonke (2000). Figure 4-17 illustrates the deviation of real and desired sound 

fields. Sonke describes methods to handle and reduce these errors, for example by applying 

secondary line sources instead of point sources (loudspeakers) for remote source positions.  
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Boone et al. (1999) depict solutions for the special case of the improvement of the spatial 

amplitude decay for virtual surround sound reproduction. Sound reinforcement systems in 

concert halls are considered by Start (1997). He studied the effect of conflicting primary 

source (e.g. an actor on the stage) and notional source (created by a WFS array) positions 

(Start, 1997, pp.117ff.). 

 

Figure 4-17: from Sonke (2000): Amplitude of a WFS monopole source Ap and a real, de-

sired monopole source Ad along a line defined by the source position at (-1,0) and an array 

loudspeaker position at (0,0). The amplitudes match at the definable reference receiver line 

rc=1.5. 

4.2.8 Reproduction room errors 

A common misunderstanding exists regarding the influence of the reproduction room in WFS. 

It is not true that a dry source reproduced by a WFS array automatically produces a natural 

reflection pattern at the listening position. The virtual sources are not reproduced on stable 

locations, but rather, depending on the listening position, somewhere on a circle around the 

array. The general rule is: the virtual source is always located in one line with the array and 

the listener. This also means that the excited room reflections do not arise from one stable 

location but from a number of different locations around the array. The consequences are 

illustrated in Figure 4-18 and Figure 4-19. A virtual focussed source (blue dot and peak) is 

reproduced by a linear WFS array in a room. Two reflections from back wall and floor are 

denoted by the corresponding virtual mirror sources. The locations of these virtual mirror 

sources are not - as in the ideal case (green dots and peaks) - built by mirroring the virtual 

source, but depend on the relative angle to the listener (orange dots and peaks). In Figure 

4-18, the correct virtual mirror sources are denoted by the green circles and the actual virtual 
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mirror sources are denoted by the orange circles. In Figure 4-19, the correct reflections are 

denoted by the green peaks and the actual reflections by the orange peaks. Hence, both timing 

as well as the directions of the virtual mirror sources are clearly erroneous. In the depicted 

example of this figure, the reflections are produced too early and do not correspond to the 

actual source position. They do however correspond to the reflection pattern of the array it-

self, as a comparison of Figure 4-19b and Figure 4-19c shows. This most likely gives rise to 

the distance perception of a virtual source according to the array distance instead of the syn-

thesised source distance (see section 4.3.5).  

Figure 4-18 and Figure 4-19: Illustration of erroneous timing and directions of reproduction 

room reflections in WFS. A focussed source (blue) is reproduced by a WFS array (grey, solid 

loudspeaker) and two room reflections from back wall and floor are described by the corre-

sponding mirror sources. The mirror sources and reflections are illustrated for the ideal 

(green) and the actual (orange) case. The left figure shows the locations of focussed source 

and mirror sources, the right figure shows the reflection pattern in the time domain. 

 

 

Figure 4-18: Locations of focussed source 

(blue), ideal mirror sources (green) and 

actual mirror sources (orange). 

Note that the actual mirror source locations 

are too close compared to the ideal mirror 

sources. 

Figure 4-19: Reflection pattern in the time 

domain according to the diagram in Figure 

4-18: 

a) the ideal, correct reflection pattern of a 

real source at the position of the focussed 

source 

b) the actual reflection pattern of the focus-

sed source 

c) the reflection pattern of the array. 
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It seems to be even more critical when a virtual room is to be reproduced. Now, the reflec-

tions of the reproduction room are disturbing in any case. The reflection patterns of reproduc-

tion room and virtual room are superimposed and the incidental perception is built based on 

this superimposed reflection pattern. This situation also exists in stereo where the virtual 

room is to be imposed on the existing reproduction room. It is known for stereo that no 

smaller distance than the loudspeaker distance can be synthesised. This corresponds to the 

aforementioned depictions. 

A further serious consequence can be hypothesised in theory for the reproduction of focussed 

sources. As shown in Figure 4-19, in the case of a focussed source, the correct early reflec-

tions arrive later than the erroneous reflections. This means, the incidence time of the early 

reflections is decreased and the time gap between direct sound and first reflection is smaller 

than for a natural source at the same distance. The time gap can be considered a potential cue 

for distance perception (see Pellegrini, 2001). Hence, distance perception would be distorted. 

In the case of non-focussed sources this problem does not exist. This is because the time gap 

is too large, which can easily be corrected by the creation of artificial reflections. 

 

Figure 4-20: from Petrausch et al. (2006): Performance of listening room compensation 

with WFS: The left figure shows listening room reflections without, the right figure shows 

the same reflections with compensation performed by a circular WFS array. The figures 

contain a snapshot of the pressure field produced by a circular WFS array (indicated by red 

dots) in the horizontal plane. The circular array is located in a room and produces reflec-

tions. The snapshot is produced at the time at which a distinct side wall reflection is pass-

ing the array area. This side wall reflection can be cancelled well. 

WFS primarily aims to recreate an acoustic scene with accurate spatial reproduction. The 

detrimental impact of the disturbing reproduction room reflections should ideally be sup-

pressed or masked. WFS provides an enhanced possibility to cancel distinct reflections over 
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an enlarged listening area because of its inherent properties. The use of WFS as a tool to ma-

nipulate the reproduction room acoustics was investigated by Corteel and Nicol (2003) and 

Spors (2006). A ‘dereverberation’, or the compensation for discrete, annoying reflections is 

considered. Petrausch et al. (2006) simulates the performance of a WFS array to cancel repro-

duction room reflections as shown in Figure 4-20. 

Apart from the compensation of the reproduction room influence, similar techniques of com-

pensation can also be helpful to avoid other inherent errors of WFS reproduction such as non-

ideal loudspeakers, diffraction effects and near-field effects (Corteel, 2007a). Corteel (2006) 

introduced a technique of multichannel equalisation to WFS. This method aims to equalise 

the WFS sound field in an enlarged area. The responses of the single WFS loudspeakers are 

measured by linear microphone arrays in the listening area. The loudspeaker signals and the 

array microphone signals form a MIMO (multi input, multi output) system which can be op-

timised by a multichannel inversion process. The result is a reduction of the synthesis errors. 

Corteel extended this method to reproduce directive sources in WFS (Corteel, 2007a) and to 

reproduction room compensation (Corteel and Nicol, 2003).  

4.2.9 WFS and ambisonics 

As shown in Daniel et al. (2003), WFS and ambisonics are two similar types of sound field 

reconstruction. Though they are based on different representations of the sound field (the 

Kirchhoff-Helmholtz Integral for WFS and the spherical harmonic expansion for ambisonics), 

their aim is congruent and their properties are alike. Daniel et al. analysed the existing arte-

facts of both principles and – for a circular setup of array loudspeakers – came to the conclu-

sion that HOA (Higher Order Ambisonics), or more exactly near-field-corrected HOA and 

WFS “meet similar limitations”. Both WFS and HOA and their unavoidable imperfections 

cause some difference in terms of the process and/or the quality of the perception. In HOA, 

with a decreasing order of the reproduction, the impaired reconstruction of the sound field 

will probably result in a blur of the localisation focus and a certain reduction in the size of the 

listening area. 

4.3 Perceptual properties of WFS 

4.3.1 Introduction 

Wavefield synthesis is a significant step forward from stereophonic sound reproduction. It 

offers a noticeable enhancement of the sound field’s spatial properties. Nevertheless, there 

seems to be a broad lack of clarity about the perceptual benefits of WFS. As a consequence, 
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these benefits of WFS may be underestimated, or more likely overestimated. Berkhout (1988) 

asserted: “As holographically reconstructed sound fields cannot be distinguished from true 

sound fields, it is argued that holographic sound systems are the ultimate in sound control.” 

This somewhat optimistic assertion refers to the enhanced possibilities of WFS to reconstruct 

the true acoustics of a room. A similar statement is given in Brix et al. (2001) where the capa-

bilities of WFS are described as follows: “WFS permits the generation of sound fields, which 

fill nearly the whole reproduction room with correct localisation and spatial impression”. 

Of course, these (typical) statements are not descriptions of distinct spatial attributes that 

might be characteristic for WFS. Rather, they are complex observations of its performance in 

comparison to other techniques. The lack of distinct and scientifically approved descriptions 

of the perceptual properties of WFS causes misunderstandings. 

The need to detect and describe the potential of WFS including its advantages and drawbacks 

is apparent. They should be described clearly by means of suitable physical and psycho-

acoustical attributes. The description of WFS on the physical side is at an advanced stage. 

Investigations into the perceptual properties of WFS, however, have thus far been performed 

less often and thoroughly. 

The following presentation of the current knowledge of the perceptual properties of WFS is 

based on a selection of attributes introduced in chapter 2. A general discussion on the percep-

tion principle applied for virtual sources in WFS and the transition to stereophonic perception 

forms the basis in section 4.3.2. Section 4.3.3 will cover the localisation attributes and section 

4.3.4 will introduce the existing knowledge about the sound colour reproduction capabilities 

of WFS. Finally, a discussion about the specific properties of reproducing the distance of 

virtual sources is performed in section 4.3.5. 

4.3.2 Perception principle for WFS sources 

As WFS physically reproduces the natural sound field, the applied method of perceiving the 

virtual sources is probably similar to natural hearing as long as the reproduction is sufficiently 

complete. The unavoidable imperfections of this technique cause some differences in terms of 

the process and/or the quality of the perception, as the experiments in this thesis will show. 

However, the existence of artefacts most likely does not hinder the auditory system from per-

ceiving the virtual source in the same way as a natural source.  

The artefacts of a virtual source cause a degradation of the perceived quality, but it is intended 

that the perception mechanism is the same as for a natural source. Therefore the relevant lo-

calisation cues have to be provided by WFS. It was shown by Wightman and Kistler (1992) 
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that, as long as the low-frequency interaural time difference (ITD) cues are reproduced cor-

rectly, successful localisation is achieved, even if the high-frequency signal part is erroneous, 

e.g. provides conflicting cues. Hence, the spatial aliasing frequency may be as low as the limit 

of low-frequency ITD processing, which is between 2.5 to 5 kHz. Wightman and Kistler, 

however, did not comment on the difference between the quality of the localisation between 

signals with consistent cues in the entire frequency range and the signals having correct cues 

only in the lower range. It may be supposed that the latter have a decreased quality in terms of 

the localisation properties. The experiments described in this thesis will show relevant results. 

Transition between WFS and stereo and the precedence effect 

Subject to the condition that stereophonic perception and the perception of virtual sources in 

WFS are based on different principles (as stated), at a certain point there could be a transition 

between these perception types. In other words, it would depend on the array design whether 

the loudspeaker signals are perceived as single localisation stimuli (as proposed by the asso-

ciation model, see chapter 3.6.2) or as a whole after the physical synthesis of all array signals.  

This can be discussed with reference to an experiment of Vogel (1993, pp.130ff). He con-

ducted the very first experiments into WFS. The linear (all loudspeakers in one line) WFS 

array setup used for this investigation consisted of 12 loudspeakers, located 45 cm (a very 

wide spacing for WFS) from each other. This system has quite a poor performance with re-

gard to spatial aliasing, which starts at falias= 380 Hz. Vogel commented in his experimental 

results, shown in Figure 4-21: “… it can be concluded that the wave fields … contain the de-

sired directional information. The spatial aliasing in the simulated wave fields does not dis-

turb this information.” The conclusion is correct, but the reasoning behind it could perhaps be 

doubted. Vogel assumed that the correct synthesis at frequencies below falias (in this case 380 

Hz) is responsible for the correct localisation. However, he did not consider that a simple 

principle is true for any non-focussed source in any WFS system: the first signal arriving at 

the listener is always the signal in the source direction. This means that the precedence effect 

supports the localisation of non-focussed WFS signals. Figure 4-22 illustrates the importance 

of the precedence effect in WFS localisation: The total path length of a signal from source via 

microphone/loudspeaker to the receiver is shortest for the microphone/loudspeaker pair that is 

next to the line between source and receiver. For the receiver, this loudspeaker is nearest to 

the virtual source’s direction. This phenomenon creates a correct localisation cue at all fre-

quencies.  

The precedence effect is hypothesised by this author to be crucial, at least for the situation of 

Vogel’s experiment described above. As a consequence, a larger directional error occurs if 

not the synthesised wave front – which is perfectly corresponding to the virtual source’s di-
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rection – but rather the nearest array loudspeaker is localised. In the described experiment by 

Vogel, the loudspeaker distance was 45 cm. If the precedence effect alone affected source 

localisation, this system would have a mean directional error of a quarter of the loudspeaker 

distance, in this case about 11 cm. Vogel’s results do not show a smaller mean directional 

error (see Figure 4-21). Therefore, it cannot be concluded from his results that the system 

under investigation results in a successful synthesis of the array signals.  

 

Figure 4-21: from Vogel (1993): Results 

from experiments with his first linear 

array setup with spacing 45 cm. 

The 4 single graphs were arranged by this 

author so that all graphs share the same 

axes. 

Figure 4-22: Illustration of the signal paths of 

the first signals arriving at the listener: The 

shortest path length leads to the shortest 

delay time and thus the first signal is ap-

proaching the listener from the direction of 

the virtual source. Hence, the precedence 

effect also may support virtual source local-

isation. 

The precedence effect thus is more valid for the perception of WFS sources than generally 

supposed. The result of Vogel’s test applying focussed sources would probably be quite dif-

ferent, because in this case the first wave front would not arrive from the virtual source’s di-

rection leading to conflicting cues. 

At a certain point there could be a transition between stereophonic perception and the percep-

tion of sound fields after physical synthesis. The experiments in chapters 7 and 8 will show 

relevant results on this question.  
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4.3.3 Localisation properties of WFS 

On the basis of the attributes introduced in chapter 2.3, a discussion of existing investigations 

into the localisation of WFS virtual sources is given. The three attributes of interest are the 

directional accuracy, the image focus and the locatedness.  

Directional accuracy 

The directional accuracy of a sound reproduction system is considered good if it is capable of 

reproducing a source in a certain direction without a significantly large system-caused devia-

tion. 

In theory, WFS is capable of creating accurate wave fronts and, as a consequence, accurate 

virtual source directions below falias. However, WFS is not capable of synthesising the wave 

fronts correctly above falias, and this leads to an incorrect directional representation of these 

contributions. As these incorrect directional representations do not have a constant directional 

shift across all frequencies (see Figure 4-12), a direction bias of the perceived source direction 

probably does not exist. Instead, the various sound incident angles for different frequencies 

above falias will probably cause a decrease of locatedness and/or a blur of the virtual source. 

The influence of the reproduction room (see section 4.2.8) or the design of the test signal 

may, however, cause a certain bias. For instance, a single sine wave above falias certainly will 

be perceived in a wrong direction.  

An analysis of the IACC and the ITD can illustrate the degree of similarity for source local-

isation above falias. The frequency-dependent ITD can best be analysed by the peak of the 

interaural cross correlation function (IACC). In Figure 4-23, both analysed sources are lo-

cated at an azimuth direction of + 15°. The IACC diagrams show the congruence of real 

source (a) and WFS virtual source (b) below falias. Above falias, which equals 1.5 kHz in this 

example, the maximum of the IACC is correct until roughly 3 kHz. This means that the direc-

tional accuracy of a WFS source is correct for substantial frequency regions above the alias-

ing frequency. Methods of diffusing the WFS driving function above falias (see section 4.2.5) 

therefore reduce the physical similarity of real source and WFS virtual source and thus could 

give rise to a consequent decrease in image focus.      
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a) real source b) WFS virtual source, ∆∆∆∆x=12 cm, source 

is 2 m behind the array, listener is 1.5 m 

in front of the array. falias = 1.5 kHz 

Figure 4-23: IACC (Interaural Cross Correlation) for sources localised at an azimuth of +15° 

The directional accuracy as defined above can be measured by the signed error E of the data 

(for an introduction of the statistical measures see chapter 2.3.2. By this measure, the bias of 

the mean perceived direction to the desired direction is indicated. Start (1997) uses the term 

‘accuracy’, defining the RMS Error D as an indication of the “overall accuracy of localisa-

tion” . He combines both system bias and focus/locatedness into the term accuracy. In this 

way, he measures if there is any difference between the systems, regardless of whether it is 

system bias, focus or locatedness. From his experiment’s results, which found no significant 

difference between a broadband and a low-pass stimulus regarding the mean run RMS error 

< D >, he concluded: “Apparently, the effect of spatial aliasing above 1.5 kHz does not de-

grade localisation performance for the broadband noise stimulus.” This statement has to be 

checked for validity because a closer look at the signed errors <E > reveals discrepancies. In 

two of the three experiments, the number of test participants seems to be too low to be able to 

extract the system bias, because the inter-subject and inter-item deviations prevail. The third 

experiment reveals a clear system bias which cannot be blamed on wavefield synthesis itself.  

In his experiments, Verheijen (1998) was the first to prove that accurate synthesis is not pos-

sible for sources which cannot be seen through the ‘acoustic window’ (which is the array). 

The same holds true for focussed sources (sources in front of the array): Only those sources 

which are between two lines of sight from the listener to positions near the edges of the array 

can be correctly synthesised. This zone is further minimised by applying tapering windows 

(see section 4.2.4). 
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Image focus and locatedness 

As considered in the last paragraph, the directional accuracy of WFS seems to be satisfying, 

even on arrays with which a clear degradation of other sound quality attributes is clearly au-

dible. The attributes image focus and locatedness of a sound source seem to be much more 

sensitive to changes in the physical composition of the sound signal. In chapter 2.3.2 it was 

discussed how to distinguish between these two attributes and how difficult it is to measure 

them. The use of the relevant dispersion measures <D > and < s > was discussed there as 

well. 

Investigations of Vogel (1993), Start (1997) and Verheijen (1998) can be consulted regarding 

these measures. All these authors use a similar WFS linear array shape with a loudspeaker 

spacing from 11 to 12 cm. 

Start, analysing Vogel’s experimental data, finds no significant difference between the broad-

band and the low-passed (<1.5 kHz) noise stimuli regarding the measures < D > and < s >. 

Vogel mentioned, considering an experiment on an array with a spacing of 45 cm using 

broadband noise: “… the perceived source consists of a well localised low-frequency image, 

surrounded by a broader high frequency image” and ”As listening experiments … turned out, 

the wide frequency image using a broadband noise signal is absent for speech signals.” He 

explains this phenomenon with the common envelope of high and low frequencies in speech 

signals. Thus, he included amplitude-modulated (6 Hz) broadband noise in his experiment 

with the smaller-spaced (12 cm) array, expecting the same effect (but it turned out to be even 

worse than normal broadband noise). 

Start further tried to evaluate the localisation characteristics with tests using dummy head 

recordings in an anechoic chamber. He compared the MAAs (minimal audible angle) of the 

sound field of real sources and different WFS arrays. According to the results of this experi-

ment, there is no difference regarding the MAA between real sources and the WFS array of 

11cm loudspeaker interspacing (� falias = 1.5 kHz) for both broadband (< 8 kHz) and low-

passed (< 1.5 kHz) noise signals (MAA = 0.8° for broadband and 1.1° for low-passed noise). 

After reducing falias to 750 Hz - by increasing the loudspeaker interspacing to 22 cm - the 

MAA increased (only 2 subjects, MAA = 1.6°). With that Start provided an initial scientific 

argument for ca. 1.5 kHz as a lower limit for falias.  
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Figure 4-24: from Start (1997): Results of Start’s experiments. The run standard deviation 

< s > of measurements of the perceived WFS virtual source directions in the following 

rooms is shown. 

a) anechoic chamber, falias = 1.4 kHz 

b) Auditorium, Delft University of Technology, falias = 1.2 kHz 

c) Concert hall ‘De Doelen’, Rotterdam, falias = 0.75 kHz 

Figures are arranged and customised by this author. 
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Start repeated and expanded his experiments in an anechoic chamber and two concert halls. In 

Figure 4-24 the results are illustrated for the three different rooms. Start found that ‘the local-

isation accuracy of low-frequency noise stimuli is almost identical for synthesised … and real 

sound fields … . As expected, localisation performance is seriously degraded for high-

frequency noise stimuli’. As depicted in chapter 2.3.2, with the standard deviation <s > an 

indicator for a change in the localisation quality is given. It can be seen that there is indeed a 

significant difference between the low-pass and the high-pass condition in room a) and b). In 

room c), where falias is as low as 750 Hz, this effect vanishes. The array’s performance obvi-

ously becomes worse in the ‘real’ rooms b) and c). It cannot be concluded (as Start supposes) 

that the decreasing falias is the only reason for that. In this author’s opinion, there are indica-

tions that the undesirable reproduction room influence causes irritations not only for depth 

perception, but also for localisation (see chapter 4.2.4). These indications are supported by the 

experiments of Verheijen described below. 

Verheijen (1998) complemented Start’s experiments by comparing different virtual sources 

(behind and in front of the array) and different array loudspeaker interspacings (11 cm and 22 

cm) in his experiments. By applying these two loudspeaker interspacings (accordingly falias,1 

=1.5 kHz and falias,2 =0.75 kHz) he gave – after Start, as mentioned above – a second indica-

tion for the effect of  too low a falias. However, as illustrated in the left part of Figure 4-25, the 

increase of the mean standard deviation disappears for the normal listening conditions in the 

‘reproduction room’. The reason for that is perhaps the general decrease of the localisation 

quality of WFS arrays in real rooms because of the reproduction room influence.  

The reproduction room influence seems to be crucial in comparison to the influence of spatial 

aliasing. This could be very important regarding the investigation into the perceptual effects 

of spatial aliasing. 

Verheijen’s experiments applying focussed sources were made, as Verheijen declares, omit-

ting the frequency-equalisation factor included in the WFS driving function (3dB/octave, see 

section 4.2.1) and therefore overemphasised the low frequency content of the pink noise 

bursts10. Thus the results may not be that comparable. In spite of that, the results of this sec-

ond experiment using focussed sources are added to Figure 4-25. From the assessments of the 

                                                      

10 Verheijen did not express himself clearly regarding the stimulus: In contrast to the previous 
experiment in which white noise bursts had been used now pink noise was used and, more-
over, the low frequencies of the pink noise were boosted through omitting the equalising 
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two subjects it may be concluded that the localisation quality is worse for focussed sources 

than for sources behind the array. This result is supported by the considerations of section 

4.3.2 as well. The surprisingly good result for the high-pass condition may have been a con-

sequence of the existence of mid range frequencies (above 2 kHz) which were not aliased, 

and thus provided correct localisation. Verheijen explained it slightly more optimistically: 

”Apparently, the localisation task is not hindered by the (first-arriving) aliased waves from 

the outer loudspeakers. Because the dense aliasing tail does not exceed a few milliseconds, an 

integration mechanism in the auditory system may be held responsible for the reasonable 

accuracy of localisation for these focussed sources.” 

 
Figure 4-25: from Verheijen (1998): Results from Verheijen’s experiments. (grey bars: vir-

tual sources ∆∆∆∆x=11 cm; black bars: virtual sources ∆∆∆∆x=22 cm; white bars: real sources) 

a) virtual source behind the array, assessments in two different rooms as indicated 

(stimulus: white noise bursts) 

b) virtual source in front of the array (‘focussed’), test signals broadband noise and 

high-passed noise(>2 kHz), individual results of two subjects (stimulus: noise 

bursts with energy concentrated in low frequency region) 

Figures were arranged and customised by this author. 

Start (1997) investigated the ‘spaciousness’ of the real and the synthesised wave field by 

comparing the width of a source in relation to a reference source through dummy head re-

cordings. His definition of ‘spaciousness’ is close to what was defined as source width (see 

chapter 2.3.1). Start compared the subjective assessment of the source width and the objective 

measure interaural cross correlation (IACC) coefficient and found some (not thoroughly de-

scribed) correlation. He repeated this experiment with a large-scale DSE (direct sound en-

hancement = WFS for PA purposes) system in two real large rooms, once again through 

dummy head recordings. He found that the width of all sources was generally much larger 

than in the anechoic chamber, and also that the differences between the systems vanished, 

which may be a direct consequence. 
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Summarising, investigations on the localisation properties of WFS exist, but there is a neces-

sity to further investigate in this direction. Up to now it is not clear where the lower limit of 

the aliasing frequency for adequate source localisation is, and whether a further increase of 

the aliasing frequency will result in a corresponding improvement of the localisation proper-

ties. Furthermore, the consequences of a decrease of the aliasing frequency need to be inves-

tigated thoroughly, because in practice a low aliasing frequency is likely to occur.  

4.3.4 Sound colour and colouration 

The sound colour of virtual sources in WFS is apparently impaired in comparison to natural 

sources. However, from the practical experience of WFS researchers, a reliable judgement 

can often not be derived, due to compromises that had to be undertaken in the laboratory sys-

tems regarding the size, quality and spacing of the utilised array loudspeakers. Also, the in-

corporation of DML panels (‘distributed mode loudspeakers’) or MAPs (‘multi actuator 

panel’; Boone, 2004) led to system-inherent sound colour degradations caused by the loud-

speakers themselves. Existing scientific investigations on sound colour and colouration in 

WFS are rare.     

There are different possible reasons for a degradation of the sound colour of WFS virtual 

sources compared to real sources. 

Physical reasons: 

a) Spatial aliasing distorts the higher frequency spectrum. 

b) Finiteness of the array causes distortions through diffraction effects. 

Psycho-acoustical reasons: 

i. A non-optimal localisation process could lead to a distorted perception of the sound 

colour. 

ii. The auditory event is not or not only determined by the synthesised wave front. 

In the literature, very few investigations have been made in the field of WFS and the per-

ceived sound colour. Reasons for this may be the great difficulty to measure the perceived 

sound colour and similar subjective attributes. One other reason could be a general agreement 

about the small audibility of negative effects on the sound colour in WFS. Bad sound colour 

is consequently often blamed on the degraded reproduction quality of the loudspeakers. 

It is an important challenge to create a link between the physical and the perceptual artefacts 

of Table 4-3, because only then does it become possible to improve the performance of WFS 
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with respect to aliasing. However, the literature does not yet thoroughly describe how spatial 

aliasing is perceived. The perception of aliasing may be assumed in several possible ways. 

The question is how prominently the correct contribution is perceived – particularly in the 

frequency region just above the aliasing frequency.  

Start (1997) alleges that a smoothing of the aliased content due to the finite resolution of the 

auditory system in the time domain does exist. Furthermore, he explains the audibility of 

aliasing effects with the fact that the lower limit of aliasing in the spectrum changes rapidly 

when the listener moves. His experiments revealed that by avoiding the periodicity of aliasing 

by time domain randomisation (see section 4.2.5) the colouration decreased (Figure 4-26), but 

the localisation performance apparently worsened (Figure 4-24). Furthermore, Start found 

that the colouration significantly decreased when the test signals were produced in a real 

room instead of the anechoic room. However, in his experiment on colouration, he utilised 

fixed dummy head recordings of WFS virtual sources at different positions, which can be 

regarded as non-optimal. His colouration measure was computed from paired comparisons. 

 

Figure 4-26: Colouration experiment by Start (1997): The colouration was measured by a 

difference between the sound colour of different virtual sources. Relative to the results in 

the anechoic room, the colouration decreased in the auditorium and the concert hall. The 

high frequency randomisation further decreased the colouration. 

It is not clear whether diffraction artefacts cause a colouration of the signal through comb 

filter effects. These artefacts (after-echoes) could be regarded as reflections, and as such they 
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do not necessarily lead to audible colouration if they are successfully detected by the auditory 

system (see also Corteel, 2007a). 

De Bruijn (2004) compared the perceived colouration of simulated WFS arrays with loud-

speaker spacings from 12.5 cm to 50 cm with male and female speech signals. He used a di-

chotic reproduction of signals which were simulated at positions spaced in between-ears dis-

tance (0.2 m), but not binaural signals. He found significant differences between the per-

ceived coloration for the different loudspeakers spacings and concluded that a spacing below 

25 cm is sufficient for sound colour reproduction in the specific application of video confer-

encing.  

After Theile (1980), the perception of the sound colour is part of the localisation process of 

the auditory system (as part of the ‘gestalt’ perception, see chapter 3.6.2). If a stimulus cannot 

be associated to a particular direction, it is perceived as coloured because the auditory system 

is not able to apply adequate inverse filtering. Colouration is therefore also a measure for the 

success of the localisation (and not only a measure for the physical ‘perfectness’ of the syn-

thesis). Hence, it could be a more important measure than generally believed because it may 

provide information on the perception mechanism. 

Further investigations on the sound colour properties of WFS will have to determine the 

lower limit of the aliasing frequency for different applications. Furthermore, the general way 

in which the aliased contributions in the WFS sound field are perceived has to be investigated 

before improvements can be proposed.  

4.3.5 Distance 

The discussion in chapter 2.5 introduced the attribute distance with regard to a comparison of 

WFS and stereo. The particular potential of WFS to simulate distance and depth will be con-

sidered here. The capability to adequately reproduce the source distance is vital for the suc-

cess of this reproduction technique. Implementations of WFS which lack this capability, di-

minish the advantages, which WFS achieves by the creation of perspective, significantly. 

Examples of non-optimal WFS systems with regard to distance perception exist, which sim-

ply reproduce dry sources and thus cannot create an adequate distance perception. The spe-

cific cues available in WFS for distance perception have to be discussed, and system-inherent 

weak points unveiled.   

For the discussion, the distance cues of WFS are organised into the different categories de-

fined in chapter 2.5.2: 
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- 2D distance cues: monaural distance cues that enable a ‘pseudo’ distance perception 

(level, direct-to-reverberant energy ratio, frequency spectrum, interaction with other 

non-acoustical cues) 

- 2½D distance cues: cues that are available with movements of the listener (motion 

parallax, improvement of several 2D cues) 

- 3D distance cues: binaural distance cues that enable a ‘true’ distance perception (re-

flection pattern, binaural differences) 

2D cues of WFS: 

The 2D cues correspond to the cues available for WFS as well as for natural and stereophonic 

sources. It is hypothesised that there is no difference regarding the existence of these cues 

between WFS and stereo. Of course, WFS offers these cues in a large listening area, whereas 

in stereo the listening area is smaller. 

2½D cues of WFS: 

Through motion parallax (the change of the perspective with listener movements), WFS is 

able to create presence. Furthermore, WFS offers a realistic presentation of the spatial ampli-

tude decay of a virtual source (Start, 1997; see section 4.2.4). The perspective of the acoustic 

scene and the amplitudes of the sources correspondingly change with movements of the lis-

tener within the listening area. However, the spatial amplitude decay does not fully agree with 

the real case.  

These cues enable an implicit analysis of the scene geometry (and consequently distance) 

through moving within the listening area. They are called ‘idiothetic’ cues (see chapter 2.5). 

In WFS, the idiothetic auditory cues are rather similar to natural hearing. Figure 4-5 illustrates 

the change of source distances, source direction and perspective, which belongs to a change 

of the receiver position. 

It is an interesting question whether the self-motion cues are able to override other, potentially 

wrong cues. Furthermore, it is of vital importance whether spontaneous, unconscious head 

movements would then be sufficient for depth perception or if conscious movements are re-

quired which give rise to a significant change of the perceived scene perspective in the sound 

scene.  

A relevant investigation on these 2½D properties of WFS was performed by Noguès et al. 

(2003). Figure 4-27 shows their experiment setup. They asked the subjects to control the dis-

tance of a WFS virtual test source (green) so that the source distance matched the distance of 
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two other simultaneously reproduced virtual reference sources (orange). The subjects were 

asked to move around in the listening area. In the first experiment, the subjects could control 

the WFS test source distance through a change of the WFS test source position only. The 

other parameters such as direct/reverberant energy ratio and assumingly also receiver level 

were kept constant. In other words, by this procedure the subjects were asked to put the mid-

dle guitar in between the other two using the perspective cue of the WFS sound field. The 

results show that the subjects were indeed able to do this with a good agreement between 

adjusted and correct positions.  

 

Figure 4-27: Experiment of Noguès et al. (2003): The subjects could move around in the 

listening area and so indirectly adjusted the guitar distance correctly. 

In the other experiment in Noguès et al. (2003) the attribute ‘source presence’ (meaning the 

energy ratio between direct sound and reverberation) was included in the experiment. The 

subjects were asked to adjust the presence of sources synthesised at different distances in 

order to match the perceived distance with reference sources. The results showed that the 

adjusted presence was not dependent on the synthesises distance but only on the presence of 

the reference sources. This means that the perception of source distance due to the wave front 

curvature did not exist for far-field (> 1.5 m) sources, and even the perspective cue was over-

ridden by other cues like the source presence. Their study only covered non-near-field virtual 

sources. Distance perception in the near-field will be considered in chapter 9. 

3D cues of WFS: 

WFS creates the correct shape of the curvature of the wave fronts and thus theoretically offers 

a cue to acquire source distance as illustrated in Figure 4-28. However, it is arguable that just 

by the correct wave front, a correct or even any distance perception at a static listening posi-
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tion will be enabled. Literature does not support evidence for this assertion either, see chapter 

2.5.1. Only at very near distances (< 1 m) is the wave front curvature a reliable cue for natural 

sources (Brungart and Rabinowitz, 1999c). However, in spite of not being a crucial cue, a 

correct wave front curvature may support the distance perception.  

 

Figure 4-28: Is distance perception possible due to the wave front curvature? 

The role of the dry wave front curvature in WFS is discussed in an experiment in chapter 9. 

Pre-existing investigations do not prove the existence of any effect of the wave front curva-

ture on a static listening position. In de Bruijn et al. (2001) the distance perception of dry 

sources is commented: “Although it is already well known that with WFS the source location 

is extremely stable when observed from different listener locations, depth or distance percep-

tion can only be obtained in combination with reflections and reverberation.” 

In an experiment by Usher et al. (2004), the subjects were told that they were free to move 

within the inner curtain, which can be seen in the experiment setup in Figure 4-29. Thus, it 

can be deduced that - similar to the experiment by Nogués et al. described above - the move-

ment of the subjects significantly improved the achieved distance perception. They presented 

dry focussed sources in distances of 1, 2 and 3 m from the listening point in the centre of the 

inner circle. The loudness was kept constant at the listening position, which means that loud-

ness differences due to the different source distances were not available for distance percep-

tion. The sources were actually perceived at different distances, albeit apparently not very 

consistently. The distinction between closer and farther sources was possible only when the 

closest source (1 m) was incorporated, which could suggest the aforementioned conclusion 

about the role of listener movements. 
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Figure 4-29: from Usher et al. (2004): Plan view of the experiment. The subjects were free 

to move within the inner curtain. Hence, some kind of distance perception was achieved. 

Other investigations about distance perception in WFS which did not isolate the wave front 

curvature cue from the level cue can be disregarded, because the level cue is dominant and 

can lead to distance perception, as discussed in chapter 2.5.1. In this way, any reproduction 

technique, even mono, enables distance perception as proved in literature (Gardner, 1969 

cited in Blauert, 1997). 

There is another possible property of WFS that might give rise to an enhanced distance per-

ception: WFS can very accurately simulate position and level of the early reflections. Hence, 

WFS may provide an enhanced possibility to discriminate these. In this author’s opinion, it 

has not been proven that WFS is superior to ‘sweet spot’ stereophony (i.e. a stereo setup 

whereby the listener is located in the middle of a circle on which the loudspeakers are placed) 

concerning this point. Of course, the listening area in which correct (in this case distance-) 

perception is enabled is significantly larger in the case of WFS. But this argument is not re-

garded specific for distance perception. In a study by Neher et al. (2003), it was found that the 

listener could not distinguish between stimuli which were different in terms of the direction of 

the early reflections. The enhanced possibility for the auditory system to distinguish between 

distinct reflections in comparison to stereophony may, however, give rise to a better spatial 

perception. 
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Boone and de Bruijn (2003) investigated speech intelligibility using a comparison between 

two different WFS virtual sources. The two virtual sources were driven with different signals 

(a speech signal and a broadband noise as a masker) and compared with one loudspeaker, 

driven with both signals at the same time. They found that even when both virtual sources are 

in one and the same direction but synthesised at different distances, the speech intelligibility 

threshold for the WFS virtual sources was lower (ca. 0.5 - 1 dB) than for the single loud-

speaker. In this way, an enhanced segregation ability of the auditory system was measured. 

This is an argument for the existence of at least some perceptual difference between two vir-

tual sources which only differ regarding their synthesised distance. However, this perceptual 

difference is not necessarily due to an analysis of the wave front curvature, but it could also 

be caused by other criteria that differ between sources at different distances. These are for 

example the response of the reproduction room or the energy distribution within the array. At 

least for frequencies above falias these criteria could lead to a difference in the width and the 

timbre of the virtual source. The conclusion in (Usher et al., 2004) supports this assumption: 

“… in the absence of any indirect sound, when a source is positioned beyond a certain dis-

tance using a WFS system the curvature of the wavefront seems not used to determine the 

distance of the virtual source, but rather the timbre of the perceived source dominates.” 

4.4 Summary of chapter 4 

WFS is a spatial sound reproduction technique with unique potential. The performance of 

WFS has been described and discussed both with regard to physical as well as perceptual 

properties. 

The unique properties with regard to directional imaging, in particular the enhanced acousti-

cal perspective and the size of the listening area, qualify WFS and contrast it to other sound 

reproduction techniques. WFS is a solution for multiple listeners and is capable of avoiding a 

‘sweet spot’ – which means the same acoustical image or the same acoustical scene can be 

created for many listeners. WFS is capable of producing a three-dimensional acoustical scene 

and the listener can move within that scene. 

However, WFS is a compromise in its practical realisation. Certain physical parameters are 

impaired due to practical limitations and this influences the performance of WFS signifi-

cantly. Both spatial aliasing as well as the limitation of the array to the horizontal plane avoid 

a perfect reproduction of the sound field as originally aimed by WFS. Hence, WFS does not 

have the potential of recreating a true copy of the sound field. Furthermore, the influence of 

the reproduction room makes the reproduction of a virtual room more difficult. 
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The perceptual attributes discussed include the attributes of localisation, sound colour and 

distance perception. The impairments of each attribute were analysed and relevant literature 

discussed. 

The further discussion in this thesis and further experience will show whether the drawbacks 

limit the applicability of WFS. WFS can be an ideal reproduction technique for certain appli-

cations which demand its unique features. 
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5. The ‘OPSI’ method 

5.1 Introduction 

A new method of WFS reproduction is presented and discussed in this chapter. This method, 

known as OPSI (‘Optimised Phantom Source Imaging in wavefield synthesis’), aims at avoid-

ing spatial aliasing artefacts, whilst also reducing the costs of the loudspeaker array. Further-

more, in the experiments of this thesis, it acts as a tool to investigate the perception principles 

of WFS and stereo reproduction. 

OPSI is a hybrid approach of WFS and stereo. It uses a WFS virtual source below falias and a 

stereophonic phantom source above falias. As their individual auditory event directions match, 

they are perceived as one common source. The theoretical properties of OPSI are discussed 

and presented by simulations. The validity of these predictions is verified by the experiments 

in the subsequent chapters. 

Section 5.2 introduces the OPSI method and section 5.3 describes a method of deriving OPSI 

signals. A pilot experiment for a determination of the so called OPSI localisation error is de-

picted in section 5.4. Section 5.5 discusses the size of the listening area for OPSI sources by 

simulations before section 5.6 summarises the chapter. 

5.2 Substitution of the high-frequency contribution s 

Spatial aliasing is an artefact of WFS which is produced by the inaccurate synthesis of the 

WFS sound field above the spatial aliasing frequency falias (see chapter 4.2.5). Regarding per-

ception, the reproduced sound field above falias is potentially incorrect in terms of the quality 

of the localisation and the timbral fidelity. Movements of source and/or receiver lead to an 

audible colouration of the source.  

A solution is presented which makes use of well known facts about the quality of stereo-

phonic perception. It is still not sufficiently understood why the comb filter effect in stereo-

phonic listening is less audible than could be predicted from the ear signal spectra (see chap-

ter 3.5.3). The sound colour is known to change only slightly between phantom sources from 

different directions, and it hardly changes at all while moving the head (provided that natural 

signals are reproduced). 

In general, a phantom source is not considered superior to a WFS virtual source. However, 

above falias, the WFS virtual source no longer has better physical properties than the phantom 
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source. The idea is to combine phantom source and WFS virtual source to reduce the negative 

effects of spatial aliasing. This results in a hybrid system that uses a WFS source below falias, 

and a phantom source above. The arising hybrid source is expected to suffer less from sound 

colour degradations and negative effects with respect to localisation in comparison with the 

pure WFS virtual source. 

The dominant cue for localisation is provided by the low frequency part of the source signal 

(see chapter 4.3.2). This means that the directional accuracy of the high frequency part of a 

virtual source could be lower than that of a real source without substantially degrading the 

localisation performance. This also applies for pure WFS: the low frequency part controls the 

perceived direction of the virtual source; the high frequency part plays a minor role – though 

it may increase the perceived image width to a certain degree (see chapter 4.3.3). It is as-

sumed here that the consistency between high and low frequency part is important for the 

localisation quality of the virtual source. Though Wightman and Kistler (1992) generally 

proved the dominance of the low frequency ITD cue, it seems a plausible assumption that 

inconsistent cues might give rise to a decreased locatedness and an increased image width. 

It is a challenge for WFS research to gain insight into the impact of the aliased high frequency 

part of a WFS virtual source on localisation and sound colour perception. Its substitution by 

another technique could be a suitable method to test its role for localisation and its influence 

on the perceived sound colour. Should it be true that the WFS reproduction totally fails above 

falias, there is no reason for maintaining the same reproduction technique for this frequency 

range. On the other hand, spatial aliasing can be regarded as a superposition of both correct 

and incorrect contributions; therefore it is possible that above falias the correct contribution 

may be salient (see chapter 4.3.3). Hence, a replacement of WFS above falias may lead to a 

degraded localisation performance. 

5.3 Generation of OPSI signals 

Figure 5-1 illustrates how a substitution of the high frequency part of WFS can be realised. 

The array is fed with low-passed ( < fcross ) WFS signals to reproduce the accurate wave front. 

The high frequency source components are generated by several loudspeakers (solid, blue) 

which are fed with high-passed ( ≥ fcross) signals. These loudspeakers need to be spaced sig-

nificantly wider than the loudspeakers of the WFS array and thus produce a stereophonic im-

age. The low and the high frequency source are expected to merge unless the difference in 

their incident angles is too large. The cut-off frequency fcross of low-pass and high-pass is 

identical, such that the contributions in the two frequency bands add up to give a flat fre-
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quency response similar to a two-way loudspeaker system. This frequency is called the cross-

over frequency fcross. In the optimal case, fcross is chosen such that fcross = falias. 

This new technique is called ‘OPSI’ (Optimised Phantom Source Imaging in wavefield syn-

thesis).  

 

Figure 5-1: Example of an OPSI system: Three loudspeakers (blue) replace the WFS array 

for reproducing the high frequency part 

 

Figure 5-2: Generation of OPSI signals: The WFS array of woofers (marked in blue) is fed 

with the low-passed WFS signals only. The tweeters (marked in red) are fed with the high-

passed WFS signals after a level adjustment. A small number of tweeters installed in the 

array is sufficient for a reproduction due to the OPSI method. It is important that the 

jk -filter (3dB/octave boost) in the WFS driving function is applied only for frequencies 

below fcross.  
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Figure 5-2 illustrates the method of generating an OPSI signal for the WFS array. The array is 

provided with the conventional WFS signals after the low-pass at fcross. The tweeters are fed 

with the high-passed WFS signals after a level adjustment. It is mandatory that the jk -

filter (3dB/octave boost) in the WFS driving function is applied only for those frequencies 

below fcross. In conventional WFS, this filter is generally applied below falias. A level adjust-

ment (due to the smaller number of drivers) is necessary for the phantom source speakers in 

order to ensure a flat frequency response at the listening position. This level adjustment 

equals the proportion of array and phantom source speakers. 

 

Figure 5-3: Frequency spectra illustrating the principle of OPSI. Spectra are simulated in 

the reproduced sound field with omni-directional microphones at ear positions. The simula-

tion assumes ideal omni-directional loudspeakers and anechoic conditions. Spectra are 

smoothed according to critical bands by Patterson filters.   

The WFS sound field (top-left) contains spatial aliasing above falias, in this example 

falias=1800 Hz. The stereophonic reproduction (top-right) contains strong comb-filtering. 

The peak-notch level difference of the comb filtering decreases with frequency because of 

the increasing integration of the critical band filtering. The idea of OPSI is to combine the 

unaliased low frequency part of WFS with the high frequency part of stereo (bottom-left). 

They are added up to give a newly created OPSI signal (bottom-right). 

It is expected that the perceptual artefacts of spatial aliasing will vanish under such circum-

stances. However, it is not obvious what will happen to the perceived sound colour. The ste-

reo-like reproduction generated by OPSI most likely utilises more than two loudspeakers in 

the array. When more than two of these loudspeakers create a similar level at the listening 

position, a severe comb filtering could occur. It is known that a reproduction of coherent sig-

nals on more than two loudspeakers gives rise to audible colouration (Theile, 2001). It is hy-
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pothesised that the OPSI solution does indeed improve the sound colour reproduction of a 

WFS source, whilst not degrading the localisation performance, at least not significantly. 

These hypotheses are examined in chapters 7 and 8. 

Figure 5-3 shows an analysis of frequency responses for WFS, stereo and OPSI. The fre-

quency responses show that OPSI also reduces the spectral deviations in the ear signals that 

could give rise to colourations. The reason is the increasing integration of the critical band 

filters: with increasing frequency, the number of peaks in the comb filter that fall into a single 

critical band increases. The result is an increasing smoothing of the comb filter until the spec-

trum becomes totally flat at high frequency bands (see top-right diagram in Figure 5-3). These 

analyses are discussed further in chapter 8.5.  

5.4 Pilot experiment: maximum OPSI localisation err or 

The WFS virtual source and the phantom source are expected to merge and to be perceived as 

one auditory event. This requires their individual auditory event directions to be in sufficient 

agreement. In other words, the directions of low-frequency virtual source and high-frequency 

phantom source must not differ excessively, otherwise they will be perceived separately, or 

give rise to an increased image width.  

The difference between the two individually perceived source directions, namely the direc-

tions of low-frequency WFS source and high-frequency phantom source, is known as the 

OPSI localisation error. In order to avoid negative effects, the OPSI localisation error should 

be smaller than a specified maximum value, which has yet to be determined. For the applica-

bility of the OPSI method, it is crucial that the localisation performance of an OPSI source is 

not noticeably worse than that of a normal WFS virtual source. 

A pilot study helped determine the maximum allowed OPSI localisation error. The experi-

ment was performed using the three frontal speakers of a conventional 3/2 stereo setup (Left, 

Center, Right). The test signal (anechoic female speech), was split into a low-frequency part 

and a high-frequency part at the crossover frequency. As illustrated in Figure 5-4a, the Center 

loudspeaker (blue) reproduced the low-frequency part (LF) of the test signal, simulating the 

WFS array. The high-frequency part (HF) of the test signal was superimposed by the two 

loudspeakers Left and Right. 

The phantom source was created in five different directions using inter-channel level differ-

ences. These level differences together with the according phantom source directions are 
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given in Table 5-1. The dependence between level difference and phantom source shift was 

estimated using data of an informal test described in section 5.5. 

1) φφφφ (LF) = Center speaker 0° 0° 0° 0° 0° 

2) ∆∆∆∆L(L/R) 0 dB - 0.75 dB - 1.5 dB - 2.25 dB - 3 dB 

3) φφφφ (HF) = Phantom source (L/R) 0° - 2.5° - 5° - 7.5° - 10° 

4) OPSI Localisation Error = 3) −−−− 1) 0° - 2.5° - 5° - 7.5° - 10° 

Table 5-1: The dependence between level difference and phantom source shift was esti-

mated using data of an informal test described in section 5.5. 

  

a) b) 

Figure 5-4: Pilot experiment: Determination of the maximum OPSI localisation error.  

Figure 5-4a shows the applied loudspeaker setup. The Center loudspeaker (blue) emanates 

the low frequency part (LF) simulating the WFS contribution to the OPSI source and the 

red loudspeakers emanate the high frequency (HF) phantom source. The blue and red ar-

rows illustrate the perceived angles φφφφ(LF) and φφφφ(HF) of the respective individual contribu-

tions.  

Table 5-1 shows the parameters for the different stimuli. An OPSI localisation error was 

created through the superposition of LF contribution at 0° and a phantom source HF con-

tribution at five different directions. The phantom source was shifted by a level difference 

∆∆∆∆L(L/R). 

Figure 5-4b shows the result of the pilot experiment. The median of the perceived angles 

of the merged source is shown with upper and lower quartiles. The results are shown for 

two different crossover frequencies fcross,1 = 1400 Hz and fcross,2 = 2300 Hz. The dashed 

line shows the OPSI localisation error. 

Nine subjects took part in the pilot experiment. The subjects were able to toggle between two 

cases: case 1 was the situation in which HF and LF images matched perfectly. This case cor-

responds to the first column of Table 5-1 with an OPSI localisation error of 0°. Case 2 was 

one randomly chosen situation in which HF and LF images did not match. It was asked 
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whether the perceived source direction changed while toggling between the cases. If it did 

change, the perceived direction of the second source had to be noted. For this purpose, a de-

gree scale was visible to the subjects. 

Two different crossover frequencies were used in the experiment. The source content was 

split at fcross,1 = 1400 Hz and fcross,2 = 2300 Hz respectively. Through this procedure, it was 

checked whether the maximum allowed OPSI localisation error depended on the crossover 

frequency.  

The results are presented in Figure 5-4b, the x-axis of which corresponds to Table 5-1. It can 

be seen that a change in the perceived source direction is virtually non-existent for the cases 

where the OPSI localisation error does not exceed 5°. For an OPSI localisation error of 10°, 

the perceived direction changes by roughly 2.5° for fcross = 2300 Hz and by roughly 5° for fcross 

= 1400 Hz. The subjects did not report on any split images. The locatedness and the image 

focus of the OPSI source were subject of the experiment described in chapter 7. 

5.5 Size of the listening area 

It is desired to design the OPSI source such that it is localised similarly at various receiver 

positions in the listening area. The advantage that WFS offers, of having an extended listen-

ing area, should not be compromised by the OPSI method. However, it is well known that the 

perceived phantom source direction changes when the listener moves within the listening 

area. As the OPSI method utilises phantom sources for the high-frequency part of the source, 

this effect must be taken into consideration, and evaluated. On the basis of known psycho-

acoustical data, simulations can be performed in order to estimate the OPSI localisation error. 

As found in the preceding section, the OPSI localisation error has to be lower than 5° for op-

timal reproduction. 

In principle, the level differences that are necessary for a certain phantom source shift can be 

calculated according to phantom source theory (Williams, 1984; Theile, 2001; Wittek, 2001a; 

Wittek and Theile, 2002). However, these general theories cannot be applied when using high 

frequency phantom source content alone. This is because the phantom source shift is depend-

ent on frequency (Pulkki, 1999a). Hence, a preliminary test had to be performed to find the 

approximate dependence of the phantom source shift on the level difference for high fre-

quency (> 2 kHz) source content. According to this test, the shift factor of 7.3%/dB (Wittek 

and Theile, 2000b) changes to 12%/dB for high frequency content only. This mapping rule 

was also used for the creation of the phantom source directions in the pilot experiment de-
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scribed in the preceding section. The shift factor for time differences does not change, it is 

12.7%/0.1 ms (Wittek and Theile, 2000b). 

These rules can be used to make simulations of the OPSI localisation error. At each point 

within the entire listening area, the corresponding incidence times and levels of the signals of 

the phantom-source-generating loudspeakers were calculated. By a mathematical procedure 

(not specified here) that translates the relationships of level and time difference stereophony 

to vector theory, an incorporation of more than two loudspeakers was possible. By this proce-

dure, an estimate of the apparent phantom source direction could be given. The OPSI localisa-

tion error is calculated as the difference between this direction and the direction of the WFS 

virtual source. 

Figure 5-5 shows the OPSI localisation error in degrees on a scale from 0° to 10°. An im-

pairment of the localisation can be expected for the red areas which correspond to an OPSI 

localisation error of 10° or more. The diagrams show a listening area of the size 4 · 6 m2. The 

virtual source (S) and the phantom source speakers (denoted by numbers) are indicated in the 

figures. The WFS virtual source direction is assumed to be in ideal agreement with the direc-

tion of the source position. The WFS array (reproducing the virtual source) is on the line y=0. 

The distance between the phantom source speakers is 1 m. 

 

a) Virtual source 1 m behind the array 

(‘S’ is at y=-1, x=0). 

b) Plane wave = virtual source 

infinitely far behind the array. 

 

Figure 5-5: Simulations of the OPSI localisation error (in degrees) for two different virtual 

source positions. The array is located at y = 0 m. The phantom source loudspeakers are 

marked with numbers. The unit of x- and y-axis is meters. The maximum allowed OPSI 

localisation error of 5° is indicated in orange colour.  
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Figure 5-5 shows that the OPSI localisation error depends on the position of the virtual 

source. It has also been observed that the size and position of the stereo loudspeaker setup 

influences the performance, although it is not simulated here for the sake of brevity. In order 

to optimise for a minimum OPSI localisation error, the suitable stereo loudspeakers should be 

chosen depending on the synthesised virtual source distance. In the case of plane waves or 

sources with larger distances, more than just a few stereo loudspeakers have to be used. In 

practice it would be optimal to automatically and dynamically allocate a suitable stereo setup 

to the virtual source. The stereo loudspeakers are usually part of the WFS array. They should 

make a grid of loudspeakers spaced by not more than 1 m. In Figure 5-5a, only the three near-

est stereo loudspeakers are chosen in order to keep the number of active stereo loudspeakers 

small, whilst also minimising the OPSI localisation error at the boundaries of the listening 

area. For the plane wave in Figure 5-5b, the whole set of stereo loudspeakers of a certain grid 

is active leading to correct localisation due to the precedence effect for most parts of the lis-

tening area. The area close to the array shows larger OPSI localisation errors in both figures, 

but it should be noted that pure WFS also performs non-optimally in this area due to near-

field errors (Corteel, 2007a). 

The fewer OPSI loudspeakers are used, the better the perceived sound colour is expected to 

be. Hence, a position and distance-dependent control of the stereo loudspeaker signals needs 

to be performed. It is optimal when the number and position of the stereo loudspeakers are 

chosen depending on the virtual source position. An optimum coverage of most parts of the 

listening area is possible for all virtual source positions when certain rules are applied. From 

the simulation shown above it may be assumed that a grid of stereo loudspeakers with an 

inter-loudspeaker distance of not more than 1 m is required to keep the OPSI localisation error 

sufficiently small in a large listening area. 

5.6 Summary of chapter 5 

OPSI is a new method proposed to avoid spatial aliasing. It makes use of the minimal sound 

colour differences between phantom sources. Its idea and implementation has been described 

in this chapter. 

The OPSI idea is intended to improve the performance of WFS without introducing new arte-

facts. Based on the results of a pilot experiment, the area in which no negative effect on the 

directional accuracy occurred was calculated. This area can be maximised by an intelligent 

selection of OPSI loudspeakers depending on the virtual source distance. Consequently, the 

listening area of an OPSI source was found to be not substantially smaller that that of a con-

ventional WFS virtual source. 
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The approach of substituting the high-frequency contributions of WFS with phantom sources 

has been verified for its applicability. The OPSI method is only likely to be beneficial if the 

sound colour reproduction is improved whilst the quality of spatial reproduction is kept at 

least stable. Hence, the OPSI approach needs to be investigated regarding its sound colour 

performance. In addition, the merging of low- and high-frequency contribution needs to be 

examined with regard to the properties of localisation. Further experimental investigations 

designed to address these points are described in the following chapters 7 and 8.  
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6. Rationales for the experimental comparison be-

tween WFS and stereophony  

6.1 Introduction 

The sound reproduction techniques WFS and stereophony were introduced in chapters 3 and 

4. Their physical and perceptual properties have been described to the extent to which they 

have been so far investigated in literature. This thesis aims at comparing their perceptual 

properties for listeners at a fixed listening position. Therefore, this chapter summarises the 

established properties in order to analyse the remaining open questions and differences re-

garding the most important attributes of spatial perception. The fields considered as most 

apparent and relevant for practical sound reproduction were examined by investigations de-

scribed in the subsequent chapters. The discussion in this chapter will prepare a foundation 

for these investigations and will explain their validity and intention.  

This chapter is organised by the perceptual attributes on the basis of which a comparison will 

be made. After this introduction, the attributes of localisation (section 6.2) and sound colour 

perception (section 6.3) will be discussed. The general advantage of WFS over stereo is be-

lieved by this author to be its capability of supporting listener movements. Section 6.4 ex-

plains why this capability is not considered by investigations in this thesis. Finally, section 6.5 

deals with the potential of WFS and stereo to synthesise the impression of source distance, 

before section 6.6 summarises the chapter. 

6.2 Directional imaging, image focus, locatedness 

Both in WFS and stereo, it is possible to create virtual source directions in the entire horizon-

tal plane. A prerequisite in the case of WFS is a surrounding loudspeaker array, while stereo 

requires a surrounding setup of loudspeakers (a ‘multichannel surround’ setup). However, the 

properties of the directional image are apparently different. Although one can expect that both 

systems are capable of reproducing a source in a certain direction, the attributes directional 

accuracy, image focus and locatedness of the source have not yet been investigated in a direct 

comparison. Furthermore, the OPSI system has never been incorporated in practical experi-

ments. 

In stereo, the phantom image is known to be less focussed than for natural sources. This ap-

plies in particular for lateral phantom source reproduction. The image focus and the robust-
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ness of the phantom source can be improved with an increasing number of loudspeakers, lead-

ing to a narrower grid of stable loudspeaker positions (Zieglmeier and Theile, 1996). Fur-

thermore, the focus depends on the way in which the phantom sources are produced, whether 

this be time or level panning, or a combination of both. The listening position is also a deci-

sive factor, as an off-centre listening position produces deviations between the incidence 

times of the loudspeaker signals (refer to chapter 3.5 for references). With multichannel sur-

round in particular, the difference in focus between a phantom source and a single loud-

speaker signal is used creatively by the sound engineer. For example, the Center channel 

alone creates a small focus and a high locatedness whereas a phantom source between the 

Left and Right channel, which is localised in the same direction, is perceived less focussed 

(Silzle and Theile, 1990).  

In WFS, both the focus and locatedness depend on the spatial aliasing frequency (Start, 1997). 

Spatial aliasing is considered the main reason for a decreased focus in WFS. OPSI sources, 

which contain no spatial aliasing but on the other hand employ stereophonic imaging, cannot 

be predicted at all with regard to the localisation quality. The experimental results in chapter 7 

will show how they perform. 

WFS sources in front of the array (‘focussed’ sources) have to be treated separately. The im-

age focus of a source depends on its locatedness, which is generally considered lower for such 

sources. There are several reasons for this. Firstly, the precedence effect does not support the 

localisation of focussed sources, because the first contributions do not arrive from the virtual 

source direction (see chapter 4.3.2). Secondly, distance perception is potentially problematic 

for focussed sources, because the perceived reflection pattern generally does not fit the syn-

thesised source distance (see chapter 4.2.8). A pilot experiment investigating the locatedness 

of focussed sources is described in chapter 8.7. 

The investigation described in chapter 7 was centred on exploring differences between the 

sound reproduction techniques WFS, OPSI and stereo with regard to the attributes of localisa-

tion. These attributes were the directional accuracy, the image focus and the locatedness. It 

was aimed to answer the following research questions: 

- How does the localisation performance of WFS compare to real sources and what 

aliasing frequency is required for a sufficient localisation? Does an increase of the 

aliasing frequency above this limit still improve the localisation performance? 

- How do WFS and stereo differ with regard to the attributes of localisation? 

- Can the OPSI method be validated in terms of its directional imaging? 
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6.3 Sound colour, colouration 

Figure 6-1 shows an analysis of the ear signal spectra of a stereo and a WFS source. In the 

lower diagrams, the difference between the respective frequency spectrum and the spectrum 

of a real source at the same location as the virtual source is given. The properties of the two 

spectra are not dissimilar, both showing deviations above a certain frequency. It can be seen 

that the WFS virtual source (b) is an exact copy of the real source below falias. The level-

panned phantom source (a) also shows some similarity to the real source below 1000 Hz. An 

analysis of these spectral differences together with an analysis and measurement of their ef-

fect on the perceived sound colour is detailed in chapter 8.  

a) Two-channel stereo b) WFS virtual source 

Figure 6-1: Frequency spectra of the ear signals for sources at an azimuth of +15° created 

by different reproduction techniques. red: ipsilateral (right) ear signal, blue: contralateral 

(left) ear signal. Top diagram: binaural room transfer function (BRTF), bottom diagram: 

difference between this BRTF and the BRTF of a real source at the same location. 

a) Two-channel standard stereo setup,  L(L/R)= -7dB. 

b) WFS virtual source, ∆∆∆∆x=12 cm, source is 2 m behind the array, listener is 1.5 m in 

front of the array. falias ≈ 1.5 kHz. 

According to the discussions in chapters 3.5.3 and 4.3.4, neither stereo nor WFS offers a 

transparent reproduction. In both cases, the physical spectra of the ear signals show prominent 

deviations from that of a reference source. Furthermore, the sources at different locations or 

from different directions clearly differ from each other, for each reproduction system. In the 

case of stereo, the spectral deviations are caused by comb filtering through a summing of the 

loudspeaker signals; in the case of WFS they are mainly caused by spatial aliasing. 
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Hence, both the perceived sound colour and the colouration of the systems are likely to be 

non-optimal. Their respective performance has not yet been sufficiently investigated in litera-

ture, neither for each system independently, nor in a direct comparison. The comparison of 

stereophonic reproduction and a sound field reconstruction technique such as WFS is ex-

pected to challenge established views on these techniques and specify the respective best ar-

eas of application. 

The second aim of the thesis is to help identify the perception mechanisms applied when lis-

tening to WFS and stereo reproductions. The prediction of the colouration performance is a 

suitable tool for this task, because it checks the role of the physical ear spectra on the per-

ceived colouration. In this way, the presence of any kind of decolouration is checked.  

The comparison of the sound reproduction systems WFS, OPSI and stereo was the focus of 

the investigation described in chapter 7. The research questions regarding the attributes sound 

colour and colouration were as follows:  

- Can the prefigured advantage of OPSI regarding sound colour reproduction be con-

firmed? 

- What effect does spatial aliasing have on the colouration in WFS? Does the colour-

ation differ with different spatial aliasing frequencies? 

- Can colouration in WFS be predicted by the frequency spectrum of the ear signals? 

What are suitable predictors?  

- What is the relationship between predicted and actually perceived colouration for the 

WFS, the OPSI and the stereo sources? Can a decolouration in the perception of the 

signals be identified?  

- Can conclusions thus be drawn from these relationships that help to explain the per-

ception mechanism?  

6.4 Size of the listening area, robustness, listene r movements 

The listening area is defined as the maximum area over which the sound field is reproduced 

without distortions regarding perceptual attributes. The typical aim of a reproduction system 

is to have a large listening area so that a number of people can listen simultaneously. The 

robustness of a reproduction system describes its ability to maintain the same sound image 

despite movements of the listener.   
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There are two types of listening area. With the first type (A), it is intended that all listeners 

share the same acoustical perspective, i.e. a scene is reproduced (e.g. with accompanying two-

dimensional picture) that should create the same acoustical sensation for all listeners. No lis-

tener movements are supported in this case.  

The second type (B) supports listener movement, with each listener having his own acoustical 

perspective on the scene. A movement of the listener leads to an according change of the 

acoustical perspective. The listeners then do not have the same acoustical sensation at differ-

ent locations. 

The choice between these two types of listening area influences the potential of the reproduc-

tion systems to produce a large listening area. This choice is further influenced by the exis-

tence of a picture. A comparison of the size of the listening area is not possible without con-

sidering these alternatives.  

Stereo is a reproduction system that is optimal at a single listening point, this being the so-

called ‘sweet spot’. As the directional image is produced by interchannel level and time dif-

ferences, a distortion of these inevitably leads to a distortion of the directional image. Only at 

the sweet spot will the original incident time relations between all loudspeakers be kept. The 

angular fidelity of the stereophonic image will therefore be correct only within the sweet spot. 

Small movements of the listener out of the sweet spot will strongly influence the perceived 

sound image. In principle, the robustness of stereo is small. Only in the case of two-channel 

stereo, i.e. 2/0 stereo, is the distortion of the incidence times of the loudspeaker signals zero 

on an entire axis, this being the line of symmetry between the loudspeakers.. The level rela-

tions between the loudspeakers are distorted on all locations except this point or line as well. 

However, the level distortions are much smaller than the time distortions and thus do not dis-

tort the directional image to the same extent (Wittek, 2001a).  

The listening area depends on the panning method or the technique applied for the stereo-

phonic recording. Although the distortions with listener movements are equal for all panning 

methods, in a level-panned image, the extreme left and right sources stay constant and thus 

level difference stereo is regarded more stable (Wittek, 2001a). The listening area is bigger at 

the price of a reduced spatial complexity of the stereo mix, for instance in cinema mixes that 

are optimised for a large audience. In this example, the dialogue is reproduced monophoni-

cally in the Center channel so that the sound image matches the visual image for the whole 

audience. Using such methods, both the robustness and size of a stereo listening area can be 

increased. However, in stereo, only a listening area of type A can ever be created, which 

means that listener movements are not supported. Any listener movement results in an un-
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natural change in the acoustic image. The only constant source locations for an enlarged lis-

tening area are the loudspeaker positions.  

In WFS, the listening area is determined by the size of the array. Sources can only be repro-

duced in directions in which an array is located. The WFS virtual sources are robust within 

the listening area. WFS can produce a large listening area for both types of listening areas. 

This means that WFS can create the same acoustical image for all listeners, as well as an 

acoustical scene enabling listener movements. 

With constraints, the spatial quality of the reproduced scene does not depend on the distance 

of the listener from the array. However, in the region very close (< 1 m) to the array, the syn-

thesis fails due to the far-field approximation of the WFS theory (Corteel, 2007a). Further-

more, due to the ‘amplitude errors’ (see chapter 4.2.7), the level balance between sources at 

different distances is distorted at all locations except for a reference line of receiver positions. 

The reason is the distortion of the level decay with distance for conventional one-dimensional 

WFS arrays. In the case of reproduced focussed sources, the listening area is reduced because 

the source must always be between the listener and the array. 

When WFS is applied with an accompanying two-dimensional picture, for example in cinema 

applications, the advantage of an enlarged listening area is reduced. The flat picture and the 

sound image containing true perspective causes a mismatch of localised directions as soon as 

sound sources are synthesised in front or behind the screen (de Bruijn and Boone, 2003). 

Also, when a conventional stereo mix is reproduced in a cinema by a WFS array, the advan-

tage of WFS is rather small, as the front loudspeakers have to be reproduced at the same posi-

tions as the original loudspeakers in order to fit the visual image. Only the surround channels 

can be positioned further away leading to an improved level distribution within the listening 

area. 

Relevance for this research 

One of the main advantages of WFS over stereo is generally considered to be the capability of 

supporting listener movements. The effect of listener movements, the size of the listening area 

and the robustness of the systems differ significantly between WFS and stereo. In spite of 

this, the scope of this thesis only covers the perceptual differences at a fixed listening posi-

tion. Hence, these attributes are not considered in this investigation. This does not mean that 

these differences are ignored or considered unimportant. Rather, the differences at a fixed 

listening position are considered more relevant for the discussion about the general perception 

mechanisms. The perception mechanism most probably does not depend on conscious listener 

movements, because it is regarded as a spontaneous process (Theile, 1980). 
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The discussion in this section is necessary in order to put the scope of this thesis into the gen-

eral context of the field. This thesis does not target a general comparison between WFS and 

stereo, nor does it aim at defining a superior reproduction technique. Rather, it covers specific 

properties that are important for certain applications. The results of this investigation have to 

be considered in combination with the above-mentioned general differences. 

6.5 Depth, distance, immersion 

In this section, the capabilities of WFS and stereo to reproduce depth and distance will be 

compared. This will be achieved through an assignment of available cues according to the 

scheme and terminology introduced in chapter 2.5.2. A differentiation was made between the 

2D distance cues which are the monaural distance cues that enable a ‘pseudo’ distance per-

ception, the 2½D distance cues which are cues that are available with movements of the lis-

tener and the 3D distance cues which are binaural distance cues that enable a ‘true’ distance 

perception. The 2D cues include level, direct-to-reverberant energy ratio, frequency spectrum 

and interaction with other non-acoustical cues. The 2½D cues include motion parallax and the 

3D cues consist of the reflection pattern and binaural differences. 

A true, intuitive depth and distance perception (‘3D’) relies on the natural existence of reflec-

tions and reverb and, at least for non-nearby sources, it does not depend on the wave front 

curvature of the direct sound. The 3D cues, and therefore real 3D depth perception, do not 

rely on listener movements and thus can be produced at a fixed listening position as well. 

Only through the combination of motion parallax and reflection pattern cues can an acoustic 

scene be created containing depth, which also enables movements. Table 6-1 summarises the 

cues for distance perception and the analogies to visual perception as mentioned in chapter 

2.5.2. 
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Table 6-1 
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This means that true depth and distance reproduction is possible also in stereo. There is no 

essential difference in distance reproduction except for the existence of motion parallax and 

binaural differences (the latter are not included in the table because it first has to be checked 

whether they represent an existing cue at all in WFS, see chapter 9). The precondition for 

natural distance and depth perception in stereo is the existence of lateral reflections (Theile, 

2001). This means, only multichannel stereo offers the required cues to a sufficient degree. 

Furthermore, systems such as 3/2 stereo suffer from certain shortcomings that arise from a too 

low number of loudspeakers and the resulting overly large loudspeaker spacings. The robust-

ness of lateral phantom sources and the reduced possibility to place sources in the rear and on 

the sides are negative consequences. These shortcomings will not be concentrated upon here 

because they are not a failure of the system itself, but only of its realisation. Furthermore, the 

solution is simple, namely the incorporation of additional loudspeakers (Zieglmeier and 

Theile, 1996). It is also assumed here that a stereo system is able to reproduce an adequate 

reflection pattern with sufficiently high resolution of reflections. The accuracy in which the 

reflection pattern is reproduced is different for WFS and stereo in the case of a stereo system 

with a low number of loudspeakers. This difference may give rise to perceptual differences.  

The only remaining difference that might be valid for distance perception on a fixed listening 

position is the wave front curvature cue. This cue is valid for distances below roughly 1 m in 

real source distance perception.  

The investigation described in chapter 9 explored the cues for distance perception of nearby 

sources at a fixed listening position. The research questions were as follows: 

- Is WFS capable of reproducing cues related to the wave front curvature at a fixed lis-

tening position? How do the sound fields of real and virtual sources differ with regard 

to these cues? 

- Is distance perception in WFS possible due to these cues? 
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6.6 Summary of chapter 6 

As a preparation for the investigations in this thesis, this chapter defined the main research 

questions. At the end of each section, distinct open questions were expressed, which formed 

the basis for theoretical and practical examinations described in the subsequent chapters. A 

summarising comparison of properties was presented, which were introduced in the chapters 

3, 4 and 5. Furthermore, those fields were selected in which demands for further insights ex-

ist. The motivation for the selection is a more complete comparison of the sound reproduction 

techniques WFS and stereo at a fixed listening position and the validation of the OPSI 

method. In addition, further knowledge about the effect of spatial aliasing in WFS on percep-

tion is aimed at. 

Regarding the localisation attributes, an experimental comparison of directional accuracy, 

image focus and locatedness will be described in chapter 7. Furthermore, a study concerning 

the colouration in the respective systems was undertaken (chapter 8). This study was targeted 

to unveil basic properties in the reproduction and perception principles of the systems. Lastly, 

an investigation on distance perception explored the effect of the wave front curvature in 

WFS for a static listener (chapter 9). 

Due to the attention of this thesis on perceptual differences at a fixed listening position, some 

main differences in the properties between WFS and stereo were not considered. It was em-

phasised that this does not mean that these differences were ignored or considered unimpor-

tant. Rather, when defining the topical focus of this thesis, the differences for a fixed listening 

position were considered more relevant for the discussion about the general perception 

mechanisms. 
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7. Experiment 1: Localisation properties of WFS, OP SI 

and stereo 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes an experiment comparing the localisation performance of several sys-

tems, including natural reference sources, stereophony, different WFS systems, and an OPSI 

system. The experiment consisted of a measurement of perceived auditory event direction and 

an elicitation of the locatedness of these auditory events. The evaluation of the measurements 

allows a comparison of the localisation properties of the different sound reproduction tech-

niques. 

The research questions for this investigation were developed in chapter 6.2. The general aim 

of this experiment was a direct comparison of the imaging capabilities of the systems under 

investigation. Furthermore, by incorporating WFS systems of different quality, an estimation 

of the effect of spatial aliasing on localisation could be made. Finally, it was investigated 

whether the OPSI concept could be validated regarding its imaging properties. 

Section 7.2 summarises the contents of the experiment before the experimental procedure is 

described in section 7.3. The systems under assessment are introduced in section 7.4. Section 

7.5 depicts the results of the experiment which are discussed in section 7.6. A summary is 

given in section 7.7.  

7.2 Contents of the experiment 

In the experiment, a number of systems produced (virtual) sources in various directions. For 

each source, the following measures were recorded: 

- the perceived direction of the auditory event 

- the subjective locatedness. 

The measurement of the perceived direction allows an analysis of the directional accuracy of 

a system. By statistical analysis of the subjective direction measurements, the image focus 

may be indirectly inferred. These attributes of localisation were introduced in chapter 2.3. 
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These systems participated in the experiment:  

- Natural sources (single loudspeakers) 

- Stereophony 

- WFS (∆x1=4.2 cm) 

- WFS (∆x2=12.7 cm) 

- OPSI 

The systems are described in section 7.4. 

Meaning of the ‘locatedness’ for this study 

The locatedness is defined as the spatial distinction of the perceived source. It is hypothesised 

that from this measure, conclusions about the quality or success of the perception process can 

be drawn. The better a source can be perceived, the better the locatedness will be. This attrib-

ute can not be estimated by physical measures of the sound field alone, as complex psycho-

acoustical processes underlie the perception process of a source. Any ambiguities in the proc-

ess are believed to lead to a degradation of the locatedness (Theile, 1980).  

Hence, the relevance of certain physical parameters of the sound field for spatial perception 

can be studied by an assessment of the locatedness. After the relevant physical parameters for 

spatial perception have been established, a virtual source can be designed which fulfils the 

requirements for optimal spatial perception. The physical parameters which were identified to 

be irrelevant, may then be arbitrary. The virtual source is no longer required to be a perfect 

copy of the natural source. The question of which relevant physical parameters are repro-

duced insufficiently by a WFS virtual source is vital, and still unresolved. The same applies 

for stereophonic sources – the locatedness of a phantom source is better than one could expect 

by analysing its physical properties (see chapter 3.6). 

7.3 Experimental procedure 

7.3.1 Acquisition of auditory event directions and locatedness grades 

In prior experiments concerning the localisation of WFS sources (Start, 1997; Verheijen, 

1998), the auditory event directions were measured using numbered array loudspeakers. 

However, this technique may cause the measured directions to be ‘pulled’ towards the visible 

anchors (‘ventriloquism effect’; Blauert, 1997). To avoid this, an acoustically transparent 

canvas was used to hide the loudspeakers. There was no scale whatsoever on the curtain visi-
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ble to the subjects. Figure 7-1 shows the curtain and a subject using a laser-pointer to indicate 

the perceived auditory event direction. The subjects were filmed by a camera in order that 

their results could be collected. The directions were measured on a two-dimensional scale 

comprising both azimuth and elevation of the perceived source direction as can be seen in 

Figure 7-2. The validity of this procedure was examined in a pilot test. 

 

Figure 7-1: Experimental procedure: The subjects could target the position of the auditory 

event through a laser pointer. The laser pointer was mechanically supported by a flexible 

joint. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7-2: The scale on the acoustically transparent curtain (left picture) was invisible to 

the subjects. The experimenter viewed the results on a screen in the neighbouring room 

(right picture) which showed the picture from the video camera. Pictures from Huber 

(2002). 
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After pointing at the perceived source direction, the subjects were asked to assess the located-

ness of the reproduced source. As this attribute is not self-explanatory, it was extensively 

explained in a preceding talk with the experimenter, and defined in the test sheet given to the 

subjects prior to the experiment. The grading of the locatedness was made on a 5-grade scale, 

ranging from 1 (very good) to 5 (bad): 

How well can you localise the source? How well can you assign a particular direction to the 

perceived source? 

1 – very good 

2 – good 

3 – fair 

4 – bad 

5 – very bad 

In advance of the experiment, three example test items were reproduced to introduce the test 

procedure to the subjects. This allowed the subjects to familiarise themselves with the range 

in which the perceived auditory event directions and perceived locatedness would lie. 

7.3.2 Stimuli 

It is known that the quality of the localisation depends on the type of the source signal. To 

achieve an optimal localisation performance, a broadband signal is required (chapter 3.6.2). 

Furthermore, signal onsets can serve as an important cue (Blauert, 1997). Therefore, pink 

noise bursts were chosen as a suitable stimulus. However, noise bursts are not a natural source 

content. This is a crucial point considering that the perception of image focus, distance and 

other spatial attributes is likely to depend on the prior knowledge of the source content. In this 

experiment, as the difference between the systems was the key point, this prior knowledge 

was regarded as disturbing because it would conceal the system-caused differences. In other 

words, for instance the expected character of a human voice would probably influence the 

subjects’ perception. A source signal such as pink noise bursts, which is close to natural sig-

nals regarding the frequency spectrum and neutral to the subjects concerning the prior knowl-

edge, served best for the task of this experiment. 
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Figure 7-3 shows the envelope of the pink noise bursts. The burst had a length of 1 sec and 

was repeated three times. The rise and the fall time was 100 ms. A break of 400 ms was intro-

duced between each of the bursts. The parameters of the noise bursts were chosen deliberately 

after preliminary tests. They were found to provide optimal conditions for localisation. 

 

Figure 7-3: Envelope of the stimulus: Pink noise bursts with a duration of one second each 

All reproduced test items were calibrated to have an equal level at the receiver position. A 

constant receiver level of 68 db(A) was created using computational simulations and meas-

urements at the receiver position with a measurement microphone. 

7.3.3 Test panel 

18 subjects participated in the experiment, their ages ranging from 21 to 58 years. None of the 

subjects had known hearing impairments. The experience of the subjects in audio differed 

considerably. A post-screening (chapter 7.5.1) resulted in the rejection of five subjects.  

7.3.4 Experimental setup 

Figure 7-4 shows the setup of the sources used in the experiment. Three different source di-

rections were reproduced, these being –10°, 0° and 5° relative to the array normal. The sub-

jects (a head indicates the subjects’ position) were positioned 2 m in front of the array. The 

loudspeakers representing the natural sources (red) were installed 1 m behind the array in 

three different positions. The phantom sources were produced through two (blue) of the array 

speakers. The subjects could move their head freely. 

The experiment was undertaken in the anechoic chamber of the IRT, Munich. Its volume is 

80m3, with a floor size of 4.5 · 6 m2. Its lower limit frequency is 80 Hz. 

Figure 7-5 shows an overview of all systems of the experiment. The active loudspeak-

ers/drivers for each system are marked in colour and with arrows.  
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Figure 7-4: Test source setup for the experiment: The subject is denoted by the head at the 

right side. The WFS array including the stereo setup (blue), single loudspeakers (red), and 

acoustically transparent canvas can be seen on the left side. 

 

a) Natural sources 

b) 
Two-channel 
stereo 

c) 
‘WFS_12’ 
∆∆∆∆x = 12.67cm 

d) 
‘WFS_4’ 
∆∆∆∆x = 4.22cm 

e) 

OPSI 
∆∆∆∆x1 = 12.67 cm 
∆∆∆∆x2 = 76.02 cm 
fcross = 2 kHz 

Figure 7-5: Illustration of all systems of the experiments. Pictures from Huber (2002). 
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The array consisted of custom-made two-way loudspeakers, with one woofer and three tweet-

ers in each loudspeaker box. This setup enabled a very small distance of secondary sources 

for WFS. The woofer distance was 12.67 cm; the tweeter distance was 4.22 cm. The chosen 

cross-over frequency was 2 kHz, and was applied by means of digital filtering. 

7.4 Systems under assessment 

Natural Sources 

Single loudspeakers were used as a reference for this experiment. As can be seen in Figure 

7-4, they were positioned 1m behind the WFS array at three different positions. To avoid  

shadowing by the WFS array, they were installed slightly higher than the array, which can be 

seen from Figure 7-5a. The loudspeakers were Klein&Hummel O100, being active monitor 

loudspeakers of studio quality. They were digitally equalised to match the frequency response 

of the array loudspeakers. 

Two-Channel stereo 

The 5th and 14th array loudspeakers were used to reproduce phantom sources, according to 

stereophonic principles (see Figure 7-5). The resulting offset angle of the two loudspeaker 

stereo setup was 31.8°. In (Wittek and Theile, 2000b; see chapter 3.5.1), methods were pre-

sented to calculate the necessary signal differences for a phantom source at a certain azimuth. 

According to these methods, three different phantom sources were produced at different azi-

muths, these being -10°, 0° and 5° (see Figure 7-4). The phantom source shift was achieved 

through an equivalent use of both time and level differences. 

WFS_12 and WFS_4 

The virtual WFS sources were produced using the so-called 2½D operator, i.e. the driving 

function for a WFS array, as mentioned in chapter 4.2.1. This essentially means that each 

loudspeaker reproduces a signal similar to that which a microphone at the loudspeaker posi-

tion would pick up from a source at the virtual source’s position. A different level roll-off and 

a frequency-dependent filtering compensates for the 2D design of the array. This frequency 

compensation (the so-called ‘jk -filter‘) is to be applied below falias only, meaning that each 

source requires a unique, individually designed filter.  

In this experiment, the way in which WFS configurations differ with respect to their localisa-

tion performance was of particular interest. Two different WFS setups were created. The first 

setup had a secondary source (array loudspeaker) spacing of ∆x = 12.67 cm. For simplicity, it 

will be referred to as WFS_12 from this point onwards. The second setup had a secondary 

source spacing which was three times smaller, ∆x = 4.22 cm. It will be referred to as WFS_4.  
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As explained in chapter 4.2.6, tapering should be applied to the array signals in order to re-

duce truncation effects. For the WFS arrays used in the experiment, cos2-windows were ap-

plied at the array edges. The tapering window is schematically illustrated in Figure 7-6. 

cos2 tapering  
window 

 

WFS_12: 

∆∆∆∆x=12.67cm 

 

WFS_4: 

∆∆∆∆x=4.22cm 

 

Figure 7-6: Tapering window for the WFS arrays:  

The diagram on top of the photos shows a schematic view on the tapering window. It illus-

trates the level attenuations which are applied to the corresponding array loudspeakers. 

 
Figure 7-7: Frequency spectra of a WFS virtual source (1 m behind the array) at a line of 

receiver positions z=2 m. Left diagram: WFS_12; ∆∆∆∆x=12.67 cm; falias=2.5 kHz. Right side: 

WFS_4; ∆∆∆∆x= 4.22 cm; falias=7.5 kHz. 
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As the aliasing frequency depends on the secondary source distance, it is different for the two 

WFS configurations. It can be estimated from Figure 7-7. Simulations and measurements 

were applied to determine an exact value of the aliasing frequency. For WFS_12, with a vir-

tual source positioned 1 m behind the array, falias will be 2.5 kHz. WFS_4 results in falias being 

7.5 kHz. 

OPSI 

The OPSI signals were produced using low-passed WFS_12 signals and three phantom source 

loudspeakers at spacings of 76 cm, as shown in Figure 7-5. The crossover frequency was fcross 

= 2 kHz. The level of the phantom source loudspeakers was adjusted by listening to match the 

level of the low frequency contributions. The OPSI localisation error ε (see chapter 5.4) of the 

three sources at the listening position was ε = 0° for the source at 0°, ε = 1.9° for the source at 

-10° and ε = 2.4° for the source at 5°. This can also be seen in the contour plots in Figure 7-8, 

which show simulations of the OPSI localisation error for the three sources of the experiment. 

 

  

a) 0° b) -10° c) 5° 

Figure 7-8: Contour plots showing simulations of the OPSI localisation error for the three 

sources of the experiment. The array is located at y = 0. The position of the virtual source is 

denoted by the letter ‘S’ behind the array. A listening area of 4m � 3m is shown, the actual 

listening position in the experiment was (x;y)=(0;2). The contours show the OPSI local-

isation error εεεε = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10}°. 
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7.5 Results 

7.5.1 Screening of the listening panel 

 

Natural sources 

 

WFS_4 

 

WFS_12 

 

OPSI 

 

Phantom sources 

 

Figure 7-9: 

Scatterplots of all measured auditory event 

directions. The grid width is 10°. The dia-

gram is drawn to the scale of a photo of the 

experiment setup, which is superimposed 

with the scatterplots. 

 

Figure 7-9 shows scatterplots of all measured auditory event directions. It can be seen that the 

subjects’ responses were spread considerably for all systems. The task of localising sources in 

an anechoic environment without visible anchors seems to have been challenging for a num-

ber of subjects, some of whom were inexperienced listeners. A post-screening of the obtained 

results was performed to identify those listeners found to be unable to detect the subtle differ-

ences in the source properties. Therefore, the run standard deviations s  were calculated to 

measure the consistency of localising repeatedly reproduced test items. 
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The run standard deviation s is the averaged standard deviation of all runs of one subject (for 

further information on the statistics for localisation experiments see, Hartmann, 1983). It is 

defined as follows: 

Run standard deviation: ∑
=

=
L

k

ks
L

s
1

2 )(
1

;  

where 

s = standard deviation of the responses of one subject and one test condition; 

L = number of test conditions per subject; 

Figure 7-10: Run standard deviation of the 

azimuth angles averaged over all test condi-

tions. The red line corresponds to the limit 

for the exclusion of subjects. The mean is 

shown with the 95% confidence interval. 

Figure 7-11: Run standard deviation of the 

elevation angles averaged over all test con-

ditions. The red line corresponds to the 

limit for the exclusion of subjects. The 

mean is shown with the 95% confidence 

interval. 

The data of Figure 7-10 and Figure 7-11 show the run standard deviations for each subject in 

both dimensions of azimuth and elevation, averaged over all stimuli. These data reveal a lo-

calisation inconsistency for some subjects. Two limits were chosen such that those subjects 

who had a run standard deviation above these limits were excluded from the listening panel. 

These limits (highlighted with red lines in the figures) were defined as a maximum run stan-

dard deviation of azimuth angles of 2°, and a maximum run standard deviation of elevation 
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angles of 2.75°. Based on the inspection of the above figures, subjects 3, 4, 9, 14 and 17 did 

not fulfil these requirements and were rejected for the further analyses. 

7.5.2 Directional accuracy and focus 

The directional accuracy, i.e. the ability of a system to reproduce a source in the intended 

direction can be measured using certain perceived location error values and the standard de-

viation (see chapter 2.3.2). The signed error E is a suitable measure to estimate the directional 

accuracy of a system. The mean run signed error E  measures the averaged error of all runs, 

directions and subjects. 

Run signed error E : ∑
=

=
L

k

kE
L

E
1

)(
1
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where 

L = number of test conditions per subject; 

The mean run signed error <E > is defined as the mean of the run signed errors of all sub-

jects. 

In Figure 7-12, Figure 7-13, Figure 7-14 and Figure 7-15 one can see the mean azimuth and 

elevation angles as well as their deviations from the expected reference direction, i.e. the 

mean run signed error <E >. The results are arranged by system (‘Real’ means the single 

loudspeakers, ‘PSQ’ means stereo phantom sources) and labelled by the reproduced direction 

of the test signal (‘Reference Direction’). 

For almost all systems, the azimuth angles were overestimated for the reference directions 

−10° and 5°. This can be seen from Figure 7-12 and Figure 7-13. There is no identifiable de-

pendence on the system. 

The elevation results show that there is a constant bias of roughly −2° to −3° for all systems 

from the expected elevation angle which was assumed to be at a position between the woofer 

and the tweeter of the two-way drivers. Indeed, the woofers were positioned roughly 2° below 

the reference line. The results indicate that the woofer positions were crucial for the perceived 

elevation angle. Moreover, perception of the elevation under anechoic conditions is known to 

be difficult, and this could easily have been biased by aspects such as source spectrum or 

visible anchors. The expected position of the loudspeakers (which were not visible to the sub-

jects) was lower, which could also bias the results. 
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Figure 7-12: Mean azimuth angles 
Figure 7-13: Mean run signed error < E > 

of the perceived azimuth angles 

Figure 7-14: Mean elevation angles 
Figure 7-15: Mean run signed error < E > 

of the perceived elevation angles 

The confidence intervals indicate that the spread in the measured angles is generally higher 

for the elevation angles than for the azimuth angles. This can also be seen in Figure 7-16 and 

Figure 7-17, both of which show the mean run standard deviation <s > (mean of the run stan-

dard deviations s  over all subjects) of the azimuth and the elevation angles. The mean run 

standard deviation is a measure of the intra-subject deviations, and therefore – within the limi-

tations discussed in chapter 2.3.2 – it may also serve as an indicator for the image focus.  
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a) Azimuth b) Elevation 

Figure 7-16: Mean run standard deviation < s > of the perceived angles for each reference 

direction. a) azimuth, b) elevation. 

a) Azimuth b) Elevation 

Figure 7-17: Mean run standard deviation < s > of the perceived azimuth angles, mean of 

all directions. a) azimuth, b) elevation. 

Through multiple comparison analyses, the differences between the systems with regard to 

the mean run standard deviation were checked for their significance (Tukey HSD, signifi-

cance level 95%). The mean run standard deviation <s > of the azimuth angles, shown in 

Figure 7-16a, exhibit no significant differences for the 0° direction. A significant difference 

(at a significance level above 95%) was only detected for the 5° direction between phantom 
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sources and the WFS_4 system as well as the OPSI system. For the mean run standard devia-

tion <s > of the elevation angles, shown in Figure 7-16b, no significant differences between 

the different systems were detected. 

Figure 7-17 shows the mean run standard deviation <s > averaged over all reference direc-

tions. The Tukey HSD test again detects no significant differences with regard to the azimuth 

angle. Only the LSD test detects a significant difference (at a level above 95%) between <s > 

of the phantom sources and that of the real sources as well as the WFS_4 system. No signifi-

cant differences between the different systems were found in the mean run standard devia-

tions of the elevation angles. 

The perceived azimuth and elevation angles are highly dependent on the subject. The mean 

individual errors, shown in Figure 7-18 and Figure 7-19, indicate that the subjects consistently 

stay with their individual bias - independently of the reproduction system. A certain individ-

ual bias may also influence the overall result, as for example the strong underestimation of 

elevation angles of subject 8. 

Figure 7-18: Mean individual azimuth angle 

errors E 

Figure 7-19: Mean individual elevation 

angle errors E 

7.5.3 Locatedness 

As discussed in chapter 2.3.2, the locatedness does not necessarily correlate with the meas-

ured standard deviation of the perceived directions. Therefore, it needed to be investigated 

separately. The relevant data is presented in Figure 7-20. 
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Figure 7-20: Subjective assessment of the locatedness. The mean of all test items of one 

system and reference direction is shown.  

In order to analyse the significance of the differences between the systems with respect to the 

means of the locatedness, multiple comparison tests were performed. They showed that the 

differences between any two of the systems are significant (Tukey HSD, at a significance 

level of 95%), except for the pair WFS_12-OPSI. This applies for the data averaged over all 

reference directions. The test results are shown in Table 7-1. In the tests using the data of each 

source direction individually, several differences were not detected as significant.  

The observations can be summarised as follows: 

1. The locatedness of the natural source (label: ‘Real’) is best. No system, including the 

WFS system with a loudspeaker interspacing of 4 cm, can achieve this high grade. 

The difference between the natural source and WFS_4 is small, but still significant. 

2. The locatedness of WFS_4 is significantly better than that of WFS_12. 

3. The locatedness of an OPSI source is not worse than that of a normal WFS source 

with the same WFS array loudspeaker interspacing (WFS_12). 

4. The locatedness of the phantom source is worse than that of all other sources. In other 

words, all WFS systems are better than the conventional phantom source with respect 

to the locatedness. 
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5. The results are generally similar for all directions. However, a significant increase of 

the locatedness compared to the 0° direction can be found for the OPSI source at 5° 

and the phantom sources at 5° and -10°. 

 

Table 7-1: SPSS chart showing the results of multiple comparison tests (Tukey HSD, LSD) 

performed on the locatedness grades averaged over all source directions. The mean differ-

ence for each pair is shown as well as its standard error, the level of significance for that 

difference and the 95% confidence interval. Note the level of significance corresponds to 

the probability with which the means are equal. Thus the level of significance for the means 

to be different is 1-Sig. 
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7.6 Discussion 

7.6.1 Directional accuracy and focus 

The measurement of the perceived directions leads to several conclusions regarding the imag-

ing characteristics of the different systems.  

All systems can be assumed to be accurate regarding the creation of a certain source direction. 

In the experiment, mean azimuth errors <E > between −3° and +3° were measured. For cal-

culating E, the synthesised direction was used as a reference. However, when the perceived 

direction of the real source is taken as a reference, the azimuth errors were in general substan-

tially smaller. Hence, a systematic deviation in the measurements can be assumed as a reason 

for the high errors instead of a random inaccuracy. The standard deviations were comparable 

to other investigations (Blauert, 1997). The mean elevation error showed that the woofers, 

which were located below the reference line, determined the perceived direction. The mean 

elevation errors, corrected by this constant shift, were rather small and revealed no system-

specific inaccuracy.  

The mean run standard deviation <s > of the perceived directions may, with limitations 

(chapter 2.3.2), serve as an indicator for the image focus of the source. The described results 

show that only for the phantom sources a larger image focus may be concluded in that case. It 

should be noted that the offset angle of the stereo setup was rather small (31.8° compared to 

60° in standard stereo) which led to higher necessary interchannel differences for the shift of 

the phantom source (∆L/∆t = 4.3 dB/−0.25 ms for the −10° source and −2.15 dB/0.125 ms for 

the 5° source). Thus, a larger focus of the source could be caused by the increased time differ-

ences (chapter 3.5.2).  

For all other measured sources, no significant differences were detected in the standard devia-

tions. For the OPSI source at −10°, a slightly but not significantly larger standard deviation 

compared to the real source was measured. This could lead to the conclusion that the focus of 

the OPSI image depends on the source direction. A general dependence of localisation quality 

on the OPSI localisation error is plausible. However, calculations show that the OPSI local-

isation errors for all sources in the experiment were below 2.5°. This is also apparent from 

Figure 7-8, which shows simulations of the OPSI localisation error for the sources of the ex-

periment. Apart from the OPSI localisation error, the localisation focus of the individual 

phantom source is likely to influence the localisation performance of the merged OPSI 

source. It may be assumed that the phantom source derived from the source at −10° has a 

larger focus due to the significant contribution of two stereo loudspeakers compared to the 0° 
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phantom source. The latter is produced primarily by the middle stereo speaker, which is per-

ceived with a substantial localisation dominance, i.e. with a higher level and earlier than the 

other two. Thus, it may be concluded that the focus of OPSI sources is dependent on the lo-

calisation performance of the individual phantom source contribution. 

7.6.2 Locatedness 

The locatedness data show significant differences between the reproduction systems. These 

differences were not obtained by measurements of the standard deviation of the perceived 

directions. The results identified the real sources (the reference) as having the best grades. 

The significant difference between WFS_4 and WFS_12 is evidence for the positive effect of 

further increasing the spatial aliasing frequency from 2.5 kHz to 7.5 kHz. The OPSI sources 

were localised with the same locatedness compared to the corresponding WFS_12 system. It 

may be hypothesised that the locatedness of an OPSI source is in general equal to its underly-

ing WFS system. This would mean that by using an OPSI system with a smaller WFS array 

spacing (and a corresponding increased crossover frequency), the localisation performance 

could be improved. The experiment on sound colour perception described in chapter 8 shows 

relevant results on the optimal array spacing and crossover frequency. The results show that 

the OPSI concept could be validated, because it did not lead to worse results in comparison 

with the corresponding WFS system. 

The results of the locatedness obtained for the phantom source focus confirmed the conclu-

sions derived from the standard deviation data mentioned above. They were localised with the 

least locatedness.  

Both the locatedness data and the standard deviations of the perceived azimuth directions 

above seem to show a difference between the results for the 0° direction and the other two 

directions. This difference is significant for the phantom sources and one OPSI source, and 

can be explained by the reasons mentioned above. Only the significant difference in <s > of 

the real sources at 0° and 5° cannot be explained in that way. An inhomogeneous reproduc-

tion room may be a possible reason. 

There is a significant difference between the locatedness of the natural sources and the WFS 

virtual sources. However, this investigation was not designed to find the reason behind this, 

but rather to detect it. There are a number of possible reasons which can be found by consid-

ering the remaining differences between natural listening and listening to a virtual source. 

Among them are: spatial aliasing, diffraction effects, distance perception conflict (the source 

distance is not correctly reproduced by a dry virtual source, see chapter 9). 
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The differences between natural and WFS sources are not expected to vanish in a real room, 

because the reflections of the reproduction room may even facilitate the localisation of the 

natural source. On the contrary, the reflections of the WFS array can theoretically even dis-

turb the localisation of the virtual source due to the fact that they are not corresponding to the 

reflection pattern of a natural source (see chapter 4.2.8). 

7.7 Summary of chapter 7 

Following the experiments of Start (1997) and Verheijen (1998), an investigation into the 

localisation performance of WFS together with a comparison of natural sources, OPSI and 

phantom sources was performed. 

A classification of the WFS virtual source’s localisation performance in comparison to the 

other reproduction techniques could be made. The experiment’s results show that the located-

ness of a WFS virtual source is significantly better than that of a phantom source. However, 

results as good as those found when listening to real sources can not be achieved.  

Increasing the spatial aliasing frequency from 2.5 kHz to 7.5 kHz significantly improves the 

locatedness of a virtual source in WFS. This difference is not evident when only the standard 

deviations of the measured auditory event directions are considered. 

The OPSI concept proved to be perceptually valid with respect to localisation. In comparison 

to WFS no significant quality degradations were measured. 

The localisation focus, assumed to be derived from the standard deviations of the perceived 

directions, of the WFS sources did not show an identifiable difference to that of the natural 

sources. Only for the phantom sources were significantly greater standard deviations found. 
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8. Experiment 2: Sound colour properties of WFS, 

OPSI and Stereo  

8.1 Introduction 

The investigation described in this chapter focuses on the sound colour reproduction capabili-

ties of the systems WFS, stereo and OPSI. The research questions were developed in chapter 

6.3. The aims of the experiment were a comparison of the different reproduction systems re-

garding their colouration and an evaluation of the physical causes of the colouration.  

An experiment was performed using a special test method that targeted the determination of 

sound colour differences within one system. The reproduction systems were acoustically 

simulated by a virtual acoustic system using head-tracking. These simulations also enabled a 

theoretical comparison of the spectral alterations of the ear signals and the subjective colour-

ation grades. A prediction of the colouration was attempted based on these spectral altera-

tions. The prediction examined the relationship between the physical and perceptual measures 

and thus aimed to reveal general differences between the reproduction techniques. Further-

more, the relevance of spatial aliasing for sound colour perception in WFS together with the 

perceptibility of comb filtering in stereo could be observed. By an incorporation of the OPSI 

method, the hypotheses regarding the different perception mechanisms were investigated. 

The experiment is described by its setup in section 8.2, its results in section 8.3, and a discus-

sion of the results in section 8.4. An analysis of objective physical measures is performed in 

section 8.5. Based on this analysis, a prediction of the colouration perception could be per-

formed. This is described in section 8.6 and discussed in section 8.7. Finally, section 8.8 sum-

marises the chapter. 

8.2 Experimental setup 

8.2.1 Colouration 

In this investigation, the sound colour reproduction capabilities of different sound reproduc-

tion techniques are under test. It is known that the auditory system is able to adapt quickly to 

the static frequency response of the transmitting system which is then regarded as not col-

oured (Zwicker and Fastl, 1990). Therefore, the absolute sound colour of an individual test 

system, which could be caused by the loudspeaker type, the reproduction room or various 
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other parameters, is of no interest in this investigation. Good sound colour reproduction is not 

necessarily dependent on the absolute sound colour. 

These postulations led to a method of exploring the system colouration by a measurement of 

the perceivable sound colour differences between different sources within the same system 

(=intra-system colouration). This measurement is believed to correspond to the actually per-

ceived colouration during the reproduction as soon as more than one source is reproduced or 

the source moves or the listener moves. The absolute sound colour difference between the 

virtual source and a reference source (‘real source’) was not considered relevant. This differ-

ence was comparably large due to system-inherent spectral properties, which are not consid-

ered decisive for the timbral fidelity of the system. For example, the pronounced reproduction 

of lower frequencies which is known in stereo does probably not give rise to a degraded 

sound colour reproduction (Theile, 1980).  

For this investigation, an extended definition of the attribute colouration will be used based on 

the definition by Salomons (1995), which is given in chapter 2.4. 

Definition of the attribute colouration for this investigation:  

The perceived colouration of a system is the audible distortion, which alters the sound colour 

when switching between different source or receiver positions. 

In contrast to the attribute sound colour, colouration can be said to either exist, or not to exist. 

This means, compared with the exploration of the sound colour, a much simpler experiment 

paradigm can be used which only aims to detect the existence of any colouration and to quan-

tify the degree of colouration. 

The differences between the colourations appearing in the experiment were expected to be 

subtle. In spite of this, these differences could lead to fundamental discoveries regarding per-

ception properties and aliasing perception. Hence, a method had to be found that was capable 

of detecting a small colouration in a reliable and reproducible way. 

8.2.2 Test method 

For the sound colour experiment, a modified MUSHRA method was used. The MUSHRA 

method (multi stimulus test with hidden reference and anchor, ITU-R BS.1534) is known to 

give comparable and reproducible results, as the same anchors are used in each trial. With this 

procedure, the grades of the different trials are made comparable, and the influence of time-

variant aspects such as the order of the stimuli or listener fatigue is avoided. Furthermore, the 

anchors span a recurrent scale which defines the range of possible differences of the experi-
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ment and thus optimises the subjects’ use of the scale. For the sound colour experiment, this 

aspect necessitates anchors that provide a good span of possible colouration. The colouration 

is largely due to spatial aliasing, meaning that spectral inadequacies in the upper frequency 

range are the main cause (see chapter 4.2.5). Consequently, the relevant anchor has to be of a 

similar nature, with different degrees of spectral deviation.  

In pilot experiments a suitable anchor was found, this being the reference signal, processed 

with sine-ripple spectra of different ripple depths (for a discussion of sine-ripple spectra see 

Supin et al., 1999). The ripple depth (amplitude of the sine) is defined as the difference be-

tween the maximum of the first half wave and zero. Five anchors were used; the ripple depth 

was 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 dB. The utilised anchors are shown in Figure 8-1: 

Figure 8-1: Anchors of experiment 2: sine-ripple spectra from 625 to 20.000 Hz. The ripple 

density is 2 (ripples per octave). The ripple depth is 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 dB. The anchors were 

designed in order to sound not dissimilar to spatial aliasing. 

As described, it was decided to assess the colouration, which was defined as an intra-system 

parameter. This means that only one system has to be assessed in each trial, which makes the 

experiment design easier. In each trial 9 different signals were reproduced. These were: 

- the reference (direction -5°) 

- three stimuli in other directions than the reference (-10°, 3°, 15°). The directions were 

chosen such that the differences between reference and stimulus direction were un-

equal for all stimuli.  

- the hidden reference 

- four anchors (see Figure 8-1) 
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Figure 8-2 shows the multiple stimulus graphical user interface of the experiment. The sub-

jects could switch between the 9 different stimuli by clicking on the buttons ‘REF’ or ‘A’-

’H’. A click in the grey area switched between the last two chosen stimuli, so that the subjects 

were not distracted looking for the relevant buttons. The order in which the 9 stimuli were 

arranged was chosen randomly by the MATLAB control script. The trial could not be finished 

before all stimuli had been replayed once. Only one system was reproduced in each trial. The 

order in which the different reproduction systems were assessed was chosen randomly by the 

script.  

 

 

Figure 8-2: Screenshot of the multiple stimulus graphical user interface display of the ex-

periment. The software was programmed in MATLAB. The software recorded the grades and 

controlled the outputs of the test PC which was connected with the audio PC running Nu-

endo and the BRS auralisation plug-in. The German labels denote the task of the experi-

ment (‘Hörversuch: Beurteilen Sie die Klangfarbe’ means ‘Listening test: Assess the sound 

colour’) and the two grade descriptions (‘extrem verschieden’ means ‘extremely different’ 

and ‘kein Unterschied’ means ‘no difference’). 
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8.2.3 Virtual acoustics system: BRS 

For practical reasons, a virtual reproduction based on a binaural system utilising headphones 

and head-tracking was used. This system, known as BRS (Binaural Room Synthesis, see e.g. 

Horbach et al., 1998, 1999; Rathbone et al., 2000) was developed at the IRT (Institut für 

Rundfunktechnik, Munich) and was realised as a VST plug-in (IRT, 2007) that can be run 

within the host software Steinberg Nuendo. The test PC, running the MATLAB-based multi-

ple stimulus GUI, sent audio signals to the audio PC, running Nuendo and the BRS plug-in, 

see Figure 8-3.  

 

Figure 8-3: Experimental system architecture, diagram from Hanselmann (2006) 

The BRS filters were changed after each trial in order to assess the next reproduction system. 

BRS is a convolution-based system, i.e. it needs binaural measurements of BRIRs (Binaural 

Room Impulse Responses) to correctly reproduce the virtual sources. The filters used in the 

BRS system were produced by utilising a database of BRIRs measured in the listening room 

of the IRT. By using this database, a natural BRIR of an arbitrary system consisting of single 

loudspeakers in different directions can be produced. The resulting BRIRs are produced by 
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superimposing the BRIRs of the single loudspeakers of the system according to the driving 

function of the system. A larger distance of one individual loudspeaker is simulated simply by 

a time delay and an according decrease of the level of the BRIR. A disadvantage of this pro-

cedure is that the reverb level is erroneously decreased. Hence, systems containing large dif-

ferences between the distances of the individual loudspeakers would not be auralised cor-

rectly. Furthermore, all individual loudspeakers are aligned such that their 0°-axes are aiming 

the listener. This is a consequence of the measurement procedure of the database. In this pro-

cedure, the dummy head was installed on a turntable and the measurements for the different 

directions were derived by rotating the dummy head (and not the loudspeaker). Both com-

promises have no effect on the direct sound except for the assumption that the individual 

loudspeakers are ideal monopoles. The compromises are not expected to be relevant for this 

experiment.  

Hence, the resulting BRIRs may be called quasi-natural, because they do not exactly equal 

BRIRs that would have been measured from the existing system, but do contain all relevant 

acoustical information without a meaningful compromise. The BRS system produces out-of-

head-localisation, which is a prerequisite of any meaningful experiment about spatial and 

timbral attributes. Only successful out-of-head-localisation avoids a system-inherent colour-

ation of the binaural reproduction (Rathbone et al., 2000). This is a very important aspect, 

because the timbral fidelity of the test system itself has to be better than the best source in 

order to create correct grades. The results described in section 8.3 show that this is difficult to 

achieve. In reality, some system-inherent colouration remains even for head-tracked binaural 

systems, which is presumably due to the use of non-individualised HRTFs or tracking errors 

(Rathbone et al., 2000). Nevertheless, the system is considered suitable for the task of the 

experiment because the timbral differences appearing in the experiment are mostly larger than 

the assumed timbral differences due to the BRS system. Furthermore, the negative influence 

of the BRS system is equal for all systems of the experiment and should therefore not bias the 

differences between the measured colourations.  

A pilot test of this experiment was repeated on a real system to prove the applicability of the 

BRS system by one subject, see Figure 8-4. The two different stereophonic techniques, level-

panning and time-panning, were assessed for their colouration. The results show that the 

mean assessed coloration is slightly bigger and the variation is higher for the BRS system. It 

cannot be proven but it is assumed that this deviation from real reproduction does not change 

the colouration differences between the reproduction systems. 
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Figure 8-4: Pilot test, diagram from Wegmann (2005): Validation test of the virtual acoustic 

system BRS. The colouration grade is assessed for the two stereo systems ∆∆∆∆L (level pan-

ning) and ∆∆∆∆t (time panning), in both the virtual BRS environment and the real room envi-

ronment. Mean and 95% confidence intervals are shown for one subject and four trials. The 

single blue dots denote individual results. 

8.2.4 Stimuli 

The stimuli of the experiment were dry pink noise bursts of length 800 ms, with a fade-in and 

fade-out time each of 50 ms (see also chapter 7.3.2). These were regarded to be most sensitive 

to changes in the sound colour. The noise burst was repeated after a break of 500 ms until the 

‘Pause’-button was pressed. The parameters of the noise bursts were chosen after a validation 

in preliminary tests. The multiple stimulus GUI software was programmed such that the 

stimulus was always completely reproduced without changes. Pressing the buttons ‘REF’ and 

‘A’ – ‘H’ or the grey area (see Figure 8-2) led to a switch between sources/anchors during the 

subsequent break between the stimuli. 

The dry stimuli were convolved in real-time with the corresponding BRIRs of the current 

system and azimuth to result in the binaural stimuli assessed by the subject. 

8.2.5 Test procedure 

The experiment took place in the same room as the measurement of the BRIR database, this 

being the ITU-R BS.1116 compliant listening room of the IRT. The subjects were sitting such 

that the visual scenery matched as closely as possible the acoustic scenery produced by the 

virtual acoustics system. This means that they were positioned in front of the real WFS test 

array which was built of 32 small broadband speakers. This array was not active in the ex-
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periment, but it served as a visual anchor to support the acoustic illusion. In this author’s ex-

perience it is mandatory for any virtual acoustic system to provide this visual anchor (even if 

it was perfect), because the visual cues are important for distance perception. A successful 

perception of source distance was hypothesised to be crucial for sound colour perception (see 

chapter 3.6.2). 

The subjects were asked to grade the perceived colouration of the stimuli in the multiple 

stimulus GUI window (Figure 8-2) on a 5-grade scale. Only the extremes of the scale were 

labelled with verbal descriptions:  

Is there a timbral difference between the reference and the stimulus? 

0=‘no difference’ (German: ‘kein Unterschied’) 

4=‘extremely different’  (German: ‘extrem verschieden’) 

The attribute ‘colouration/timbral difference’ was defined as the perceived sound colour dif-

ference between the reference and the chosen stimulus. A small training phase introducing 

possible colourations was performed before the experiment. Furthermore, the first two trials 

were not used in the data, as the subjects needed some time to accommodate to the experi-

mental conditions. 

The test was split into a minimum of three sessions in order to avoid listener fatigue. The 

subjects were allowed to interrupt the test and continue it at a later time. 

8.2.6 Systems under test 

Table 8-1 lists the systems assessed in the experiment together with the relevant system pa-

rameters. These are the name of the system, the number of utilised loudspeakers (in order to 

estimate its complexity), the spatial aliasing frequency falias, the OPSI crossover frequency 

fcross and the depiction of the colour code in the table. The colour code is explained in Table 

8-2 below. 

The length of the array was 6 m. The OPSI systems utilised phantom source speakers which 

were spaced by 168 cm. Thus, in total 4 phantom source speakers were used. They were 

placed symmetrically to the middle of the array. The listening position was at a distance of 

1.5 m from the middle of the array. In other words, the BRS system synthesised the systems 

at this distance. 
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System 
Spacing of  

loudspeakers  

No. of  

loudspeakers 
falias [Hz] fcross [Hz] falias > fcross 

Real Sources - 1 - - (24000)  

Stereo 173 cm 2 - - (0)  

OPSI_3 3 cm 200 9600 750 ↑ 

OPSI_3 3 cm 200 9600 1500 ↑ 

OPSI_3 3 cm 200 9600 3000 ↑ 

OPSI_3 3 cm 200 9600 6000 → 

WFS_3 3 cm 200 9600 - (24000) ↓ 

OPSI_12 12 cm 50 2400 750 ↑ 

OPSI_12 12 cm 50 2400 1500 → 

OPSI_12 12 cm 50 2400 3000 ↓ 

OPSI_12 12 cm 50 2400 6000 ↓ 

WFS_12 12 cm 50 2400 - (24000) ↓ 

OPSI_24 24 cm 24 1200 750 → 

OPSI_24 24 cm 24 1200 1500 ↓ 

OPSI_24 24 cm 24 1200 3000 ↓ 

OPSI_24 24 cm 24 1200 6000 ↓ 

WFS_24 24 cm 24 1200 - (24000) ↓ 

WFS_48 48 cm 12 600 - (24000) ↓ 

Table 8-1: Systems under test. The WFS systems are labelled by the loudspeaker spacing 

which is 3, 12, 24 or 48 cm. Systems containing significant aliasing are marked red (arrow 

downwards). Systems with unnecessarily low crossover frequency are marked blue (arrow 

upwards). Systems containing no aliasing and an as high as possible crossover frequency 

are marked green (arrow right).  

 

falias > fcross ; the crossover frequency is unnecessarily low ↑ 

falias ≈ fcross ; the crossover frequency is optimal → 

falias < fcross ; the crossover frequency is too high, there is aliasing 

in the signal 
↓ 

Table 8-2: Three categories of OPSI systems, the same colour code is used in Table 8-1, 

Figure 8-8 and Figure 8-14. 
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The frequency responses of the OPSI systems at two positions according to the ear positions 

of the subjects are listed in Figure 8-8. There, the different contributions in the OPSI signals 

are shown separately: the frequency response of the WFS signal, its contribution to the OPSI 

signal and the frequency response of the high-passed phantom source response. Using these 

figures, the OPSI systems can be classified into three categories, marked in the same colours 

as in Table 8-1. This classification is described in Table 8-2. 

8.3 Results 

Figure 8-5 shows the colouration grades of the four anchors and the hidden reference. It can 

be confirmed that the anchors span the whole scale of colouration grades. The results of the 

four anchors are similar for all systems, which confirms that the anchors do indeed act as a 

recurrent scale that makes the results comparable. 

  
Figure 8-5: Results of the experiment: Colouration grades of the four anchors and the hid-

den reference. The mean of all trials is shown for each subject (left diagram) and each sys-

tem (right diagram). 

Figure 8-6 and Figure 8-7 show the results of the experiment. In Figure 8-6 the perceived 

colouration is shown for each system and OPSI crossover frequency fcross. Figure 8-7 sorts the 

results of the OPSI and WFS sources by fcross. In these figures the labels of the WFS and OPSI 

systems describe the spacing and the crossover frequency fcross, as shown in Table 8-2. 
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Figure 8-6: Results of the experiment: the perceived colouration is shown for all systems of 

the test. The category is the OPSI crossover frequency in Hz.  

 

Figure 8-7: Results of the experiment: the perceived colouration is shown against the OPSI 

crossover frequency in Hz. The category is the WFS loudspeaker spacing in cm. 
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The following tables show whether the measured differences are significant. A significant 

difference due to the LSD test at a significance level of 95% is denoted by an asterisk (*). 

a) WFS_3: 
fcross 750 1500 3000 6000 
1500     
3000 * *   
6000 * *   
pure WFS *    

b) WFS_12: 
fcross 750 1500 3000 6000 
1500     

3000     
6000 * * *  
pure WFS * * *  

c) WFS_24: 
fcross 750 1500 3000 6000 
1500     
3000 * *   
6000 * *   
pure WFS * *   

d) fcross = 750 Hz: 
System WFS_3 WFS_12 
WFS_12   

WFS_24   

e) fcross = 1500 Hz: 
System WFS_3 WFS_12 

WFS_12   
WFS_24  * 

f) fcross = 3000 Hz: 
System WFS_3 WFS_12 

WFS_12 *  
WFS_24 * * 

g) fcross = 6000 Hz: 
System WFS_3 WFS_12 
WFS_12 *  
WFS_24 *  

h) Pure WFS: 
System WFS_3 WFS_12 WFS_24 
WFS_12 *   
WFS_24 *   
WFS_48 *  * 

Tables 8-3: Significance tests of the differences in Figure 8-6 and Figure 8-7. A significant 

difference due to the LSD test at a significance level of 95% is denoted by an asterisk (*). 
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The main results of the experiment can be depicted as follows: 

1. The reference, i.e. the real source does not have an optimal colouration grade (=0). 

2. The real source and the phantom source, as well as the optimal WFS_3/OPSI_3 sys-

tems have the best colouration grades. 

3. The perceived colourations of the WFS and OPSI systems generally increase with in-

creasing array loudspeaker spacings. 

4. An OPSI system can significantly reduce the perceived colouration in comparison to 

the corresponding WFS system. 

5. The more the aliasing frequency exceeds the crossover frequency, the larger the 

colouration. In other words: the colourations increase with the amount of aliasing in 

the signals. 

6. When the crossover frequency is reduced below 3000 Hz, the colourations also in-

crease. 

7. The achieved results are plausible, can be sufficiently explained and thus are consid-

ered to be reliable. 

8.4 Discussion of the subjective results 

The discussion is organised by the list of observations above. 

Observation 1: 

The reference, i.e. the real source does not have an optimal colouration grade (=0). 

The least noticeable colouration is achieved with the reference sources of the experiment. The 

chosen HRTFs of the different reference sources are taken from the same database, they are 

congruent except for a rotation that corresponds to the difference in sound incidence angles. 

However, the grade for the reference source is not 0, which would mean that no colouration 

had been perceived. There are several reasons for the remaining colouration:  

Firstly, no perfect real conditions exist in the experiment. The difference between the experi-

mental system and the acoustic reality is primarily in the HRTFs, which were non-individual. 

Other possible parameters leading to a non-perfect function of the virtual acoustics system 

may be latency, headphone calibration and the absence of a visual support for the acoustically 

perceived sources (Rathbone et al., 2000). 
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Secondly, there is an inherent problem with this type of measuring procedure: the change of 

position of the virtual source not only leads to a difference in sound colour, but also to a no-

ticeable difference in localisation attributes. The source direction or distance, (or both) 

change, which might influence the sound colour perception of the listener. The general postu-

lation that none other than the parameter under test should change in an experimental setup 

cannot be fulfilled. Under ideal conditions this change of localisation attributes can be per-

ceived as such, and it should be possible to differentiate between these and the colouration 

attribute. 

Thirdly, it cannot be generally assumed that real sources at different locations sound the 

same. The spatial decoding process associates inverse HRTF filtering (Theile, 1980), this 

however does not imply that colouration due to the position-dependent effect of the HRTF 

can be fully avoided. This is particularly true if the localisation stimulus discrimination may 

be impaired because of imperfect rendering tools (e.g. no individual HRTFs). 

Observation 2: 

The real source and the phantom source, as well as the optimal WFS_3/OPSI_3 systems have 

the best colouration grades. 

As expected, the real sources and WFS_3 sources have the best colouration grades. The spa-

tial aliasing in the WFS_3 system leads to a small degradation in its sound colour perform-

ance, whereas the OPSI_3 with crossover frequencies of 3000 Hz and 6000 Hz have slightly 

better grades. It may also be surprising that the phantom sources (red bar) achieve the same 

optimal grades.  

Observation 3: 

The perceived colourations of the WFS and OPSI systems generally increase with increasing 

loudspeaker distances. 

The sound colour performance deteriorates with increasing WFS loudspeaker distance and 

thus with an increased aliasing in the signal. The experimental results show that only the 

WFS_24 system achieves slightly better grades than the WFS_12 systems, which cannot be 

explained at this point. The objective analysis of the next sections leads to a possible explana-

tion of this result. 

Observation 4, 5 and 6: 

An OPSI system can significantly reduce the perceived colouration in comparison to the cor-

responding WFS system.  
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The more the aliasing frequency exceeds the crossover frequency, the larger the colouration. 

In other words: the colourations increase with the amount of aliasing in the signals. 

When the crossover frequency is reduced below 3000 Hz, the colourations also increase. 

Figure 8-8 shows an overview of the used systems. The green, blue and red frames illustrate 

how good the chosen crossover frequency matches the spatial aliasing frequency. Corre-

sponding to Table 8-1 and Table 8-2, the green (dotted) boxes show the conditions in which 

the crossover frequency is chosen ‘optimally’, i.e. there is no aliasing and the crossover fre-

quency is not too far below the aliasing frequency. The red (dashed) boxes show the condi-

tions in which there is aliasing in the signal and the blue (solid) boxes show conditions in 

which there is more phantom source contribution than would have been necessary. 

A possible interpretation of the results is: an OPSI system applying the optimal crossover 

frequency (green box) always achieves the best possible result for any WFS loudspeaker dis-

tance. When the crossover frequency is too high (� aliasing in the signal) or too low (� too 

little WFS information) the sound colour performance is degraded. Note that the OPSI sys-

tems OPSI_3/750 Hz, OPSI_12/750 Hz and OPSI_24/750 Hz produce a similar signal, as 

there is a perfect WFS signal below the same crossover frequency and similar stereo bases for 

the stereo part. It makes no difference whether this unaliased WFS signal is produced by a 24 

cm-spaced, a 12 cm-spaced or a 3 cm-spaced array. The same is true for the systems 

OPSI_3/1500 Hz and OPSI_12/1500 Hz. 

A reduction of the crossover frequency below 3000 Hz leads to a degraded sound colour per-

formance. This can be read from the results of the OPSI_3 system. The same rule is valid for 

the other systems, only that the existence of aliasing in the signal gives even worse results. 

This also means that for best results, the crossover frequency cannot be reduced further than 

the aliasing frequency.  

Observation 7: 

The achieved results are plausible, can be well explained and thus are considered to be reli-

able. 

The plausibility of the observed results is high. They can be suitably explained by the pre-

sented interpretations. The mentioned differences are significant (see Tables 8-3). The grades 

for repeated stimuli show a good match. The colouration grades of the anchors used were 

rather similar for all trials, see Figure 8-5. 
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8.5 Objective analysis 

An objective analysis of the experiment stimuli may lead to a better understanding of the ob-

tained results of the listening test. The perceived colouration may for instance be ruled by the 

actual differences in the resulting ear signals. This would make the analysis considerably eas-

ier and would enable a solid basis for quality prediction and optimisation. The existence of 

this dependence is also the key to the fundamental question of the applied perception mecha-

nisms.  

The objective analysis includes an analysis of these system parameters: 

- The free-field transfer functions  

- The free-field binaural transfer functions 

The free-field transfer functions are analysed in order to confirm the correct simulation of the 

reproduction systems and to evaluate the degree of correctness of the sound field. They are 

plotted here to provide an overview of the systems of the experiment. Figure 8-8 shows the 

free-field transfer functions of the 15 OPSI systems simulated at a distance of 1.5 m from the 

array. The free-field transfer functions can be interpreted as the simulated response of two 

omni-directional microphones spaced at ear distance in the listening area. The red and green 

graphs show the WFS and the stereophonic part of the combined OPSI signal. The figure is 

organised as a table in which the x-axis contains the five different crossover frequencies fcross 

and the y-axis three different WFS loudspeaker spacings ∆x. 

The OPSI principle can be easily retraced by this figure. The perfectly flat response below 

falias, the aliasing and the stereophonic comb filtering are clearly visible. The different systems 

are classified by coloured frames that indicate how well the crossover frequency fcross matches 

the spatial aliasing frequency falias. The colour code  corresponds to Table 8-2. 

The frequency responses of Figure 8-8 can help in analysing the sound field and its physical 

parameters. However, for this investigation, these transfer functions are not as interesting as 

the actual ear signals, and more precisely the difference between the ear signals of the 

sources. Hence, the differences between the binaural transfer functions from different source 

positions is the decisive physical measure. 
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Figure 8-8: Free-field transfer functions (omni-directional microphones at ear distance).  

Frequency responses are smoothed with critical band filters. The figure shows an arrange-

ment of the OPSI systems by loudspeaker spacing (y-axis) and crossover frequency fcross (x-

axis). The colour code of the frames corresponds to Table 8-2. 
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The BRS system utilises ear signals that must contain the room acoustics in order to produce 

out-of-head-localisation. For the analysis, only the direct sound without the reflections and 

the reverb tail is used, as the differences between the BRIRs are mainly in the direct sound. 

Furthermore, the direct sound in particular is assumed to be salient for the perception of 

colouration in this experiment. 

‘Internal spectrum’, ‘central spectrum’ 

This investigation adopts an easy approach to predicting the perceived colouration. The pre-

diction utilises a combination of the left and right ear signals, and literature suggests the ‘in-

ternal spectrum’ or ‘central spectrum’ for this task (Bilsen, 1977; Zurek, 1979; Kates, 1985; 

Brüggen, 2001a, 2001b; Salomons, 1995). The central spectrum is generally considered as the 

spectrum evaluated by the auditory system after the localisation of the source. It is generated 

by averaging the left and the right power density spectra. Raatgever and Bilsen (1986) intro-

duce the CAP (central activity pattern) function, which is a realisation of the central spectrum 

model including weighting functions for frequency dominance and reflection delay time. As 

the input signals for the prediction described in this chapter were binaural signals, a further 

weighting could be omitted. The weighting of delay times is not adequate for WFS due to the 

dense sequence of the individual loudspeaker signals in the response of a WFS signal. Zurek 

proposes a compression of the amplitude spectra before the central averaging – it should be 

noted that his motivation was the best fit of the A0-criterion (see below) and not a fundamen-

tal explanation of the meaning of this compression. Such a compression is not applied in this 

investigation.  

Furthermore, a critical-band filtering is performed before the averaging to simulate the fre-

quency analysis properties of the auditory system. This critical band filtering is realised 

through a Patterson filter bank. 

The central spectrum is the starting point for a prediction of the colouration. The next section 

will introduce this aspect. 

‘Spectral alterations’ 

The intra-system spectral differences in the binaural transfer functions between the repro-

duced sources, processed after the central spectrum theory, will be referred to as ‘spectral 

alterations’. The spectral alterations of the experiment’s systems are given in Figure 8-9. 
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Figure 8-9: Spectral alterations = intra-system binaural transfer function differences be-

tween the reference direction and the other source directions, processed after the ‘central 

spectrum’ theory. 
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8.6 Prediction of the colouration perception 

The perception mechanisms described in chapter 3.6 differ fundamentally. One of their main 

differences is the relevance of the actual existing ear signals for perception. It is hypothesised 

that the superimposed signals existing in stereophonic listening are not directly processed as 

is the case for a single source. A certain procedure of signal stream segregation or decolour-

ation may be effective and change the listener’s perception. A prediction of the perceived 

colouration based solely on the spectral alterations may therefore lead to different results for 

the different system types because it does not take into account the hypothesised listener’s 

ability to segregate or decolour. 

The prediction is attempted by performing a regression analysis. It is based on the measured 

spectral alterations and the perceived colouration gathered in the experiment. 

Predictors 

The spectral alterations are a frequency-dependent measure. Thus, in order to enable a predic-

tion based on the spectral alterations, the relevant information has to be extracted and con-

verted into a single value. The goal is that the new parameter correlates with the perceived 

colouration. In the literature, different proposals for this task exist: 

- A0-criterion: measure defined by Atal et al. (1962). Renewed definition by Salomons 

(1995): “Coloration is perceptible if the maximum modulation depth (i.e. the level 

difference between maxima and minima) of the spectrum convolved with auditory fil-

ters) exceeds a certain threshold”. The A0-criterion was used as a quantitative meas-

ure in this investigation. This will be called the A0-measure. 

- Peak-to-trough ratio: measure that is similar to A0-measure, used in (Krumbholz, 

2004) and (Zurek, 1979). 

- B0-criterion: measure defined by Atal et al. (1962). Renewed definition by Salomons 

(1995): “Coloration is perceptible if the area of the autocorrelation peak belonging 

to the delay time of the most dominant reflection exceeds a certain threshold B0, nor-

malised on the area of the peak at zero delay time.”  The B0-criterion measures 

colouration due to a distinct reflection and is not suitable for the task of this experi-

ment. 

- Spectral deviation (SD): standard deviation of the spectral alterations on a logarithmi-

cal frequency scale. It measures the mean deviation of the spectrum from its mean 

value. The standard deviation has to be calculated from the graph in logarithmical 
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frequency representation to correspond to auditory perception. This measure was used 

by Berkley (1980, cited in Brüggen, 2001a). It is used in this investigation as well. 

- D0-criterion: measure that is similar to SD, used in (Salomons, 1995) 

These predictors are comparably crude measures that are defined without a precise psycho-

acoustic justification. It cannot be expected that they fully agree with actual perception. One 

problem is: the difference between two spectra does not incorporate the absolute spectrum 

which is likely to have a significant influence on perception. For instance, it is known that 

peaks are more prone to be perceived than notches, see Figure 8-10 and (Bücklein, 1981). 

Furthermore, there is no weighting applied to consider the unequal influence of different fre-

quency bands on the colouration perception (Tsakiris et al., 2005). Brüggen (2001b) detected 

a ‘dominant contribution to colouration’ of frequencies below 2 kHz. The mentioned meas-

ures will provide a rough prediction and the results will show if this is sufficient for the aim 

of this investigation. 

 

Figure 8-10: from (Bücklein, 1981): Audibility of peaks and notches at 3.2 kHz. 100% of the 

subjects detected the peaks of 10 and 20dB, whereas only 10% detected the 10dB notch 

and 40% of the subjects detected the 20dB notch.  

Regression 

It can be seen from Figure 8-11, Figure 8-12 and Figure 8-14 that the regression based on 

predictors A0-measure and spectral deviation produce rather good results in terms of the 

qualitative distribution of the results. The quality of the regression can be read from the R2 

values (R2 = squared correlation coefficient): 

• predictor A0-measure: R2 = 0.69 

• predictor spectral deviation SD: R2 = 0.69 
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• multiple regression using predictors A0-measure and spectral deviation SD: R2 = 0.76 

The multiple regression based on both predictors A0-measure and spectral deviation SD leads 

to a better performance in spite of the high correlation of the predictors of 0.81. The relevant 

statistics do not confirm collinearity. 

Spectral alterations of stereo and WFS 

The differences in the frequency responses which can be deduced from Figure 8-8 and Figure 

8-9 show that the stereophonic contribution is different from the WFS contribution regarding 

shape and amplitude. It would seem that the stereophonic signals generally have less spectral 

alterations in the higher frequencies. The predictors shown in Figure 8-11 and Figure 8-14 

confirm this observation. The rationale can be found by analysing the time domain signal for 

the two cases stereo and WFS. The superposition of the two (or more) loudspeakers creates a 

comb filter, which is defined by the path difference between the signals at the receiver’s posi-

tion. This path difference defines the peak-to-peak distance in the frequency response which 

is constant throughout the whole frequency range. The greater this peak-to-peak distance, the 

smaller the fundamental frequency of the comb filter, and the lower the frequency for which 

more than one peak falls into one critical band. This means that stereophonic signals with a 

large path difference between the two loudspeakers do not have significant comb filtering in 

the higher frequency ranges due to the smoothing by the critical band filtering. The minimum 

path difference is significantly larger for stereophonic setups than for WFS. This is particu-

larly true for a two-channel stereo setup in which the two loudspeakers are positioned in suf-

ficiently different directions (usually °± 30 ). Also, head shadowing further decreases the 

comb filter effect for frequencies above 2 kHz. Stereophonic setups that do not correspond to 

these descriptions are indeed known for worse colouration properties. Examples include a 

stereo setup at the side of the listener, or a stereo setup consisting of more than two loud-

speakers which reproduce coherent signals.  

A surprising result of the subjective data described in the last subchapter was the difference in 

the colouration grades of the systems WFS_12 and WFS_24 (see Figure 8-6). It was ques-

tioned why the system WFS_24 was graded better than the system WFS_12. Indeed, both 

chosen predictors show the same property (Figure 8-11): The prediction grades WFS_24 bet-

ter than WFS_12. This confirms the quality of the prediction for the pure WFS systems. 
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Figure 8-11: Results of the experiment as predicted by different measures based on the 

spectral alterations. Left figure: A0-measure, right figure: spectral deviation SD. Compare 

with Figure 8-6. 

 
Figure 8-12: Results of the experiment as pre-

dicted by combined predictors SD and A0-

measure . 

Figure 8-13: Standardised residuals of 

the regression based on SD and A0-

measure. The colour code of the ar-

rows above the diagram corresponds 

to Table 8-1 and Table 8-2: 

green, multiple arrows: fcross=falias; 

blue, dashed arrows: fcross<falias;  

red, solid arrows: fcross>falias.  
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Residuals 

Two figures can be observed, which are related to the accuracy of the prediction. Figure 8-14 

shows the prediction against the mean colouration grades of the experiment. The standardised 

residuals of the regression based on predictors SD and A0-measure are shown in Figure 8-13, 

where positive residuals correspond to an underestimation of the colouration and negative 

residuals to an overestimation of the colouration.  

The results show that the prediction quality is dependent on the type of system. The systems 

containing aliasing (red, solid arrows in Figure 8-13; red colour in Figure 8-14) are mostly 

underestimated in their colouration, whereas the systems without aliasing but with a stereo-

phonic contribution (blue and green arrows in Figure 8-13; blue and green colour in Figure 

8-14) are mostly overestimated. This means that the perceived colouration of the stereophonic 

systems is lower than was predicted by the spectral alterations. This leads in to confirming the 

hypothesis that stereophonic perception is different from conventional auditory perception. 

 
Figure 8-14: Regression analysis: The mean colouration grades of the experiment are 

drawn against the mean predicted values. Green and blue systems (no aliasing) are pre-

dicted and graded better than red systems (with aliasing). These colours correspond to 

Table 8-1 and Table 8-2. Systems containing stereo (green, blue, purple) are rather overes-

timated, aliased systems (red) are rather underestimated in their colouration by the predic-

tion. 
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8.7 Discussion of the prediction 

Prediction accuracy 

The prediction described in the preceding section is somewhat vague. It cannot be the aim of 

this investigation to find a more accurate prediction for several reasons. Firstly, the achieved 

results already show a certain difference between the systems, and indeed this difference is 

more interesting rather than absolutely accurate. Secondly, a more accurate prediction would 

result in an enormous increase of complexity, exceeding the scope of this task within the in-

vestigation. Lastly, even if this was done and the complexity was increased, it is not expected 

that the perception would be simulated significantly better. Literature shows that colouration 

perception is a difficult task and that a reliable objective measure does not yet exist as long as 

binaural perception is considered (Brüggen, 2001b; Tsakiris et al., 2005).  

In spite of the crudeness of the chosen measures, the prediction results in an unexpectedly 

high correlation. This means, the results of the listening test described in this section correlate 

to the relevant predictors to a surprisingly high degree. The R2-value of the prediction based 

on all test signals is R2=0.76 whereas the prediction based only on the pure WFS signals even 

result in R2=0.81. 

Spectral alterations 

The results of both the objective and subjective measures show some basic properties of the 

OPSI principle and therefore may help reveal some basic properties of stereophonic percep-

tion.  

The prediction leads to the conclusion that the OPSI and stereo sources show less colouration. 

Keeping in mind that the prediction is based on colouration perception as suggested by the 

summing localisation theory, this theory seems to be confirmed by the results. The spectral 

deviation SD and the A0-measure of the OPSI sources are in most cases smaller than those of 

the pure WFS sources as described in the preceding section. Also the predicted colouration of 

the pure phantom sources is much smaller than that of the pure WFS sources.  

This leads to the conclusion that the existing spectral alterations most likely influence colour-

ation perception also for stereophonic sources. It seems that a stringent function of the asso-

ciation model cannot be derived from these results, as this would result in a higher independ-

ence of the colouration from the spectral deviations.  

On the other hand, the analysis of the residuals in Figure 8-13 and the regression in Figure 

8-14 showed that the sources containing stereophonic signals were overestimated in their 

colouration. This supports the idea of an existing decolouration of these signals. Though the 
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decolouration of the perceived signals exists, it does not seem as effective as would be sug-

gested by the association model. It can be hypothesised that decolouration due to stream seg-

regation as suggested by the association model does not lead to a full separation regarding the 

colouration perception. Consequently, this would mean that the auditory system is only able 

to some degree to recognise the original sound colour. Experiments by Brüggen (2001b) 

showed that the perceived sound colour of a binaural signal often equals the predicted sound 

colour as perceived by the less coloured ear. In other cases, however, this ‘binaural advan-

tage’ was larger.   

Relationship between locatedness and colouration  

In a preparatory pilot experiment, different stereophonic techniques were used to create the 

phantom source shift. A phantom source shifted by level differences was compared to a phan-

tom source shifted solely by time differences. The results of this comparison showed that 

colouration was higher for the time difference phantom source compared with the level dif-

ference phantom source, see Figure 8-4. Furthermore, the locatedness was found to be infe-

rior. The prediction based on the spectral alterations would suggest the same result. Again, the 

conclusion is: the colouration performance of the stereophonic reproduction depends on the 

spectral alterations to a certain degree. 

A second conclusion may be even more important. It was observed that the attributes located-

ness and colouration are related. The time-panned phantom sources were inferior in terms of 

both locatedness and colouration. It would be interesting to know whether the imperfection of 

one attribute implies the imperfection of the other . 

A second pilot experiment was performed in order to reveal the relationship between colour-

ation and aliasing frequency. As it was planned to perform the experiment on a real WFS 

setup, the aliasing frequency falias had to be increased with the help of a special procedure. It is 

known (see chapter 9.3.1) that for focussed sources a decrease in the source-listener distance 

leads to an increase of falias. Therefore, the source-listener distance was varied by positioning a 

focussed source at different distances. Hence, an falias as high as 7 kHz could be produced.  

The expected dependency between aliasing and colouration was detected, but more impor-

tantly, an anti-correlation between locatedness and colouration was found. It turned out that 

the source-receiver distance was a parameter influencing the results significantly. Figure 8-15 

shows plots with the results of this pilot experiment. The sources with the decreased focussed 

source distance were more difficult to localise and had an increased colouration. Thus, the 

decreased locatedness apparently also influenced the sound colour properties of the virtual 

source. The relationship between these two attributes is shown in Figure 8-15c. The result of 
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the stereo setup (semi-solid circle) identified a significant difference between stereo and WFS 

reproduction. The experiment showed that only the stereo source can show good colouration 

grades along with rather bad locatedness grades. This result can be interpreted by discriminat-

ing between the localisation of the separate loudspeaker signals – which is successful – and 

the fusion of the phantom source which creates the diffusion of the localisation. 

 

a) Locatedness vs. aliasing frequency b) Colouration vs. aliasing frequency 

 

c) Mean colouration vs. mean locatedness 

Figure 8-15: Second pilot experiment (after Augustin, 2004) applying focussed WFS 

sources at different source-listener distances. The attributes colouration and locatedness 

are gathered independently. They are plotted against the aliasing frequency and against 

each other. High figures mean good locatedness and large colouration respectively. The 

parameter is the source-listener distance. 
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Theile hypothesised that the success of the location association determines the success of the 

decolouration (Theile referred to it as ‘inverse filtering’). He explained that in the case of an 

increased colouration in stereophonic reproduction this is due to a decreased success of the 

location association stage. In his experiment, Theile artificially deteriorated the success of the 

location association stage, for example by introducing delays to one of the ears. These signals 

have the same central spectrum as natural signals but they are not natural. This indeed caused 

an increase of the perceived colouration (Theile, 1980). 

8.8 Summary of chapter 8 

WFS properties 

Spatial aliasing introduces colouration to the virtual sources in WFS. Aliasing is particularly 

disturbing because it changes rapidly with source or listener movements and considerably 

large amplitude peaks and notches are noticeable up to the highest frequencies. The colour-

ation can be predicted with comparably good accuracy by an analysis of the spectral altera-

tions of the ear signals. Colouration generally is dependent on the aliasing frequency and the 

shape of the aliasing, i.e. the peak/notch distance and the spectral deviation. In the experi-

ment, a significant difference in the sound colour reproduction between the different WFS 

systems was found. 

Perception of stereo 

Stereo showed the least colouration of all systems. In addition, the spectral alterations were 

smaller for the stereo and OPSI sources. This means that the spectrum of the source is often 

flatter in the case of stereo compared with typical WFS. Though comb filtering exists, the 

better spectrum can be explained by the head shadowing and the smoothing due to critical 

band filtering. 

However, both the stereo and OPSI sources were graded better than predicted from the spec-

tral alterations of the ear signals. Hence, the experimental results show that the perception of 

stereo is to be regarded differently from that of WFS. This suggests the existence of some 

kind of decolouration which leads to an improvement of sound colour perception in stereo 

reproduction, similar to the decolouration of a sound source in a reflective environment. It is 

hypothesised that the decolouration is successful as soon as the auditory system is able to 

segregate the interfering sound contributions. This was similarly described by Theile in his 

‘association model’. 
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A stereophonic reproduction therefore has advantages over WFS, because in WFS the discrete 

loudspeaker signals cannot be segregated due to their density in arrival time and incidence 

angles. 

The segregation cannot be considered as leading to an ideal separation with regard to localisa-

tion and sound colour perception. The described and other experiments have shown that a 

certain dependency of the perceived sound colour on the superimposed sound field exists. 

This leads to the hypothesis of a partial decolouration in stereophonic perception. It can be 

considered an interpretation of Theile’s association model. 

OPSI performance 

The sound colour properties of a WFS virtual source can be optimised by avoiding aliasing. 

Both theoretical and practical investigations have shown how an introduction of stereophonic 

techniques to WFS can help avoid colouration artefacts. The results show that both the spec-

tral alterations are minimised and the colouration perception is improved by the OPSI 

method. The theoretical assumptions and the principle of OPSI, being a hybrid reproduction 

technique of WFS and stereo, are confirmed in the experiment in relation to colouration. 
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9. Experiment 3: Relevance of the wave front curva-

ture for distance perception in WFS 

9.1 Introduction 

The aim of the investigation described in this chapter is to examine the auditory perception of 

the distance of WFS virtual sources. The study is restricted to an evaluation of the validity of 

the wave front curvature for distance perception on a fixed (or static) listening position. Theo-

retical investigations aim to find evidence for the existence of distance-dependent differences 

in the ear signals. The experiments examine the distance perception of nearby virtual WFS 

sources as well as natural sources under anechoic conditions. 

The chapter starts with this introduction, presenting the objectives of the investigation. Sec-

tion 9.2 introduces the experimental setup on which the simulations in section 9.3 are also 

based. The experiments are presented with an introduction of their design (section 9.4) and a 

description of the results for real sources (section 9.5), and for the virtual sources (section 

9.6). Further considerations on the reproduction of head shadowing in WFS are presented in 

section 9.7. A summary and the conclusions are given in section 9.8. 

This investigation is based upon the discussions in preceding chapters. The basic cues for 

distance perception were described in chapter 2.5.1. The specific properties of WFS for the 

reproduction of source distance were discussed in chapter 4.3.5. Finally, a comparison be-

tween WFS and stereo regarding this attribute was performed in chapter 6.5, where the ra-

tionales for the investigation described in this chapter were developed and the objectives de-

fined. 

This investigation is restricted to the possible differences between WFS and stereo at a fixed 

listening position only. This means that cues available to both reproduction techniques, or 

available only with listener movements, are ignored. The investigation concentrates on the 

remaining differences regarding the physical properties of the sound field that could provide a 

cue for distance perception. These differences consist only in the reproduction of the wave 

front curvature. This study reveals the meaning of the cues related to the wave front curvature 

in WFS on a fixed listening position. 

As a solution for multiple or moving listeners, the specific advantages of WFS are apparent, 

and some of its properties are superior to other reproduction techniques. However, the role of 

these properties on the acoustic perception at a fixed listening position has not yet been suffi-
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ciently investigated. On a fixed listening position, neither the size of the listening area nor the 

possibility to move therein are relevant, and thus a superiority of WFS regarding distance 

perception cannot be claimed based on existing knowledge.   

Due to the focus of this investigation on the wave front curvature, the virtual sources have to 

be at a close distance to the listener because only there are the potential cues valid. Hence, the 

virtual sources used in this experiment are focussed sources. The specific perceptual proper-

ties of focussed virtual sources in WFS need to be discussed separately: the weight of the 

direct sound cues is apparently higher compared to other virtual sources due to the increased 

direct-to-reverberant energy ratio. Furthermore, the influence of any reflections from the array 

speakers themselves is considered particularly disturbing because the array reflections arrive 

before the early reflections of the virtual source and therefore can hardly be masked (see 

Figure 4-19 in chapter 4.2.8). Hence, erroneous cues for distance perception exist which can-

not be overridden by the acoustics of the virtual room and the direct sound cues would be the 

only correct cues to be interpreted by the auditory system.  

For these reasons, the (elsewhere very important) issue of reflections and reverberation is left 

aside in this investigation. Concentration is put upon the direct sound cues for the perception 

of (nearby) sources and their reproduction over WFS arrays. These can be examined under 

anechoic conditions. 

9.2 Setup for experiment and simulations 

The experiment aimed at measuring the perceived distance of nearby virtual and natural (real) 

sources. An experimental setup was created in the anechoic chamber of the IRT, Munich. Its 

volume is 80m3 and its floor size is 4.5 · 6 m2. Its lower limit frequency is 80 Hz.  

Figure 9-1 shows the array/source/listener geometry. The listener’s ear axis is perpendicular 

to the WFS array (synthesising a virtual source) and the real source respectively. The right ear 

points to the (virtual) source; the left ear is turned away from the (virtual) source. This head 

orientation was chosen because the binaural differences are maximum for this case. The vir-

tual or real source is denoted by the dotted loudspeaker in Figure 9-1. The subjects could 

move their head freely. 
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The distance between the source and the centre of the listener’s head is called the source dis-

tance d. The distance between the array and the listener is called the array distance a. Fur-

thermore, the distance between the source and the array is the source position z (= a – d). 

Table 9-1 and Figure 9-2 show which distances d and corresponding source positions z were 

chosen. In the case of WFS, positive source positions correspond to focussed sources, nega-

tive source positions correspond to sources behind the array. 

The non-focussed virtual sources behind the array (1.50 m and 1.90 m) will be indicated by 

dash-dotted lines in the figures of the next section. 

The linear WFS array consists of n = 16 loudspeakers with an interspacing of ∆x = 17 cm. 

This makes an array length of 2.55 m. Tapering was performed using a spatial window (Han-

ning window), equalisation was performed according to the WFS driving functions (see chap-

ter 4.2.1). 

As a real source, a single small loudspeaker of the type ELAC 301 (width = 9.1 cm) was cho-

sen. Further details on the experiment design are depicted in section 9.4. 

 

Figure 9-1: Array-source–listener geometry for the simulations/experiments: the (virtual) 

source (red dotted loudspeaker) is located on the ear axis which means the sound propa-

gates perpendicular to the listener’s line of sight. 
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Figure 9-2: Illustration of the experiment geometry with all source positions of the experi-

ment. Illustration from (Kerber, 2003). 

 

Source distance d Source position z 

1.90 m - 0.65 m 

1.50 m - 0.25 m 

1.10 m 0.15 m 

0.85 m 0.40 m 

0.65 m 0.60 m 

0.45 m 0.80 m 

0.25 m 1.00 m 

Table 9-1: Source distances d and corresponding source positions z used in the experiment. 

Two of the virtual sources (written in italic) were synthesised behind the array, the others 

in front of the array. 
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9.3 Theoretical analysis of the real and the synthe sised wave field 

Before the experiment is described, theoretical observations and simulations are presented in 

this section which will be an important basis for an explanation of the experimental results. 

9.3.1 Physical deficiencies of focussed sources in WFS 

As discussed in chapter 4.2.3, a WFS virtual source is not a perfect copy of the real source for 

several reasons. This applies to virtual sources behind the array, as well as to focussed 

sources. Focussed sources furthermore have a special status in WFS. They are not derived 

from basic WFS theory. Boone et al. (1996) state: “One might argue that the situation with a 

virtual source in front of the array is not in agreement with the Kirchhoff theory, which states 

that the source must be behind the array. However, our synthesized virtual source is not a 

true source and could also be present due to a focussing transducer behind the array, indicat-

ing that the theory is applicable indeed.”  

Focussed sources have different properties compared to normal virtual WFS sources behind 

the array. These properties will be summarised in this section.  

 

Figure 9-3: Snapshot of the pressure field of a focussed source, synthesised by a WFS ar-

ray. The virtual source emanates a sine wave of a frequency well below falias. The array 

speakers are indicated by blue circles. Tapering is applied. The sound image is not correct 

for listening positions between the focus point and the array. The pink circle indicates a 

possible listening position.  
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Listening Area 

The correct wave front is synthesised only behind (in the propagation direction of the array) 

the focus point. In other words, for correct perception, the source has to be between the lis-

tener and the array. In fact, the wave front curvature is synthesised correctly also between the 

source and the array. However, in this area, the propagation direction of the sound is reversed, 

meaning that the sound emanates from the array and not, as desired, from the source. A snap-

shot of the pressure field of a focussed source is given in Figure 9-3. 

Spatial aliasing 

Spatial aliasing limits the correct synthesis of the sound field in the upper frequency range. It 

depends on the travel time differences between adjacent array loudspeakers. Above the spatial 

aliasing frequency falias, the sound field is neither spatially nor spectrally correct. In the case of 

focussed sources in WFS, the travel time differences between adjacent WFS array loudspeak-

ers are rather small. The contributions of the array loudspeakers are synthesised such that they 

focus in one point, this being the virtual source position. That means that their travel times are 

designed such that they arrive at the source position at the same time. Consequently, at a 

small distance d from the source, the travel time differences between adjacent array loud-

speakers are very small. This makes falias very high. For greater source distances, the travel 

time differences are bigger, leading to a decreased falias. This can be seen in Figure 9-4 in 

which the frequency spectra of focussed sources at different distances are shown. The in-

crease of falias with decreasing source distances can be deduced from these graphs. In the ex-

ample in Figure 9-4, falias is about 3 kHz for a source-receiver distance of 1.6 m. A decrease of 

the source-receiver distance by a factor of 2 leads to a doubling of falias .  

The spatial aliasing frequency falias of a non-focussed source is significantly lower due to the 

bigger travel time differences. 

Low frequency level 

For a focussed source, the level of the lower frequencies does not increase with decreasing 

virtual source distance in the same way as for higher frequencies (which follow the r
1 -law). 

This leads to a distance-dependent level roll-off in the lower frequency bands. This failure can 

be explained by the nature of acoustic focussing. In the context of ‘time-reversal acoustics’ 

(or TRM = ‘time reversal mirror’), Fink (2002) describes that focal points always have a 

minimum size of λ/2. This also applies to focussed sources in WFS. From Figure 9-4 it can be 

seen that only for distances roughly above λ/2, the frequency spectrum is flat. With further 

decreasing distances the focal point size is under-run, leading to a lack of level increase for 

the lower frequencies, i.e. a loss of low frequencies. One can of course equalise the frequency 
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response with respect to a reference receiver position at the cost of an over-emphasis of low 

frequencies for larger distances. 

 

Figure 9-4: Spectrum of a focussed source at different source-receiver distances d. The 

spatial aliasing frequency can be deduced from the graphs as well as the low frequency 

roll-off. (d see legend (in m), source at z=1 m, linear WFS array, n=51 loudspeakers with 

an interspacing of ∆∆∆∆x=0.17 m, tapering by Hanning window) 

Diffraction effects  

The diffraction effects have to be considered differently in the case of focussed sources. The 

relevant time difference of the truncation that underlies the creation of diffraction effects is 

very small. This makes the fundamental frequency of the resulting quasi-comb filter rather 

high leading to significant rippling depending on the source-receiver distance (see also de 

Vries and Berkhout, 1981). The ripples can be easily observed in Figure 9-4. In the frequency 

spectrum they are located between the low frequency level decay and the unaliased, flat fre-

quency area. 

Figure 9-4 also illustrates the amplitude distribution, i.e. the relationship between source dis-

tance and the sound pressure level of the source. Each doubling of the distance leads to a de-

crease of less than 6 dB as it would be in the case of natural sources. Hence, the spatial inten-

sity decay fails to meet the r
1 -law. This is due to the reduction of the synthesis dimensions 

to the horizontal plane (see chapter 4.2.7). For the correctly synthesised contribution, the spa-

tial amplitude decay can be described by the following formula. The amplitudes of the incor-
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rectly synthesised contributions in lower and higher frequency bands decline differently, 

which in general means less strongly. 

ad ⋅
1

 ~ p  ; (after Verheijen, 1998) 

Level of a virtual source measured at a certain distance from the source 

with  p = sound pressure,  

d = source distance, 

a = array distance. 

for the geometry see Figure 9-1. 

To summarise, the desired flat frequency response is achieved only for the mid frequencies, 

the range and position of this correctly synthesised contribution depends on the distance d and 

the array set-up. The spatial intensity decay is smaller than suggested by the r
1 -law. 

9.3.2 Origin of the simulations 

Different aspects are likely to influence the experimental result and therefore a careful separa-

tion of influential parameters is necessary. These parameters are analysed in a number of fig-

ures in the following subsections. Two aspects are analysed separately: on the one hand the 

influence of the properties of the sound field itself, i.e. the amplitude distribution, spatial 

aliasing, etc, and on the other hand the impact of head shadowing. Hence, the sound field is 

analysed both with and without the influence of the listener’s head. 

The following measures are important for this analysis. Figures containing analyses of these 

measures are summarised in Table 9-2. 

a) The distribution of the sound pressure level for real and virtual sound field → this is the 

sound field without head shadowing. Figures showing this measure are written in bold 

fonts in Table 9-2. 

b) The ear signals for real and virtual sound field → this is the sound field with head shad-

owing. Figures showing this measure are written in italic and red fonts in Table 9-2. 

In the following Table 9-2, column 1 lists figures containing the level spectra at different 

distances, while columns 2 and 3 list figures containing the level difference spectra at differ-

ent source distances. 
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Row 1 corresponds to the reference source (‘real source’), a single loudspeaker. Row 2 gives 

the plots for the WFS virtual sources. 

Source Level spectra ‘No-Head ILD’, 
see chapter 9.3.3 

ILD 

Real source Figure 9-5 Figure 9-6 Figure 9-9 

WFS Virtual Sources Figure 9-7 Figure 9-8 Figure 9-10 

Table 9-2: Summary of the diagrams in sections 9.3.3 and 9.3.4 

The derivation of these figures needs some explanation. 

Figure 9-9 was derived from an HRTF (Head related transfer function) measurement using 

the dummy-head Neumann KU 100i and small ELAC 301 (width = 91 mm) loudspeakers. 

Figure 9-5, Figure 9-6, Figure 9-7 and Figure 9-8 were derived from simulations. These simu-

lations are based on the following assumption: The WFS array consists of ideal monopoles 

and the real source is an ideal monopole, too. This means the intensity decay of both the sin-

gle array loudspeakers and the real sources obeys the r
1 -law. The simulations only include 

simple calculations of travel time and amplitude decay of the involved (secondary) sources. 

Figure 9-10 is a simulation based on an HRTF database measured in the IRT listening room 

using the dummy-head Neumann KU 100i and the loudspeaker K&H O100. These HRTF 

data are available for azimuth directions at a resolution of 6° (that is, 60 measurements in the 

horizontal plane). The respective HRTFs used for the simulations necessitate a finer resolu-

tion and therefore are derived through an interpolation in the frequency domain. Due to the 

fact that the HRTF database was measured using a rotating dummy head recording the 0° axis 

of a loudspeaker, this simulation is also based on the assumption that the array consists of 

ideal monopoles. 

9.3.3  ‘No-Head-ILD’ as a measure of the sound field without head shadowing 

The levels of a real source observed from certain source distances d (for the setup see Figure 

9-1 and Figure 9-2) were simulated in Figure 9-5. In the simulations the levels at the two po-

sitions of the ears were calculated, i.e. two positions at a 

)2distanceear (  d  distance ±= ;  
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The ear distance was set to 17 cm. 

As there is no head in this situation, no head shadowing occurs. However, due to the similar 

geometry, i.e. the same distance between the two measurement positions, the level difference 

between these two signals is called the ‘No-Head-ILD’. It corresponds to an ILD measure-

ment except for the fact that no head shadowing (including pinna and ear canal effects) oc-

curs. 

The r
1 -law dictates a level increase with decreasing distance as can be seen in Figure 9-5. 

d

1
 ~ p  ; 

Level of a real source measured at a certain distance from the source 

with  p = sound pressure, 

d = source distance.  

The spatial intensity decay of the reference loudspeaker ELAC 301, measured on the central 

axis, was experimentally proven to perfectly meet the r
1 -law. 

Also, the level difference between left and right ear positions increases with decreasing dis-

tance. This level difference is plotted in Figure 9-6. In this graph the ‘No-Head-ILD’ is simu-

lated. 

It should be remembered that with regard to auditory distance perception, it is important that 

in particular the low-frequency ILD (f < 3500 Hz; Brungart and Rabinowitz, 1999c; see chap-

ter 2.5.1) depends on the source distance for nearby sources. It can be seen that for real 

sources the ‘No-Head-ILD’ is present, and that it indeed depends on the source distance if 

distances of roughly d < 1 m are considered. 
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Figure 9-5: Level of a real source at distances = d ± (ear distance/2). Solid line: right ‘ear’, 

dashed line: left ‘ear’. Source at 90°. 

 

Figure 9-6: ‘No-Head-ILD’: level difference ∆∆∆∆L between ear positions in the sound field of a 

real source at distance d. Source at 90°. 
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Figure 9-7: Level of a focussed source at distances = d ± (ear distance/2). Solid line: right 

‘ear’, dashed line: left ‘ear’. Source at 90°. 

 

Figure 9-8: ‘No-Head-ILD’: level difference ∆L between ear positions in the sound field of a fo-

cussed source at distance d. Source at 90°. 
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Figure 9-9: Interaural level difference ILD in the sound field of a real source at distance d. 

Source at 90°. 

 

Figure 9-10: Interaural level difference ILD in the sound field of a focussed source at dis-

tance d. Source at 90°. 
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Now the virtual sources are considered: 

In Figure 9-7 the level spectra of focussed sources at different distances are plotted. As men-

tioned in section 9.3.1, the impact of diffraction effects, low frequency roll-off and spatial 

aliasing is significant. A flat frequency response and – as a consequence – a significant and 

consistent ‘No-Head-ILD’ (Figure 9-8) is present only for a certain mid frequency range. The 

width and position of this range depends on the source distance.  

A ‘No-Head-ILD’ is indeed present in the important low-frequency range (∆L ≈ 1.2 dB) al-

though it is not as large as in the case of a real source (compare Figure 9-6). Furthermore, the 

‘No-Head-ILD’ does not change with different distances and thus cannot be used as a cue for 

distance perception. 

9.3.4 The head in the WFS sound field 

The simulations in Figure 9-9 and Figure 9-10 show the ILD in the real and virtual sound 

field. Similar to the ‘No-Head-ILD’ depicted in the last section, the focussed sources can only 

partially produce significant differences between the ILD corresponding to different dis-

tances. This can be seen from Figure 9-10. Differences in the ILD remain only in a small fre-

quency range. The ILD of real sources is plotted in Figure 9-9. From the graphs in this figure, 

it may be concluded that for distances below roughly 1 m the ILD differs significantly and 

thus one may deduce the source distance from this ILD alone. 

A further simulation, described in section 9.7, was designed to unveil how head-shadowing is 

reproduced in WFS and whether a longer WFS array can reproduce a more adequate ILD. 

9.4 Listening tests: experimental design 

Continuing the descriptions of the experiment setup in section 9.2, the experimental design is 

depicted in the following subsections. 

9.4.1 Test panel selection 

The perception of the distance of dry sources under anechoic conditions is a very difficult task 

for a test panel. Although a certain validity of the direct sound cues for the nearby region is 

expected, these cues are fragile and their detection is not simple (Brungart and Rabinowitz, 

1999a, 1999c; Brungart et al., 1999b). Therefore only experienced audio researchers (exclu-

sively from the staff of the audio systems department of the IRT) participated in the experi-
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ment. Some results of naïve listeners were collected for comparison. They showed no rela-

tionship between reference distance and perceived distance, and were therefore ignored. 

The data of the seven persons who performed both experiments are shown here. All subjects 

were male and their age was between 20 and 60. None of them had any known hearing im-

pairment. 

9.4.2 Two separate listening tests 

For each type of source (real, virtual) a separate test was performed. There were two reasons 

for the separation: firstly, the different installations would have disturbed each other. Fur-

thermore, the sound colours of the two different sources were, although equalised, noticeably 

different and it could not be excluded that the change of sound colour between the examples 

would play a role in the distance judgments of the listeners. The tests had a duration of 2 · 20 

minutes each. 

9.4.3 Test signals 

Pink noise bursts were chosen as the test signal. The duration was 1000 ms including 100 ms 

onset and offset. This signal was tested as suitable for an optimal detection of source distance 

changes as found in a pilot test. This burst was repeated 6 times with an interval of 400 ms. 

The envelope of the first 4 (of 6) bursts of the test signal is plotted in Figure 9-11. 

 

Figure 9-11: Envelope of the pink noise bursts used in the experiment. Diagram from (Ker-

ber, 2003). 

For each distance the assessment was repeated four times, except for the distances d = 45, 85 

and 150 cm for which it was repeated seven times. This makes a total number of 37 test sig-

nals. Due to the existence of two different test signal groups (described in the next subsection) 

74 signals in total were presented in a random order which was the same for all participants in 

both experiments. 
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9.4.4 Method of ‘conflicting cues’ 

It is known from literature (see chapter 2.5.1) and it has been informally verified by the au-

thor that the relative level of the test signals serves as a crucial distance cue when no other 

cue is available. In order to avoid a distance judgment due to the perceived level alone, and 

also to check the validity of binaural cues, a special method of randomly varying the receiver 

level was applied. This method aimed to isolate the level factor in the assessment of the re-

sults. 

Both test signals with constant source level and signals with a random source level were re-

produced. The test signals with constant source level consequently had a natural variation of 

the receiver level at the listening position due to variations in distance, i.e. a variation of the 

receiver level after the r
1 -law. The test signals with the randomly chosen source level con-

sequently had no natural variation of the receiver level at the listening position. Hence, the 

two different cues used for distance perception (level, binaural cues) were either conflicting 

or non-conflicting. The signals with constant source level are referred to as ‘non-conflicting 

cues’-signals, the signals with randomly chosen source level as ‘conflicting cues’-signals. By 

this method it was possible to judge which role level and binaural cues play in the listener 

judgment of the respective sources. 

 ‘non-conflicting cues’- signals ‘conflicting cues’- signals 

Distance d 

in cm 

Source level 

in dbrel 

Receiver level in 

db(A) 

Source level 

in dbrel 

Receiver level in 

db(A) 

25 0 69.2 - 9.2 60.0 

45 0 65.4 - 3.4 62.0 

65 0 62.0 - 9.1 52.9 

85 0 60.0 - 4.6 55.4 

110 0 57.9 + 7.5 65.4 

150 0 55.4 + 13.8 69.2 

190 0 52.9 + 5 57.9 

Table 9-3: Source and receiver levels of the experiment stimuli. ‘Non-conflicting cues’ and 

‘conflicting cues’-signals are listed separately. Note that in the case of the ‘non-conflicting’-

signals the source level is constant and the receiver level decreases with increasing dis-

tance. 
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The levels for the ‘conflicting cues’-signals were assigned according to a special scheme. 

Thus, they were not truly random, but arose from a permutation of all receiver levels. In Table 

9-3 the relevant source and receiver levels for both types of signals are shown. 

9.4.5 Experimental setup 

The test geometry has already been introduced in section 9.2. The experimental setup for the 

test with the real sources is shown in Figure 9-12. The experimental setup with the WFS array 

can be seen in Figure 9-14. The picture is taken from another perspective. However, the ge-

ometry for both test setups was the same except for the reproduction systems. A curtain was 

set up to hide the active loudspeakers and their position. The curtain consisted of an acousti-

cally transparent material. As the listeners were seated at a distance of 1.25 m from the array, 

the 6th and 7th test source (d = 1.5 and 1.9 m) were synthesised behind the array. The subject 

was located at a seat behind the curtain, see Figure 9-13. 

9.4.6 Elicitation of responses  

Various methods for the elicitation of distance judgments from listeners are used in the litera-

ture (see Nielsen, 1991; Shinn-Cunningham, 2000; Brungart and Rabinowitz, 1999a; Zahorik, 

2002). This difficult task has been realised in the past, for example with some visible dummy 

loudspeakers which have to be selected by the test panel after the test sound is heard. Through 

this method the test results are shifted towards these loudspeaker positions (‘ventriloquism 

effect’). To avoid this effect, a graphical elicitation method is sometimes used and the test 

panel is requested to draw the perceived source position on a response sheet. However, the 

relationship between the perceived acoustical event and the drawn figure is not straightfor-

ward. 

Another specific problem in the investigation of this chapter is the orientation of the head, 

which was chosen to be perpendicular to the source direction (see Figure 9-1). Thus, a meas-

urement scale cannot be installed in the direction of the notional sources. Their visual repre-

sentation in the listener’s line of sight is necessary. 

For these reasons it was decided to apply a different method. A custom-built cableway 

equipped with a movable, silent dummy loudspeaker in front of the listener was used. Pictures 

of this set-up are shown in Figure 9-13 and Figure 9-14 above. After each test signal, the lis-

tener had to adjust the distance of the dummy loudspeaker so that it matched the apparent 

distance of the auditory event. A laser beamer installed on the dummy loudspeaker indicated 
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the adjusted distance on the curtain which could then be recorded by the experiment supervi-

sor. In a preliminary test the validity of this method was verified. 

 

Figure 9-12: The left side of the curtain: The 

single real loudspeaker at a distance d 

 

Figure 9-13: The right side of the curtain: 

The dummy loudspeaker ‘cableway’ is used 

to indicate the perceived distance 

 

Figure 9-14: View of the experimental setup with the WFS array installed. The curtain was 

shifted aside for the photo in order to enable the view of the array. In the foreground three 

loudspeakers are visible with which the preliminary training phase was performed. Pictures 

from (Kerber, 2003). 
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9.4.7 Training of participants  

The task required of the listeners was challenging. Therefore it was necessary to make them 

sensitive to the audible changes as caused by varying the distance of a source. In a short train-

ing session before both listening tests, the subjects were presented with a small set-up of three 

visible loudspeakers, located at distances d = 50, 80 and 110 cm (see Figure 9-14). They were 

requested to toggle between the three loudspeakers by pressing one of three keys on a key-

board. When one loudspeaker was selected, the test sound (dry orchestral music) was repro-

duced only through this loudspeaker. The reproduction level was randomised each time the 

key was pressed. The range in which the random level was chosen was adjusted for all loud-

speakers so that the different distances could not lead to different receiver levels. 

Initially, the participants were fairly confused by the fact that the visually perceived distance 

of the loudspeakers did not correspond to their auditory perception regarding the source level. 

The levels seemed to change randomly and could not be used for a distance judgment. In this 

way the listeners learned to listen for other existent acoustic cues. After some time (2-3 min-

utes) all participants who were included in the experimental evaluation reported that they 

were able to use non-level cues for distance judgment. 

9.5 Listening test 1: distance perception of nearby  real sources 

Figure 9-15 and Figure 9-16 show the results of the first distance perception experiment. The 

results of all selected participants are plotted in the form of a histogram. The darkness and 

size of the grey boxes indicate the number of results combined in a certain distance range. 

The red graph shows the mean of these results and the blue graph (which belongs to the blue 

y-axis on the right) indicates the relevant receiver level of the reference sources in a reverse 

axis style. The distances are plotted on a log-log scale according to the properties of the audi-

tory system. 

It can be see from Figure 9-15 that the natural test signals are perceived quite consistently, 

containing an overestimation of source distances d < 1 m and an underestimation of distances 

d > 1 m. This under and overestimation of distances is well known from literature (Zahorik, 

2002).  
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Figure 9-15: Real sources, natural cues 

 

Figure 9-16: Real sources, conflicting cues 
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Figure 9-16 shows the result for the ‘conflicting cues’ test signals. The blue curve indicates 

the permuted receiver level values. The results in this figure can be split into two regions: 

For distances d > 1 m there is virtually no relationship between the perceived and the refer-

ence source distance. Instead, the perception is determined by the respective receiver level as 

can be deduced from the similarity of the blue and red curve. 

For distances d < 1 m a certain correlation between perceived and reference source distance is 

observed whereas the receiver level is less relevant. 

These observations lead to the following conclusions: 

- Apparently a certain perception of distance is possible due to the binaural cues con-

tained in the direct sound only. 

- It appears that the upper limit of distance perception due to binaural cues is at about 1 

m. 

- The results are similar to the results of Brungart and Rabinowitz (1999c), who meas-

ured the region of d < 1 m. 

9.6 Listening test 2: distance perception of nearby  virtual sources 

Figure 9-17 and Figure 9-18 show the results for the virtual sources. In Figure 9-17 the repro-

duced receiver level corresponds to the reference source distance. Now, in contrast to the real 

sources (see Figure 9-15), the differences between all perceived distances are much smaller. 

The degree of over- and underestimation respectively is significantly higher. Although the 

graph increases monotonically, its gradient is smaller, indicating a loss of auditory cues for 

distance perception. Additionally, the actual distance of the WFS array (1.25 m) could play a 

certain role. 

The results of the test using the ‘conflicting cues’-signals are plotted in Figure 9-18. Once 

again, the range of the perceived distances is fairly small. The results make clear that the re-

ceiver level (level at the listening position) is crucial for the perceived distance. There is no 

relationship between perceived and reference source distance. Instead, the correlation be-

tween perceived distance and receiver level is high. 
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Figure 9-17: Virtual sources, natural cues 

 

Figure 9-18: Virtual sources, conflicting cues 
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In Figure 9-19 and Figure 9-20, the data of Figure 9-16 and Figure 9-18 are plotted once 

again. This time, the results are sorted according to the receiver level to check the correlation. 

Obviously, the correlation in the case of the WFS virtual sources is high. Note that Figure 

9-17 and Figure 9-20 look very much the same. This indicates that no auditory distance per-

ception cue exists that conveys the actual distance of the virtual source. 

This means that at a fixed listening position, the curvature of the wave front of dry WFS vir-

tual sources is irrelevant for distance perception. This is true for the virtual sources created in 

the experiment and may be generalised to other array and signal conditions as long as the 

conditions that cause this (analysed in chapter 9.3) do not change. The discussion in section 

9.7 will show whether the length of the array plays a role for the creation of realistic ILD. 

A solution for the problem of reduced spatial amplitude decay with linear WFS arrays could 

be an extension of the WFS array into two dimensions, such that it covers a whole plane. In 

that case, the amplitude distribution could be optimised (see chapter 9.3.1) and the precondi-

tions for auditory distance perception could be improved. The investigation by Komiyama et 

al. (1991) uses such an array-design for an investigation into distance perception. They indeed 

detected a successful distance perception of virtual focussed sources. Their conclusions, how-

ever, are not deduced from experiments under the same rigorous conditions (no isolation of 

the level cue). 
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Figure 9-19: Real sources, conflicting cues, sorted by the level at the listening position 

(same data as in Figure 9-16) 

 

Figure 9-20: Virtual sources, conflicting cues, sorted by the level at the listening position 

(same data as in Figure 9-18) 
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9.7 Head shadowing effects in WFS 

The simulations and experiments described in the preceding sections showed a lack of cues 

for distance perception cues in the sound field of focussed sources in WFS. In this section, 

further focus is put on the effect of the head in the WFS sound field. The following simula-

tions give further opportunities to analyse the failures described.  

9.7.1 Isolation of the impact of head shadowing 

In the following simulations, the ILD is considered to be a result of two different influential 

aspects: 

a) Level differences due to different distances of the two ears to the source (max. 17 

cm). This level difference is called ‘No-Head-ILD’.  

b) Pinna effects, influence of the ear canals and ‘head shadowing’. They are, for the sake 

of simplicity, called ‘head shadowing effects’. 

The ‘No-Head-ILD’ can be calculated easily, as shown in chapter 9.3.3. The influence of the 

head shadowing on the other hand, can be deduced from measurements of ILD and ‘No-

Head-ILD’. In the approach of this investigation, it is mathematically derived from simply 

subtracting the ‘No-Head-ILD’ from the ILD. In other words, the ‘No-Head-ILD’ and the 

head shadowing effect add up to the ILD. 

Although this is a very simple approach, it offers an opportunity to compare real and virtual 

sound field. 

9.7.2 Simulation of a long array 

As shown in the previous sections, a linear WFS array does not create sufficient ILD for the 

listener to create a cue for distance perception. One of the main shortcomings of the test setup 

is the limited array length of 2.55 m, leading to a significant loss of level for lower frequen-

cies as mentioned in chapter 9.3.1, and as can be seen in Figure 9-4. Furthermore, for low 

frequencies, not only the level decreases, but also the level differences between different posi-

tions in the sound field vanish. Although the array size of the experiment setup is quite typi-

cal, it remains interesting whether a significant ILD could be synthesised by a longer array.  

To prepare for the discussion in the next section, a simulation of a long array, the so-called 

‘super-array’, is performed in this section. A simulation setup was created using an array of 
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length 21.3 m and a decreased interspacing of 17 cm / 4 = 4.25 cm. This results in a number of 

array loudspeakers of n = 501. 

This new simulation setup enables a further view of the characteristics of the WFS sound 

field. The ‘super-array’ shows low frequency artefacts as well but it is capable of reproducing 

a flat frequency response for focussed sources for frequencies above approximately 1 kHz. 

This can be seen from Figure 9-21. This figure can be well compared with Figure 9-7, where 

the responses of the normal short WFS array are shown. With a longer array, at the price of 

additional ripples, a better reproduction of lower frequencies is achieved.  

As a result, significant level differences can also be produced at lower frequencies (Figure 

9-22, compare with Figure 9-8). According to the theoretical considerations of chapter 9.3.1., 

the level differences are smaller than those caused by real sources (see Figure 9-6). 

This ‘super-array’ is the basis for the discussion of the next subsection. 

9.7.3 Simulations of head shadowing  

With the help of the parameter ‘head shadowing effect’, the influence of the head being pre-

sent in the sound field can be studied. ILDs derived from measurements with a dummy head 

being in the sound field of a real source in an anechoic chamber are shown in Figure 9-23 

(this figure is a repetition of Figure 9-9; the head is oriented perpendicular to the direction of 

the source). 

The head shadowing effect, derived by calculating the difference between the ILD and the 

‘No-Head-ILD’ is shown in Figure 9-25. It can be seen that the head shadowing effect, simi-

lar to the ILD in general, differs significantly only for very close sources (< 65 cm). Presuma-

bly, when the source is close to the head, head diffraction differs significantly compared with 

that of a more distant source. 

In the frequency band from 1 to 5 kHz, the head shadowing effect can create an additional 

level difference of approximately 5 dB for a source in 45 cm distance. It is plausible that this 

level difference can serve as an auditory cue. 
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Figure 9-21: Super-array:  Level of a focussed WFS virtual source at distances = d ± (ear dis-

tance/2). Solid line: right ‘ear’, dotted line: left ‘ear’. Dash-dotted lines: non-focussed sources. 

Source at 90°. 

 

Figure 9-22: Super-array: ‘No-Head-ILD’: level difference ∆∆∆∆L between ear positions in the 

sound field of a focussed WFS virtual source at distance d. Dash-dotted lines: non-focussed 

sources. Source at 90°. 
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The virtual sources are analysed in Figure 9-24 and Figure 9-26. Figure 9-24 shows the ILD 

for various source distances derived from virtual sources. It can indeed be seen that the ILD 

increases with decreasing distance, albeit not as strongly as for the real sources, which are 

analysed in Figure 9-23. This corresponds to the results of the previous figures. The differ-

ences from Figure 9-22 can be identified in Figure 9-24 rather well. 

A further view on the virtual source’s characteristics is offered in Figure 9-26. Here, the head 

shadowing effect is presented. In contrast to the real source, the head shadowing effects of the 

virtual sources show nearly no dependence on the source distance. The ripples, which could 

already be seen in the ILD and the ‘No-Head-ILD’, are still existent, albeit significantly 

damped. They could perhaps be a consequence of inexact measurements, but this cannot be 

deduced from these simulations. 

It is surprising that the head shadowing effect, apart from the small ripples, is the same for all 

source distances. Although derived from different test setups (e.g. different loudspeakers at 

the measurements), a comparison of Figure 9-25 and Figure 9-26 suggests that all virtual 

sources create the same head shadowing, which is the head shadowing of a real source at a 

distance of d > 1 m. This leads to the following possible assumption: the head shadowing 

effect of a focussed virtual source depends only on the distance of the reproduction array. 

This does not mean that the ILD are the same for all virtual source distances. It can be seen 

from Figure 9-24 that indeed certain differences due to the source distance are present. It may 

be doubted whether these differences are big enough to serve as an auditory cue. However, 

they are bigger than in the setup that was used in the experiments of this chapter. 
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Figure 9-23: Interaural level difference ILD 

in the sound field of a real source at dis-

tance d. Source at 90°. 

Figure 9-24 : Super-array: interaural level 

difference ILD in the sound field of a focus-

sed source at distance d. Source at 90°. 

Dash-dotted lines: non-focussed source 

Figure 9-25: Head shadowing effect in the 

sound field of a real source at distance d. 

Source at 90°. 

 

Figure 9-26: Super-Array: head shadowing 

effect in the sound field of a focussed 

source at distance d. Source at 90°. 

Dash-dotted lines: non-focussed sources 
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9.8 Summary of chapter 9 

The properties of WFS focussed sources with regard to distance perception were considered 

in theory and through listening tests. Although a number of cues mentioned in chapter 9.1 

influence distance perception, this investigation focussed on highlighting the existing differ-

ences between WFS and stereo at a fixed listening position, namely the cues related to the 

wave front curvature. Both theoretical and practical investigations showed that WFS fails to 

reproduce these cues. Nearby sources, synthesised as dry focussed sources in WFS, do not 

give rise to correct distance perception when the level cue is factored out.  

The rationale for this failure is on the one hand an insufficient focussing of low frequencies 

which causes the absence of crucial low-frequency ILD. On the other hand, head shadowing 

was insufficiently synthesised in the simulations which could point to a general failure of 

WFS. 

One way to balance the described deficiency of WFS to produce ILD for distance perception 

is to apply natural acoustics to the virtual source. These additional cues can possibly make up 

for the lack of binaural direct sound cues. However, disturbing reflections caused by the WFS 

array itself may hinder the perception of the distance of virtual sources in front of the array. 

Another way to reduce faulty distance perception is to allow the listeners to move within the 

listening area where idiothetic cues could improve distance perception (see chapter 6.5). 
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10. Summary, conclusions and outlook 

10.1 Introduction 

This research was motivated by the need to compare WFS and stereo in general, and for cer-

tain applications in particular. WFS has already been used in various applications, and the 

need for a sound reconstruction technique such as WFS has not always been apparent. Thus, a 

direct comparison between WFS and stereo seemed necessary in order to provide a solid basis 

for the choice of one of the two alternatives. This thesis has addressed some important aspects 

of such a comparison.  

The most important differences between WFS and stereo were identified and discussed. These 

were found in the quality of the directional imaging, in sound colour reproduction and dis-

tance perception. Furthermore, only WFS has the capability of reproducing a sound field with 

a real acoustical perspective, a property which is important for a moving listener. This differ-

ence is so clear from a theoretical examination of the physical and perceptual principles that it 

does not need to be discussed in the same depth, in the opinion of this author. This capability 

opens WFS for applications in which stereo cannot be used at all. Thus, the comparison in 

this thesis is focussed on the perceptual properties for a non-moving listener. 

The thesis started with an introduction chapter 1, which set the scene for the theoretical and 

experimental comparison of the two systems. In chapter 2 the main attributes of localisation, 

sound colour and distance perception were discussed and a nomenclature was defined in order 

to prepare the ground for the discussion in the other chapters.  

In the following sections a summary and conclusions of the research is provided for each 

main topic of the thesis. Section 10.7 gives an outlook on possible further work in the field. 

10.2 Pre-existing knowledge on the perceptual prope rties of WFS and 

stereo 

The discussion in chapters 3 and 4 summarised the current status of knowledge on the percep-

tual properties of these reproduction techniques. The focus was put on the attributes that were 

examined in the course of the thesis, more precisely the attributes of localisation, sound col-

our and distance perception. In addition, the physical properties were reviewed, as well as the 

general perception principles which are the basis for a discussion of perceptual capabilities. 
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By exploring similar and dissimilar properties, which was continued in chapter 6, a direct and 

structured comparison was enabled. 

Perception mechanisms 

A fundamental difference between the two sound reproduction techniques may be found in 

the general perception mechanism (chapter 3.6). Two different approaches to explaining 

stereophonic perception were introduced, more precisely the theory of ‘summing localisation’ 

(e.g. Blauert, 1997 and the ‘association model’ by Theile, 1980). The summing localisation 

theory assumes a physical synthesis of the loudspeaker signals in order to create a substitute 

source that physically resembles a real source regarding the essential localisation cues. This 

theory assumes the principle of perception to be the same for WFS and stereo. It was shown 

to what extent a synthesis as proposed by this theory succeeds, and on the other hand what 

contradictory results are obtained. The latter include, in short, the missing explanation for the 

suppression of perception of comb filtering in stereophonic hearing. Furthermore, the per-

ceived phantom source direction, in particular in the case of interchannel time differences, 

cannot be predicted nor explained sufficiently by summing localisation. The association 

model can offer an explanation for these phenomena, because it assumes the presence of two 

different processing mechanisms. The first stage is able to separately locate the individual 

loudspeaker signals by a comparison of the ear signals with a known pattern. The second 

stage will fuse their coherent signals after a location dependent inverse filtering. Hence, the 

ear signals are not directly evaluated for localisation and sound colour perception.  

The fundamental perception mechanism has important consequences for the prediction of the 

perceptual properties of stereophonic listening. If summing localisation were assumed, stereo 

would not perform as well as WFS. If a complete functioning of source localisation after the 

association model were assumed, stereo would partly perform even better than WFS, because 

with regard to perception it would not suffer from interferences of the loudspeaker signals as 

in WFS.   

Localisation 

Existing literature suggests that the localisation properties of stereo differ significantly com-

pared to those of natural sources. The phantom source was reported to be less focussed and 

the locatedness was clearly lower (e.g. Martin et al., 1999b; Silzle and Theile, 1990). In spite 

of that, directional imaging between the loudspeakers is possible with sufficient accuracy for 

many applications. The localisation properties of WFS, more precisely its directional accu-

racy and perceived image focus, were reported to be nearly as good as for real sources as long 

as the spatial aliasing frequency was above a limit of 1.5 kHz (Start, 1997).  
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Sound colour 

The perceived sound colour of a phantom source is known to be significantly different from 

that of a natural source (Silzle and Theile, 1990). Despite that, in the experience of sound 

engineers the timbral difference between adjacent source directions on the same stereo loud-

speaker setup is rather small (Wittek, 2000a). This is different in WFS, where movements of 

source or listener cause an audible change in the spatial aliasing (Start, 1997). Both the spatial 

aliasing frequency and the reproduction room influence the perception of colourations in 

WFS (Start, 1997; de Bruijn, 2004).   

Distance and depth, acoustical perspective and listener movements  

The capabilities of reproducing a sound field with depth were discussed on the basis of a gen-

eral differentiation between two different types of listening area (chapter 6.4). These two 

types correspond to a reproduction with and without a real acoustical perspective which en-

ables the listener to move in the sound field and which creates an accurate sound image for 

listeners at different locations. WFS has the ability to create this real acoustical perspective 

and thus enables listener movements and a corresponding change of the individual ‘view’ 

angle on the acoustical scene. Stereo can produce only one ‘view’ angle of the acoustical 

scene. Different types of distance perception cues were also differentiated. A successful dis-

tance perception was asserted to be produced by cues that are essentially available in stereo as 

well, more precisely the monaural cues (level, direct-to-reverberant energy ratio, etc) and the 

binaural cues (reflection pattern). A difference in these cues potentially exists only due to the 

‘binaural differences’ cue, which is a cue related to the wave front curvature. That is produced 

only in WFS. 

10.3 The OPSI method 

A new method of avoiding spatial aliasing in WFS was proposed in chapter 5. The idea of 

OPSI (‘Optimised Phantom Source Imaging in wavefield synthesis’) is the substitution of the 

high-frequency contributions of the WFS array by stereophonic reproduction. The OPSI 

method avoids the effects of aliasing and thus was assumed to result in advantages regarding 

the perceived colouration of the reproduced sound field. A pilot experiment determined the 

maximum allowed deviation between the perceived directions of the low and the high fre-

quency contribution in an OPSI signal, which was called the OPSI localisation error. Practical 

results on the perceptual performance of the OPSI method were obtained in the experiments 

summarised below. 
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10.4 Experiment 1 on localisation properties 

After defining a set of research questions, which were discussed in chapter 6.2, the subse-

quent chapter 7 described an experiment on the localisation properties of WFS, OPSI and 

stereo. The experiment included measurements of the perceived azimuth and elevation direc-

tions of various sources which were reproduced by single loudspeakers, different WFS arrays, 

and a stereo setup in an anechoic chamber. In addition, the attribute locatedness (=the spatial 

distinction of a perceived source) was elicited by direct subjective assessments in the listening 

test. 

The directional accuracy of all systems was confirmed. Only small differences in the standard 

deviations of the perceived directions could be found from which differences in the image 

focus could have been deduced. A significantly larger standard deviation was found only for 

the phantom sources.  

Clearer differences between the systems were found with regard to the attribute locatedness. 

These differences led to the conclusion that the localisation performance of natural sources 

can be considered as a reference which cannot even be achieved by the WFS system with an 

aliasing frequency as high as 7.5 kHz (loudspeaker spacing ∆x = 4.2 cm). In spite of that, this 

WFS system was still significantly better than the WFS system with an aliasing frequency of 

2.5 kHz (∆x = 12.7 cm) with regard to the assessed locatedness. This confirms the assumption 

that an increase of the aliasing frequency above the previously proposed limit of 1.5 kHz 

(Start, 1997) leads to significant improvements in the localisation performance. Spatial alias-

ing seemingly has an impact on the localisation performance although the dominant contribu-

tions for localisation were identified to be in the lower frequency bands (Wightman and Ki-

stler, 1990).  

The locatedness of the OPSI system was graded similar to its corresponding WFS system 

with (∆x = 12.7 cm). It seems that omitting the aliased contributions and replacing them with 

phantom sources has no negative effect on the localisation performance. This validates the 

OPSI concept, at least regarding the properties of directional imaging. The locatedness of the 

phantom sources was graded worst, which also corresponds to the larger standard deviations 

of the perceived directions mentioned above. 

10.5 Experiment 2 on sound colour properties 

The experimental investigations on the sound colour properties of WFS, OPSI and stereo 

were described in chapter 8. Its research questions were defined in chapter 6.3. The experi-
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ment was performed using BRS, which is a virtual acoustic system including head-tracking. 

In this way it was possible to simulate arbitrary WFS systems, even an ideal WFS system 

exhibiting a loudspeaker spacing as low as 3 cm. The subjects were able to switch between 

sources at different locations to evaluate the perceived sound colour difference between these 

sources. In this way, the perceived colouration occurring within one system was obtained. 

The colouration was graded with the help of a multiple stimulus graphical user interface em-

ploying reoccurring anchors which spanned a range of different colourations. Thus, the meas-

ured colouration was referred to the same scale, and a comparison could be made between the 

results for the different systems. 

Again, the OPSI concept could be validated, because the colouration of the OPSI system was 

smaller than that of the conventional WFS systems. The choice of the crossover frequency 

was shown to be essential because both too high a crossover frequency, causing spatial alias-

ing, as well as too low a crossover frequency, unnecessarily omitting correct WFS contribu-

tions, causes an increase of the perceived colouration. As a conclusion, it was shown that the 

crossover frequency must be above the aliasing frequency. Furthermore, with regard to 

colouration, the crossover frequency may be as low as 3000 Hz without causing negative 

consequences as long as the aliasing frequency is above 3000 Hz. 

The effect of spatial aliasing on the perceived colouration could clearly be shown. A decrease 

of the spatial aliasing frequency led to an increase of the colouration. A theoretical prediction 

of the colouration based on the spectral alterations of the ear signals was successful. This 

means that the frequency spectra of the ear signals govern the perception of the sound colour. 

For the WFS systems a good prediction of the colouration was achieved whereas the systems 

containing stereophonic contributions and lacking spatial aliasing were mostly overestimated 

in their colouration. In other words, the perceived colouration was smaller than predicted. 

Indeed, the best OPSI systems and pure stereo were perceived with the least colouration, 

which was as low as the colouration of the ‘ideal’ WFS system (∆x = 3 cm) and the natural 

reference sources.  

The good results for the stereophonic systems led to the conclusion that some kind of partial 

decolouration is active in stereophonic perception, be it a decolouration as proposed in litera-

ture in the context of early reflections (Salomons, 1995; Brüggen, 2001a, 2001b) or based on 

the association model of Theile (1980). The comparison of perceived and predicted colour-

ation showed that decolouration could improve the perceived sound colour substantially. In 

spite of that, some dependence on the spectral alterations of the ear was still found. Hence, a 

stringent functioning of a decolouration process based on the association model could not be 

proven. 
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10.6 Experiment 3 on the effect of the wave front c urvature in WFS 

The experiment described in chapter 9 investigated the role of the wave front curvature in 

WFS for a listener at a fixed listening position. A listening test was performed employing 

both real as well as WFS virtual sources at close distances (d ≥ 25 cm) from the listener. In 

WFS, focussed sources (=sources in front of the array) were used. The subjects were trained 

to use the ‘binaural differences’ cue for distance perception in advance of the experiment. The 

level cue could be isolated from this cue by utilising a test method of ‘conflicting cues’. 

The experiment was performed in an anechoic chamber. The head of the subjects was ori-

ented perpendicular to the direction of the (hidden) source in order to provide maximal binau-

ral differences. A special cableway equipped with a dummy loudspeaker was available in 

front of the listener to be able to elicit distance judgements from the subjects. The subjects 

could pull wires to position the dummy loudspeaker at a continuously variable distance which 

was to correspond to the perceived distance of the reproduced source.  

It was shown that - as reported in literature (Brungart and Rabinowitz, 1999c) - distance per-

ception is possible for nearby real sources due to binaural differences. The low-frequency 

ILD significantly changes with decreasing source distance and can be evaluated. Simulations 

showed that the ILD depends on the distance-dependent head shadowing as well as on the 

distance-dependent level difference due to the r
1 -law. 

The focussed WFS sources of the experiment could not create a correct distance perception. 

The distance judgements were created solely by the level cue regardless of the reproduced 

source distance. Simulations showed that indeed the crucial cues for distance perception of 

nearby sources do not exist in the sound field produced by focussed sources. The reason is 

that acoustical focussing is restricted to a minimum size of the focal point of half the wave-

length. Hence, the important low frequency ILD cues cannot be reproduced sufficiently. Fur-

thermore, it is suspected that in WFS the head shadowing is ruled by the distance of the array 

and not by the actual source distance.   

10.7 Outlook on possible further work in the field 

Perception mechanism 

This thesis aimed at identifying and investigating aspects in the comparison of the perceptual 

properties of WFS and stereo that had not been investigated sufficiently before. A number of 

disagreeing properties were indeed found and were investigated in a direct comparison. Start-

ing from this comparison of perceptual properties, the research also tried to find rationales for 
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the observed phenomena. However, the proposed explanations could not sufficiently be 

proven and can only be regarded as hypotheses. A functioning of Theile’s association model 

or any other mechanism that results in a decolouration of stereophonic signals seems rather 

plausible after studying the results of this thesis. This research, however, was not primarily 

aimed at exploring the fundamental perception mechanisms. A specific investigation in that 

direction would be better suited to illuminate the validity of the mentioned hypotheses. The 

association model is a rather broadly defined concept which has to be translated to the more 

specific processes in spatial perception and their consequences on the perceptual properties. 

As another option, other rationales could exist for an improvement of the perceived sound 

colour. The hypothesis of a binaural decolouration was mentioned in the literature in the con-

text of early reflections (Salomons, 1995; Brüggen, 2001a, 2001b). An investigation incorpo-

rating stereophonic reproduction in that context could give rise to similar results regarding the 

binaural advantage in sound colour perception.  

Perceptual properties of WFS 

This investigation dealt with the properties of WFS with regard to localisation and sound 

colour at the same time. These two groups of properties are strongly related to each other, 

because any change in the reproduction of WFS, be it a method such as OPSI or the diffusion 

of the WFS driving functions (chapter 4.2.5), has an impact on both the perceived attributes 

of localisation as well as the sound colour. Hence, an improvement of WFS may result from a 

trade-off regarding the quality of these attributes. Further investigations that may have to 

balance different alternatives should bear in mind the general priority which is given to sound 

colour in spatial perception (Rumsey et al., 2005). Hence, further attempts at avoiding the 

perceptual artefacts of spatial aliasing may be most promising. The OPSI method is one ap-

proach in that direction, but it is not the only option.  

The literature has considered the artefacts of WFS (spatial aliasing, diffraction effects, reduc-

tion of the reproduction dimensions to the horizontal plane) in order to find improvements for 

practical applications. However, the influence of the reproduction room on spatial perception 

has been dealt with less thoroughly, although it is considered by this author to be one of the 

main reasons for an impaired spatial perception in WFS. Some attempts have been made to 

use the WFS array to cancel distinct reflections in the horizontal plane, but the possibilities 

are limited and the general problem of faulty reproduction room reflections from floor and 

ceiling cannot be solved in this way (e.g. Spors, 2006; Corteel and Nicol, 2003). Hence, as a 

result, the virtual source is often perceived at the distance of the array regardless of its synthe-

sised physical distance. As mentioned in this thesis (chapters 2.5 and 6.5) the difference be-

tween WFS and stereo regarding the capabilities of reproducing source distance are smaller 
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than generally assumed due to this problem. WFS, however, has been targeting an essential 

enhancement of the spatial reproduction. Solutions for this inherent problem have to be found 

when the full potential of WFS for the reproduction of depth, distance and acoustical perspec-

tive is to be demonstrated.   

Comparison of WFS and stereo 

New stereophonic formats such as 7.1 or 22.2 (Hamasaki et al., 2006) are being discussed at 

present, which employ an increased number of loudspeakers that are partly located in a sec-

ond, elevated plane above the listener. These formats allegedly have the potential to produce a 

sound field exhibiting an enhanced spatial quality for multiple listeners. These formats sug-

gest themselves as an alternative to WFS as long as no real acoustical perspective is desired.  

As discussed in this thesis, in principle no disadvantages can be identified in stereophony for 

the creation of a spatial sound field exhibiting accurate depth and distance as well as accurate 

properties of directional imaging and sound colour reproduction. However, investigations on 

suitable methods for a practical implementation of an enhanced spatial sound field based on 

these formats and on the related bottlenecks are still lacking. These investigations can not 

only be performed by sound engineers during practical work, but rather psycho-acoustic prin-

ciples have to be applied and explored and thus research has to be carried out in this field. In a 

number of applications, these formats appear to have a greater potential than WFS to effi-

ciently reproduce a spatial sound field in an extended listening area.  
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